Appendix B- Consultation Report

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS THE CONSULTATION ACTIVITY AND FINDINGS
IN RELATION TO THE DEARDENGATE BIG LAMP PROJECT.
ANNEXED TO THIS APPENDIX ARE THE INDIVUAL RESULTS OF EACH
SURVEY.
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Introduction to the report:
This document summarises the representations received from various stakeholders and
the local community in response to Rossendale Council’s ambitions to apply for Heritage
Fund monies for Haslingden Town Centre.
Background:
The Haslingden Town Centre Strategic Board led by Rossendale Borough Council to
bring about substantial improvements to Haslingden Town Centre. In 2018, the
Haslingden Town Centre Strategic Board recognised that interventions from a
significant funding source are required to address the socio economic issues linked with
the town. The board submitted an application to HF (then HLF) for a Townscape
Heritage Scheme in March 2018; this submission was unsuccessful due to lack of
funding available on a national level despite receiving very good feedback.
At the Haslingden Town Centre Strategic Board meeting held in August 2018 it was
agreed to apply to HF again for significant funding to improve the Town Centre. The
preliminary consultation activity relating to this submission was undertaken in
preparation for a 2019 funding call. The dates of consultation activity were between
November 2018 and July 2019 allowing lots of ideas and activity to take place prior to
the release of funding calls.
The representations received have been split into key themes, which the proposed
project will seek to address.
Key objectives of the consultation activity:










Understand the challenges that town centre users and visitors face when in Haslingden.
Gather the communities’ ideas on how they’d like to see the Town Centre improved in
line with its heritage to inform the scheme proposals to Heritage Fund, including capital
works, activities plan and areas of the public realm.
Achieve support from the community towards an application to Heritage Fund and
understand whether building owners would engage in the scheme and at what grant
rate.
Gain insight into future plans that building owners, businesses, community groups and
residents might have to allow for partnership working and a holistic approach towards
town centre improvements as well as reinforcing the knowledge base.
Provide a positive message, promoting investment into Haslingden and its current
assets.
Ensure the consultation is as transparent and open with the whole community feeding
into it.
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Create a Haslingden
Town Centre 2040 Vision which is representative of the
whole community.
Understand baseline information and benchmarks to allow the project to be properly
evaluated.
Scope of the consultation:
The defined consultation period ran for from November 2018 until June 2019 with a
range of techniques and applications used.
The following activity has taken place during this period:




















Letter introducing the scheme to building owners with a survey and freepost envelope
for returns to grasp grant intervention rates and opinions on the town centre (responses
annexed)
Press Release with call for comments in several local papers.
3 x library drop in sessions at busiest times, with stimulating discussion material.
Advertisement of an online survey on Facebook, Twitter, Linked In and direct emails to
local community groups, through the Taskforce and local papers. Including Council wide
sites, MP sites and local Haslingden pages (responses annexed)
Meetings with local community groups and organisations to discuss their ideas,
including LCC, Rossendale Leisure Trust, Valley Heritage, APNA, Civic Pride, Proffitts,
Love Haslingden to name just a few.
Online surveys with 2 x local high schools pupils to target 11-18 year olds. (responses
annexed)
Face to face surveys with town centre businesses and organisations (responses
annexed)
Reinstatement of the Haslingden Traders group and presentation / feedback session
relating to the scheme.
Presence at key dates in the local mosque
Survey opportunity in Together Housing’s newsletter
A Haslingden Town Centre 2040 Vision workshop with key stakeholders within the town
centre to form a wider strategy- forms a separate appendix to the bid
Attendance and input at a local transport forum.
Feedback gathering and attendance at the Community Partnership Board meeting.
An online survey specifically to generate and understand event ideas (responses
annexed)
Presentation to head teachers in local primary and secondary schools.
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Consultation findings bracketed key headlines:
The consultation activity generated results and
feedback from 800 individual people that use and
have links to Haslingden Town Centre.








317 people filled in the online surveys relating to the
town centre and events (some hand written and
results put online for evaluation)
538 students completed the survey from Haslingden
High school and All Saints designed for 11-18 year
olds
90% of landlords/ building owners that returned a
completed survey welcomed a grant intervention rate
of 80% to complete improvements to their property.
97.8% of people agreed that Haslingden Town Centre
could be improved, with most respondents suggesting
enhancements should be made to create attractive
shops and work on derelict buildings, as well
Displays some of the feedback received from
as addressing the market and places to sit.
a session in the local mosque
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78% of people come to
Haslingden town centre to shop or to attend appointments.
90% of people access the town centre by car or by walking.
More varied shops, places to sit and events were the most selected items to encourage
people to spend more time in the town centre
84% of respondents were not aware of the visithaslingden website and the associated
heritage trail.
57.8% of respondents do not feel connected to Haslingden’s heritage.

This photograph is from the 2nd consultation session
held in Haslingden library on a Tuesday evening.
Council Officers and members of the Haslingden
Taskforce were available to gather feedback from
members of the public.

Current Challenges for residents and potential visitors:
In order for the Haslingden Strategic Board to ascertain a scheme outline and
understand ways to improve Haslingden Town Centre, it was important to ask partners
and the community about the challenges they face, the question appeared in several
formats:
1. What, if anything puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
2. What would make you spend more time in Haslingden town centre?
3. What are the top five challenges you face in the town centre?
The following challenges featured the most frequently:
Lack of variety with shops
Too many takeaways
Looks rundown and visually
unappealing particularly the
gateway
Lack of green space
Market underused

Nowhere to sit
No leisure activity
No identity or USP
Derelict buildings
Lack of enforcement on Town centre too spread
the car parks
out
Anti-social behaviour
Lots of shutters on shops
Nothing to do, especially Pedestrian
&
cycle
at night time
routes are poor

These items also featured, but were not the most popular:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Child Poverty
Childhood Obesity
Transport links
Transient rental market
Poor quality flats
Elderly isolation

7. Litter
& fly
tipping
8. Lack of atmosphere

Ideas to overcome challenges and improve the town centre:
As 97.8% of people felt that the town centre could be improved, it was crucial to gather
their ideas. Activities to gather people’s ideas to improve the town centre included a
Haslingden Town Centre 2040 Vision workshop, a presentation to head teachers in the
school, discussions at the business association, as well as questions throughout the
questionnaire as follows:
1. What ideas do you have to improve Haslingden town centre?
2. If you could spend a large amount of money in Haslingden town centre, what would
you spend it on?
3. What would make you spend more time in Haslingden town centre?
4. What else do you think could be done to have a positive impact on the town centre?
The following ideas to improve the town centre appeared the most frequently:
Making shops attractive
Better lighting in the town
Community Art Work
Replace paving
Digitalisation

Seating area and gardens Pedestrianise/ one way
on Deardengate
Derelict
building Market
improvements
improvements
and relocation
Greater police presence
Less takeaways
Connection to the Halo
Community events
A USP for the town
Nature throughout

Other ideas included:
1. Town centre management team
2. Promenade from the co-op carpark to
Deardengate
3. Welcoming feature at key entry points
& junction improvements
4. Improved leisure facilities
5. More bins
6. Wasteland off Bell St
7. Reduce core shopping area
8. Shutter scheme
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9. Scheme for landlords for quality
housing
10. Shop front design guide
11. Youth club/ somewhere for young
people to go to
12. Walking route app
13. Things for the evening
14. William Cockerill acknowledgement
15. Remove some of the street clutter
16. Feature out of the “Big Lamp”
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Focused questions:
People were also asked to expand suggestions and focus on certain elements that
appeared to be constant throughout the discussions, including events, derelict buildings,
public realm, digitalisation, promotion of heritage.
Questions included:
1. What events would people like to see in the town centre?
2. If there were 4 key events annually, what would be the most popular?
3. Which empty buildings in the town centre would you like to see brought back into
use?
4. What ideas do you have to improve the market area?
5. Where would you like to see public realm improvements?
6. What ideas do you have to make Haslingden more digitally interactive?
7. What information would you like to see on the Visithaslingden website?
8. What ideas do you have to better promote heritage in Haslingden?
The answers to these questions (amongst all the response are attached below).

The consultation activity has allowed us to develop the scheme outline (Appendix C)
for the Stage 1 Application to Heritage Fund which fits within the wider town centre
strategy, The Haslingden Town Centre 2040 Vision (Appendix A) of the Stage 1
application to Heritage Fund.

Haslingden Town Centre Visitors Survey
Consultation
Page 1
1. What is your ethnic group?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

White

90.79%

217

2

Mixed

0.00%

0

3

Black British

0.00%

0

4

Asian or Asian British

4.60%

11
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1. What is your ethnic group?
Response Response
Percent
Total
5

Chinese

0.00%

0

6

Black or Black British

0.00%

0

7

Not Stated

4.60%

11

answered

239

skipped

0

Analysis Mean:

1.41 Std. Deviation:

Variance: 1.9

Std. Error:

1.38 Satisfaction Rate:

6.9

0.09

2. What is your age range?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

under 18

0.00%

0

2

18-24

3.36%

8

3

25-34

12.18%

29

4

35-54

45.80%

109

5

55-64

19.33%

46

6

65+

19.33%

46

answered

238

skipped

1

Analysis Mean:

4.39 Std. Deviation:

Variance: 1.07 Std. Error:

1.03 Satisfaction Rate:

67.82

0.07

3. What is your gender?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Male

28.03%

67

2

Female

71.55%

171

3

Other (please specify):

0.42%

1

answered

239

skipped

0

Analysis Mean:

1.72 Std. Deviation:

Variance: 0.21 Std. Error:

0.46 Satisfaction Rate:

36.19

0.03

Other (please specify): (1)
1 ID: 104052143 Italian

Page 2
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4. How frequently do you go to Haslingden Town Centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Everyday

25.52%

61

2

Weekly

49.79%

119

3

Monthly

14.64%

35

4

Once or twice per year

7.53%

18

5

Never

2.51%

6

answered

239

skipped

0

Analysis Mean:

2.12 Std. Deviation:

Variance: 0.92 Std. Error:

0.96 Satisfaction Rate:

27.93

0.06

5. What, if anything, puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Open-Ended Question

100.00%

239

1

ID: 100812344 Litter. Feels run down.

2

ID: 100838469 Nothing

3

ID: 100844567 nothing really except finding the time. I tend not to shop at weekend because its busy
and hard work with a toddler

4

ID: 100850641 nothing

5

ID: 100853286 visiting from quite a distance

6

ID: 100861448 Nothing, I live in the town centre

7

ID: 100870035 transport buses

8

ID: 100880396 The rather scruffy look of the centre with is shuttered windows, rusty and dilapidated
street furniture, the mixture of poor signage with it's associated deliberate misspellings
and lack of cohesion of fonts and materials. The sad mixture of shopfronts from different
era's which have replaced traditional victorian shopfronts from the region. The lack of
diversity in the type of shops. The complete taking over of many shops with take-aways
that appear to do hardly any trade when they are open (if at all).

9

ID: 100923293 Youths with dogs off lead, parking fines

10

ID: 100923395 Not many shops would like more clothes shops or homeware shops

11

ID: 100923262 Too many takeaways

12

ID: 100923462 Not many restaurants or places to eat

13

ID: 100923719 Foreigners, scruffs and its a shit hole

14

ID: 100923379 No where to park in town, Deardengate is a nightmare to drive up and down.

15

ID: 100923437 Lack of parking

16

ID: 100923788 Parking. Bad reports

17

ID: 100923430 Parking, antisocial yobs, general run down state.
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5. What, if anything, puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
18

ID: 100923282 Lack of variety of shops

19

ID: 100923829 I visit most days some great shops

20

ID: 100923805 Full of takeaways

21

ID: 100923902 Lack of parking

22

ID: 100923771 The number of takeaways and decline in decent shops

23

ID: 100924118 I live in Bury but I was born in haslingden

24

ID: 100923918 The weather

25

ID: 100924094 Not appealing to visit, it’s dismal and not much other than take aways

26

ID: 100923695 Nothing I’m quite happy to walk round

27

ID: 100923990 Unatttractiveness

28

ID: 100924147 Would shop there more often if more "everyday" shops - greengrocers mainly. Parking is
also very bad.

29

ID: 100924746 Drunken people wandering about. Potholes in the roads.

30

ID: 100924480 I won't visit the town centre on my own at night. I am very uncomfortable with young lads
and lasses hovering around in groups

31

ID: 100924805 Not enough parking space

32

ID: 100924597 No useful parking, shops are nearly empty but the car parks are full?

33

ID: 100923248 Nothing to attract except to laws butchers and david gould opticians. No real shops or
market

34

ID: 100924661 All the takeaways and rubbish on streets

35

ID: 100924697 No variety of shops

36

ID: 100924515 Parking, need more shops/non pub based nightlife

37

ID: 100924446 Parking

38

ID: 100924350 Shops look run down. Too many £ shops
Missing family friendly places

39

ID: 100924857 I have to go out of town to visit my Bank. Also there are no shops for a lot of goods I
want. Example Shoes and general clothes shops. I would shop there more if the shops
were there.

40

ID: 100925476 too many takeaways the crowds of kids always about and it needs sprucing up as a
town

41

ID: 100925461 Not enough variety of shops

42

ID: 100925505 Parking, litter and the range of shops.

43

ID: 100925596 Number of take aways. Groups of drunks outside commercial and black bull. Teenagers
in large numbers wandering around.

44

ID: 100925232 l go to coop or pick up a parcel. only takeaways and charity shops. or hairdressers. dull
boring and scruffy. opticians good though.

45

ID: 100925549 Parking is sometimes difficult but can usually find somewhere with a little drive round
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5. What, if anything, puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
46

ID: 100925174 Very little choice of shops apart from takeaways, hairdressers and cake shops

47

ID: 100925799 Dog muck, litter and yobs

48

ID: 100925974 Dark, number of takeaways, not
Feeling safe youths lack of police of an evening

49

ID: 100925553 Closed shops. People gathering on the streets. Not a lot of room on the pavements for a
pram.

50

ID: 100925188 Nothing really, not much choice with shops - better selection down the hill in Rawtenstall

51

ID: 100926004 the lack of variety in the shops and parking.

52

ID: 100925943 Like. Haslingden,but could do with better parking area also market needs to attract
stallholders

53

ID: 100925455 Parking

54

ID: 100926233 Need s a make over parts look run down

55

ID: 100926673 Not a lot to be honest.

56

ID: 100926872 Lack of shops which are open. Too many take aways makes it a ghost town during the
day, no atmosphere or community feel. Crime on the increase.

57

ID: 100926451 No swimming pool at the adrenaline centre

58

ID: 100926421 No parking spaces.

59

ID: 100925986 Lack of variety of shops

60

ID: 100926607 Parking, not many shop open
No market worth looking at need new management not policed enough

61

ID: 100926657 During the day there aren’t really any shops providing what I need and overall it just
looks a bit run down. Towards the evening I avoid going out at all because the town
does not feel safe particularly on a weekend.

62

ID: 100927366 .

63

ID: 100926776 Druggies stood in doorways. Especially one certain shop.

64

ID: 100927573 Nothing

65

ID: 100927508 Idiots hanging around shop doorways,in a certain shop

66

ID: 100927904 Lack of cleanliness

67

ID: 100927816 Unless you want a takeaway or something under £1 you're wasting your time !

68

ID: 100927915 Nothing

69

ID: 100927430 The lack of things for my teenagers to do .i.e. no swimming

70

ID: 100928603 dark streets at night, boy racers

71

ID: 100928738 Parking

72

ID: 100928045 Nothing put me off going for what I may need at that time.

73

ID: 100927550 Nothing

74

ID: 100929125 everything. it is miserable looking and there is nothing there
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5. What, if anything, puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
75

ID: 100929297 No shops to really make me stop.

76

ID: 100929586 Lack of parking

77

ID: 100930038 Bad parking. Not enough crossings. Not enough shops

78

ID: 100930077 It doesn't feel welcoming.

79

ID: 100929946 just worry when it gets dark early in the winter months...is it safe

80

ID: 100931282 There's not a wide range of shops

81

ID: 100930790 Lack of the facilities and shops I’m looking for.
Not nice at night.

82

ID: 100931724 Town centre is not attractive and has not enough of everyday shops.it has an unkempt
feeling.also when i moved to helmshore 20 years ago i would have nights out in
hadlingden i jo longer do this as i feel apprehensive.

83

ID: 100932136 I used to call to the banks through the week but they have both cloved now.

84

ID: 100932348 There isn't a lot of family things to do.

85

ID: 100932598 parking

86

ID: 100932779 I find hard getting out due to been disabled anyway. No local veg shops now and shops
available are either too expensive or the opposite cheap rubbish

87

ID: 100932960 All the takeaways

88

ID: 100933461 Lack of parking.

89

ID: 100933468 Tend to go to hadlingden for a few specific shops (hardware, music, Asian
supermarket). Fairly few other shops / market any more so tend to go to bury.

90

ID: 100933937 The range of shops.

91

ID: 100934229 Nothing

92

ID: 100931875 Lack of parking ,
Shops look scruffy things outside,
No where nice to eat or drink,
Litter .

93

ID: 100934553 sadly a few thinks. daytime= no great variety of shops but I've always said 'if you do t
use it you lose it'. Nighttime =youngsters hanging around street corners

94

ID: 100934781 I wouldn't like to go at night on my own.
There is a good range of shops apart from a greengrocers

95

ID: 100935390 Lack of interesting shops, parking

96

ID: 100935430 Mothing

97

ID: 100935551 Shop burglarys robbing machines banks bullys dodgy people in white vans

98

ID: 100936064 Parking, traffic, crime rates, while there two weeks ago there was a massive fight that
spread into the main road, men shouting from flat windows. It's intimidating and scary

99

ID: 100936220 lack of fruit and veg shops ,cheap daytime activities

100 ID: 100935922 Trying to find somewhere to park in the centre of Haslingden.
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5. What, if anything, puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
101 ID: 100936517 Uneven pavements hard for my mum to get about with her walker also hard for me to
push the wheelchair if I take her out in this
102 ID: 100936751 Car's racing up&down Manchester Rd&dog poo not picked up by their dog owners.
103 ID: 100938061 Kids hanging around the chicken shops in the evenings.
104 ID: 100938728 Nothing attracts me to shop there
105 ID: 100939360 The amount of take away shops and litter on the streets/dog mess can be off-putting.
106 ID: 100940040 Not enough variety of shops
107 ID: 100940768 Looks generally untidy
108 ID: 100943368 Too many take always rubbish in the streets appalling smells from behind the take
always intimidating youths with buddies lack of winter salting on side streets
109 ID: 100943998 Nothing
110 ID: 100950093 It's fine during the day. But I would never go to the town centre at night. Never. Its a
frightening place. There are a minority of people who drink there every day and are
known to be using various narcotics. Their behaviour is erratic, aggressive and
unpredictable. There is a complete lack of police presence.
111 ID: 100950672 Ido go quite regularly.
112 ID: 100955814 Parking. Not enough ordinary shops. Too many takeaways.
113 ID: 100961462 Dirty streets, lack of choice.
114 ID: 100964637 there isnt a good variety of shops
115 ID: 100979631 town is dirty
116 ID: 100979579 Poor selection of shops, scruffy and uninviting - just an array of takeaways.
117 ID: 100979645 Lack of parking
118 ID: 100979326 It's dowdy. You need to go,outside of Haslingcen to buy things. Except if you want your
hair done or a take away. There's no soul anymore in the town. No decent shops
anymore. I need to go out of town to my bank now has its moves to Rawtenstall. My
husband has to travel to Bury for his bank. It's just gone downhill. I can go into Bury to
buy all I need. Not a chance on Haslingcen.
119 ID: 100980415 Cleanliness
120 ID: 100996861 Parking can be an issue.
121 ID: 100998149 Its a bit scruffy
122 ID: 101002113 Not much in terms of shops, cafes, banks. Etc
123 ID: 101008696 Not a lot
124 ID: 101010282 Nothing
125 ID: 101018042 Not enough variety and too many take always.
126 ID: 101024173 Limited parking. Lack of town centre focus/hub/atmosphere
127 ID: 101026771 Lack of parking
128 ID: 101030324 Distance from home
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5. What, if anything, puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
129 ID: 101033027 Night time. Used to wander the streets without a care in the world now it's a different
story.
130 ID: 101034035 Many shops look scruffy, lots of empty premises, not enough variety . I work full time
shops are mostly closed when I finish work. Sometimes call in coop but their range isn't
good, I have food intolerances
131 ID: 101035545 Gangs of lads walking round in hoodies at night time
132 ID: 101036321 Choice of shops
133 ID: 101014153 Nothing puts me off going for what I know I can buy - but there is too little to offer the
shopper in terms of choice; far too many takeaways, where we should be seeing
individual shops that serve people from out of town as well as locals. It often looks
unkempt with side streets full of weeds and litter. Even Civic Pride ( of which I am a
volunteer) can't solve everything.
134 ID: 101041907 Nothing different to other areas
135 ID: 101043271 Dirty appearance, not enough quality shops. Too many takeaways.
136 ID: 101054818 Nice little shopping town.
137 ID: 101058975 Nothing. It is pleasant to visit, tho I know this is due to hard work of volunteers
138 ID: 101059596 To many Take-a- Ways
139 ID: 101063538 Lack of decent shops
140 ID: 101063754 Untidy streets
141 ID: 101064264 Nothing puts me off going to the town centre as it's my home town but some of the
shops are very tatty, I don't like goods displayed bazaar style on the pavement and
parking isn't easy
142 ID: 101087359 All the takeaways and hardly any decent shops
143 ID: 101092897 Deardengate is made narrow by the number of parked cars.
144 ID: 101106044 The way people speak and treat others
145 ID: 101106283 Noting
146 ID: 101115911 Lack of decent shops, full of takeaways and hairdressers, run down, dirty and much
better places within a 5-25 min drive that’s more appealing
147 ID: 101116568 Litter
148 ID: 101122482 I walk to the town centre more or less every day.
149 ID: 101153703 No banks and mainly takeaways.
150 ID: 101153104 Not enough shops- plus the town isn’t respected by residents. I’ve visited the library a
few times where there are older children who have shouted abuse and the last time I
visited the park and gardens there were condos wrappers everywhere- not great when
you have 3 young children with you.
151 ID: 101155975 Too many takeaways
152 ID: 101163237 The streets are dirty, and antisocial behavior as well as far to many takeaways
153 ID: 101165043 Lack of shops for daily shopping needs
154 ID: 101183333 Lack of variety of shops
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5. What, if anything, puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
155 ID: 101183695 Not many interesting shops
156 ID: 101189451 Too many charity shops and too many take-away shop. Not enough nice/interesting
local shops. General appearance - pavements all need replacing. Make Deardengate
one-way or even traffic free.
157 ID: 101203497 No greengrocers in the town. Have to go to other town for bargain shopping. All so for
your Shops like Aldi and Lidl
158 ID: 101208086 Nothing
159 ID: 101237426 It’s a disgrace! No incentive to visit, full of takeaways and the general appearance is
run-down with very "unattractive " shopfronts to say the least.
It all adds to the impression that when the Council distributes funding, the majority would
seem to be spent in Rawtenstall.
What potential shopkeeper would want to open a quality business in the centre of
Haslingden!
160 ID: 101258810 nothing
161 ID: 101264310 Empty shops
162 ID: 101266598 Nothing
163 ID: 101281686 There was a lovely greengrocer's shop I used to visit regularly, which has closed,
therefore nowhere (apart from supermarkets) to buy fresh fruit and veg. I think the town
needs more general stores which may encourage the public to shop. My motto has
always been "shop locally".
164 ID: 101287133 I shop elsewhere within the borough as the shops within Haslingden town centre do not
offer the same variety of goods/items that Rawtenstall does for example.
165 ID: 101287992 parking issues
166 ID: 101289400 Nothing really for young people to do. No sports facilities or socialising areas. Areas to
play sports, there is a field called St Peters field but it isn't well maintained and possibly
turn into a pitch so you can play in all weathers and a variety of sports.
167 ID: 101297748 Parking can be a problem - just the amount of spaces.
168 ID: 101301483 I live in Rawtenstall so shop there more frequently
169 ID: 101302927 Usually full of litter. Just nothing to attract me apart from a good doctor and a good
butcher.
170 ID: 101330718 Office based shops such as solicitors, estate agents, too many charity shops, pound
shops and takeaways. Need to be more convenient shops and a variety of shops that
sell a range of things. There needs to be encouragement for outside retailers to invest in
Haslingden- especially clothes and food. Police station needed and a mobile office for
Rossendale Borough Council- e.g. enquiries in relation to council tax etc... Local shops
need to be more high street type and appropriate such as clothes shops, food shops
(nationally recognized shops). More involvement from local supermarkets to help the
town center such as opening up metro Tesco in the center. Litter on the floor. Dog poo
on the floor. Too much traffic and congestion- especially around 8:30 to 9:15 am and
3:00pm to 6pm. Needs to be sorted out. Market is poor and needs investment from
outside businesses.
171 ID: 101348977 nothing
172 ID: 101354647 It’s a shit hole with nothing to offer apart from hairdressers and take always
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5. What, if anything, puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
173 ID: 101368304 Parking at lunchtimes and it needs a good clean up. Beautiful quirky buildings that need
to be made more up market
174 ID: 101389347 Nothing
175 ID: 101399531 parking can be difficult.
176 ID: 101402072 Poor selection of shops, bank closure
177 ID: 101406712 Nothing puts me off Haslingden
178 ID: 101431478 nothing
179 ID: 101432560 No
180 ID: 101432296 Too many takeaways, pound shops and taxi offices. I would love to a more diverse
range of shops.
181 ID: 101436516 Range of shops not needed on a more regular basis
182 ID: 101434653 Lack of appropriate facilities
Desperately needs regeneration and improvements to the street scene
183 ID: 101444911 i visit Haslingden Town Centre almost every day but not every day
Parking, weeds, litter including cigarette butt being discarded on to the ground and
chewing gum (cigarettes could easily be swept away by the shop owner), and traffic.
Friday is a particulary bad day to park as the refuse bins are parked in the library car
park.
184 ID: 101450274 Reputation of violence
185 ID: 101450338 What doesn't put you off going to haslingden. The roads are a mess, no visible good
signs, pot holes. It's bugle to look at, health centre is horrible, all the shops are crap tat
shops.
186 ID: 101452015 Parking
187 ID: 101452780 Not enough choice,too many fast food and run down shops.
188 ID: 101456806 Lack of decent grocers. The market also needs development.
189 ID: 101457047 Parking difficulties
190 ID: 101456888 Not many nice shops to browse, nothing much to see. Too many takeaways.
191 ID: 101459845 Lack of variety of shops. Looks tired and uninviting.
192 ID: 101460267 Parking
193 ID: 101463691 Nothing
194 ID: 101471786 Lack of choice with too many fast food outlets
195 ID: 101475703 Parking
I always get the bus.
196 ID: 100861224 Not put off but the town centre looks very down at heel and could be some much more
attractive, the shutters in particular ruin the look and stop window shopping at night.
Internal shutters are they way forward. Some improving factors need not cost vast
amounts of money. Of course too many take aways by far.
197 ID: 100923564 Teenagers hanging around late on at night.Unlicenced motorbikes+quads race around.
198 ID: 101499257 It's rough and uncultured.
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5. What, if anything, puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
199 ID: 101529139 The Lack of good shops too manyTake away shops and pound shops with all products
outside looks untidy. Rubbish
200 ID: 101554806 Nothing puts me off
201 ID: 101662820 traffic congestion, THE COBBLES!!
202 ID: 101674398 Parking
203 ID: 101698807 1.STUFF cluttering the pavements outside shops causing an obstruction.
2.The fact that I can't even buy a pair of socks or fresh Veg/fruit in town, yet, there are
dozens of empty takeaways. That I wouldn't dream of eating from. ( I'm a member of
slimming world)
204 ID: 101908615 We lived 40 miles away but regularly visit Haslingden to see relatives
205 ID: 102160107 Parking, yellow lines, un used empty shops, no shoe shop, lack of variety shops.
206 ID: 102188979 Nothing
207 ID: 102292728 Its location, which is a fair distance from work or home.
208 ID: 102299658 Lack of good quality shops and restaurants
209 ID: 102588978 lack of parking, lack of good shops other than takeaways or hair dressers.
210 ID: 102666019 I don't live in the area
211 ID: 102954922 Nothing
212 ID: 100926330 Vans parked right near the zebra crossing blocking your sight when trying to cross
especially when you're pushing a pram
213 ID: 101434661 Nothing puts me off. Just go when convenient to me.
214 ID: 103902565 finding a parking place.
215 ID: 103950858 Parking
216 ID: 104037040 untidy shop shops, it isn't great for pedestrians and the buildings around the traffic light
junction are really ugly, especially ladbrokes.
Also, there are a lot of takeaways and the town has a reputation for unorganised crime.
The market either needs to close or needs a vision for it/ running properly.
217 ID: 104046158 Limited products
218 ID: 104049064 Not a lot there
219 ID: 104052143 All the money laundering "take aways"
220 ID: 104054764 Scruffy and not much quality shopping or attractions
221 ID: 104061331 It’s not very appealing at all!
222 ID: 104062739 Lack of facilities, lack of shops, no toilets.. the cold and rain.
Lack of child friendly activities
223 ID: 104063492 Nothing much to do or go for
224 ID: 104153609 Youths behaving anti-socially.
225 ID: 105252576 Parking
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5. What, if anything, puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
226 ID: 101306790 Parking
The shops are only really suitable for functional visits, eg, buy your lunch from the
sandwich shop or get your hair cut etc
227 ID: 101352725 Parking, lack of shops too many take aways or discount stores
228 ID: 106127395 Poor parking, not being able to purchase the things I need, lack of quality products
available -plenty of cheap goods, rather sad feeling about the town centre - lack of care
and preservation of buildings, public spaces etc.
229 ID: 106809727 Lack of major chain shops and variety.
230 ID: 109493052 Lack of variety of shops
231 ID: 111150932 Having the time. As to be honest it has everything you need.
232 ID: 111491434 Lack of interesting shops and decrepit shop fronts.
233 ID: 114946869 Parking
234 ID: 114969768 Bumpy roads, lack of parking
235 ID: 117204161 A lack of variety in the shops, some of the shops looking shabby/empty, a lack of
parking spaces (but not very often), opening hours of the bank
236 ID: 115331092 Nothing in particular, I suppose there aren't any shops there that arouse my interest.
237 ID: 120626074 Children who are about 12 being cocky
238 ID: 121580681 Moved away 5 years ago and vowed never to return. It's a horrible place to live. Litter,
speeding cars, intimidating groups of people, takeaway after takeaway....
239 ID: 122006907 It's scruffy and feels unsafe. There are far better towns around to visit - and I live in
Haslindgen!

answered

239

skipped

0

Page 3
6. What do you go to Haslingden Town Centre for?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Shopping / cafes

71.13%

170

2

Library

32.22%

77

3

Market

4.60%

11

4

Events

12.97%

31

5

Go to appointments

53.97%

129

6

Something to do

8.79%

21
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6. What do you go to Haslingden Town Centre for?
Response Response
Percent
Total
7

Don't really go

7.53%

18

8

Other (please specify):

20.08%

48

answered

239

skipped

0

Analysis Mean:

7.37

Std. Deviation: 6.62 Satisfaction Rate: 75.13

Variance: 43.83 Std. Error:

0.43

Other (please specify): (48)
1

ID: 100812344

2

ID: 100853286 friends

3

ID: 100870035 credit union walks meet ups

4

ID: 100923462 Butcher

5

ID: 100923282 Work

6

ID: 100923918 Visit family

7

ID: 100923695 Visit my mother & father

8

ID: 100924515 Vape shop

9

ID: 100924857 Meeting friends

10 ID: 100925476 doctors
11 ID: 100925461 To go to the bank
12 ID: 100925174 Bank
13 ID: 100925986 Bank
14 ID: 100927550 Dog walk
15 ID: 100929125 the butcher
16 ID: 100930038 Visit daughter
17 ID: 100930790 Only specific shops and Dearden Tearooms
18 ID: 100932348
19 ID: 100934553 evening meals
20 ID: 100935430 Work
21 ID: 100938061 Collect donations for my community project
22 ID: 100938728 Passing by
23 ID: 100940768 Family business
24 ID: 101033027 Visting my mother
25 ID: 101014153 To help with Haslingden Civic Pride.
26 ID: 101063754 Litter picking
27 ID: 101064264 I volunteer with Civic Pride
28 ID: 101115911 Visit parents
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6. What do you go to Haslingden Town Centre for?
Response Response
Percent
Total
29 ID: 101155975 Charity shops
30 ID: 101183333 Work
31 ID: 101189451 Fuel for the car (to drive somewhere else!!!)
32 ID: 101237426 Just appointments at the Health Centre.
33 ID: 101302927 Laws butcher.
34 ID: 101406712 Car Repair at Garage on Lower Deardengate
35 ID: 101432560 Doctor' Surgery
36 ID: 101432296 Butchers and hairdresser
37 ID: 101434653 Two specific traditional bakers, Victorian Tearooms but no other shops or restaurants and
cafes that would meet my needs.
38 ID: 101444911 to
39 ID: 101450274 Take aways, quick lunches, occasional meals at restaurant
40 ID: 101452015 Lunch
41 ID: 101456806 Pubs
42 ID: 101475703 Catch another bus
43 ID: 100923564 Walk the dog
44 ID: 101698807 Optician. To pass through on way home from work.
45 ID: 117204161 Go to the bank
46 ID: 115331092 When walking my dog
47 ID: 120626074 Walk through to go work
48 ID: 121580681 Nothing. Scim the outskirts to get to the tip.

7. If you were to go to Haslingden Town Centre, how would you usually get there?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Car

71.55%

171

2

Bus

6.69%

16

3

Bike

0.00%

0

4

Walk

45.19%

108

5

Other

0.84%

2

answered

239

skipped

0

Analysis Mean:

2.7

Std. Deviation:

Variance: 2.91 Std. Error:
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8. Do you think Haslingden Town Centre could be improved?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Yes

89.96%

215

2

No

2.09%

5

3

Maybe

7.95%

19

answered

239

skipped

0

Analysis Mean:

1.18 Std. Deviation:

Variance: 0.31 Std. Error:

0.55 Satisfaction Rate:

9

0.04

9. What ideas do you have to improve the Town Centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Open-Ended Question

100.00%

239

1

ID: 100812344 Shops to tidy up outside. Fewer take aways. More greenery. Some artisan shops
opening. A vibrant market selling artisan foods.

2

ID: 100838469 Removal of litter
Cleaner business exteriors
Less smoking in front of pubs
Clean secure accessible toilets

3

ID: 100844567 not sure - there is a nice range of independent shops already though its missing a
greengrocer now which is a shame.
In terms of the public realm, a bit more green space and colour would be nice. Street
trees? Large planters which form part of the actual streetscape (as in built in not free
standing)
More coordinated shop signs; less plastic and illuminated shop fronts. Tidy up empty or
derelict shops.
Also the empty space near the market and by the coop (the site of the former mill) is
really untidy and quite intimidating iun the evening. I used to work in Haslingden and
found walking from Deardengate to the car park near the coop along the ginnel by
Mannings was really quite scary and dark so I tended to walk the longer way along
Blackburn Rd and up John Streeet
Also I think making higher Deardengate one way for traffic would be great. Its hard work
as a motorist and as a pedestrian trying to cross the road when its busy and people are
desparately trying to parallel park badly

4

ID: 100850641 1. focus on empty properties. Assess and come up with ideal option fir use. Give
someone the job in targeting and identifying businesses who are looking to establish.
Build relationships with commercial estateagents. Sell Haslingden. Get food and drink
establishments in - support them get established anyway you can and promote and
market with them in mind.
2. Work with landlords to work through problem of attracting tenannts - they may not be
reducing their rents as they will then reduce the value of thei own properties.
3. Make it eay for shoppers. Maybe a one way system for shoppers - with diagnol
parking = more access = more potential shooppers.

5

ID: 100853286 reinstate the swimming pool. there are enough outdoor spaces and for children and
teenagers if supervised so perhaps their input in any clearances to improves existing
space as an initiative for them to be involved. This would keep the teenagers active
away from any street market syggested and give them a pride not to just cingregrate in
the evenings perhaps doing wanton damage.
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9. What ideas do you have to improve the Town Centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
6

ID: 100861448 CCTV security so people feel safer coming out in the evenings and the shops stop being
robbed - its demoralising for shop owners to have their businesses destroyed whilst not
being able to have proper security shutters, fill the empty shops, lots more car parking,
improve the market, sweep the streets, fine people for dog fouling, encourage shop
owners to put hanging baskets or Christmas trees up.

7

ID: 100870035 doing it up make it look nice and parking

8

ID: 100880396 Replace all shutters to shops with internal shutters and encourage the shop keepers to
place a few items between the shutter and glass at night to encourage window shopping
- also light this space to give an impression of a lively and welcoming town replacing the
dark shuttered run down feel of the high street at present.
Remove all duplicated street furniture and condense signage onto fewer metal posts Encourage all traders to keep their own pavement area clean - Ban all goods for sale
out on the pavements, if a shopkeepers premises is not large enough for there goods
they should be encoraged to find a larger shop. Keep all signs clean. Regularly weed
footpaths - Take up all the paving blocks and replace with WORLD FAMOUS
HASLINGDEN FLAG (as used in Trafalgar Square London)!

9

ID: 100923293 Better parking, no cobbled road, plants, Better-lightingin park, cleaner paths/parks

10

ID: 100923395 More shops

11

ID: 100923262 More varied shops.

12

ID: 100923462 More places to eat

13

ID: 100923719 Everything

14

ID: 100923379 Make a bigger car park behind the library, on weekends and during the week is
horrendous to park

15

ID: 100923437 Make shop fronts look attractive.
The two bargain shops have stocks outside of their shops and it makes the town look
cheap.

16

ID: 100923788 Better parking

17

ID: 100923430 move fast food takeaways to outskirts or industrial areas - most of their business is
delivery anyway. increased police presence. Incentivise business to come to town.
Better transport links to from surrounding areas

18

ID: 100923282 More variety of shops ie less takeaways.pedestrianise upper deardengate plus planters,
seating etc. Dont allow pound plus shops to display things outside. Have pop up market
stalls on upper deardengate and cafes to have seating areas outside.

19

ID: 100923829 The market needs reviving and open Saturday

20

ID: 100923805 Less takeaways !!

21

ID: 100923902 More parking less litter more choice of shops

22

ID: 100923771 Encourage more independent shops and better market stalls

23

ID: 100924118 Not sure

24

ID: 100923918 Smarten it up

25

ID: 100924094 Shop fronts need desperately updating.
Something for the kids to do, In invoking them in the updating of haslingden

26

ID: 100923695 More variety of shops and move the market onto the top of town on a weekend
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9. What ideas do you have to improve the Town Centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
27

ID: 100923990 More flowers, regular street cleaning, more niché/unique businesses, a proper market

28

ID: 100924147 Better parking. Revamp of market area.

29

ID: 100924746 More police.
CCTV more on main Street.

30

ID: 100924480 I think CCTV needs to be put up as a deterrent. We are well aware of the lack of police
force available.

31

ID: 100924805 Less takeaways

32

ID: 100924597 Less hairdressers and takeaways, better shops.

33

ID: 100923248 More real shops. Swimming baths to raise the profile. Generally brightening up. Fewer
empty shops. Fewer takeaways

34

ID: 100924661 Make deardengate pedestrian and close some of the takeaways and have more
businesses like Ruby and daisy tea rooms room d etc

35

ID: 100924697 Lower business rates to encourage new busineses

36

ID: 100924515 More places like Room D, more to do in the evening

37

ID: 100924446 Parking. Tidying. Flowers.

38

ID: 100924350 Less anti social behaviour in the central and surrounding streets.
Lots of fly tipping making it look run down
Needs a successful regular farmers market or similar
Decent CCTV
Dog mess a big problem
Empty shops/ broken windows makes it look worse- this needs to be addressed

39

ID: 100924857 More general shops.

40

ID: 100925476 remove some of the takeaway. making the town look better.. more places for
kids/teenagers to go instead of the streets

41

ID: 100925461 Improve empty shop fronts by putting vinyls on the windows, encouraging new tenants
for empty shop units that are different from the existing offer

42

ID: 100925505 Better range of shops, less takeaways, more bins and cctv, better street lighting.

43

ID: 100925596 Reduce cafes / fast food outlets and replace with boutique shops.
Encourage the pubs to cease serving those already in a state.

44

ID: 100925232 more choice of shops. pet shop. habidashery and kitchen shop. a book store. an activity
craft shop.

45

ID: 100925549 The market could be better

46

ID: 100925174 Restrict similar shops and smarten up shop fronts as some are real eyesore. There are
some beautiful buildings spoilt by their appearances.

47

ID: 100925799 More bins, roads need a lot of work more police is essential

48

ID: 100925974 More or better lighting more police presence and better restaurants at evening and
some clothes shops to mix in with nice shops there

49

ID: 100925553 Would be good to see more independent businesses. A greengrocer especially would
be good to complement the butchers.
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9. What ideas do you have to improve the Town Centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
50

ID: 100925188 Better choice of shops- fewer takeaways. It has a poor image, so smarten it up - give us
something to be proud of. Bigger police presence - there seems to be a lot of crime in
that area. Improve the market.

51

ID: 100926004 maybe by making the outside of the shops look nicer with flower baskets or nice bright
coloured windows/doors. more cctv to catch the drunks and vandals destroying the
place.

52

ID: 100925943 Keep the charm,but improve empty buildings

53

ID: 100925455 Needs more parking

54

ID: 100926233 More variety of shops

55

ID: 100926673 Less takeaways, a youth centre like we used to have at bury road.

56

ID: 100926872 More shops, encourage new business, lower rents / business rates, incentives for
business owners, community events. Better location for market. It should have stayed
where it was.

57

ID: 100926451 Whap a dope pool on the adrenaline centre. Would be chill.
Also cull all the dogs. People can’t pick up the poo, so maybe just a big cull would be
best.

58

ID: 100926421 At night time it’s not a safe place to visit.

59

ID: 100925986 Varied market e.g. farmers, vintage, crafts, Xmas.
Community events - the Remembrance March was great to see the community get
together.
Fundraising events.
More bins.

60

ID: 100926607 Improve the markets
Improve the parking
Improve shop front

61

ID: 100926657 VISIBLE POLICING
A greater variety of shops and bars/cafes such as room Deardengate
Revamping the shop fronts to make the main high street more appealing
Reducing the numbers of takeaways, brining in the large chain (dominos) in the hopes
that it would kill off the smaller ones was a good first step but more needs to be done

62

ID: 100927366 Better xmas lights for a start

63

ID: 100926776 Make sure the thieves get arrested,and not get away with things.

64

ID: 100927573 More flowers / plants, less rubbish / litter / dog poo
A decent clothes / shoe shop

65

ID: 100927508 Move the idiots, druggies,from one shop doorway. More police presence

66

ID: 100927904 Make the town more bright and attractive

67

ID: 100927816 Shops for a change.

68

ID: 100927915 Fewer takeaways
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9. What ideas do you have to improve the Town Centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
69

ID: 100927430 Something for the youth .a gaming cafe . A swimmming centre .also the youth can't
travel in or out as buses too expensive and limiting after 4 p.m.youth activities and
chances of travelling to Bury etc very depressing

70

ID: 100928603 more lights

71

ID: 100928738 Shop frontage
Security for shop owners

72

ID: 100928045 Shop fronts in some cases looking brighter. Making it pedestrians only thus making it
easier for elderly and people with disabilities to get around. Making doorways and
buildings disabled friendly.

73

ID: 100927550 More car parks and wider pavements

74

ID: 100929125 closing down most of the takeaways to hopefully encourage more shops

75

ID: 100929297 Less takeaways and more shops selling basic needs. There are no fruit and vedg shops
and what is the point of having takeaways that only open at nights when people don't go
into town.

76

ID: 100929586 More parking, pedestrianise upper Deardengate, less street litter and unnecessary
signage, shop from improvements per Bacup town centre

77

ID: 100930038 Better shops and parking

78

ID: 100930077 Tidy it up, make it look more inviting. Try to get a greengrocers.

79

ID: 100929946 get a better more traditional market, attract more business to open up the empty
shops...do we really need all these fast food shops, some of the shop fronts are really
not attractive or clean, clean up the derelict spaces behind the shops, twixt the co-op,
market & back of shops all waste ground...

80

ID: 100931282 Hanging baskets and flowers

81

ID: 100930790 As Haslingden is after Bacup probably the best preserved conversation area, I believe
there’s a desperate need to:
Improve shop fronts including windows signage and the rears of buildings to reflect and
enhance the historic environment.
Need to dramatically improvement to the street scene in a way that positively
contributes to the town and the people who use it; expectation must be to seek to do this
in line with Historic England’s Streets for all guidance
https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/streets-for-all/
As Haslingden flag is supposed to be important and is so often referred to or used in
marketing by RBC etc regarding Haslingden and Rossendale- it’s rather embarrassing
that the truth is " their ain’t no Haslingden flag to be found in Haslingden or much of
Rossendale"! Stamford conservation area insists that all new builds are stone with
Collyweston slate roofs - it reinstated and values the traditional local quarrying industry
and all housing developers, high street stores still come- but the big difference is that
they reuse existing stone buildings or they build in stone with Collyweston slate roofs - if
you have the courage to make and enforce conservation area rules it aids both quality of
life and the local economy!
One single solitary flag outside the library simply acts to show how the heritage hasn’t
been valued has instead been ripped up and replaced.

82

ID: 100931724 Try to bring back a more community feel.maybe more variety of shops i.e shoe shops
fruit and veg shops.
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9. What ideas do you have to improve the Town Centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
83

ID: 100932136 Bring the banks back like the Halifax and Santander.

84

ID: 100932348 More places for families, swimming pool would be great. As not all the money or
transport to travel. activities that can be done inside as we do get a lot of cold wet
weather

85

ID: 100932598 a police man on patrol

86

ID: 100932779 Cleaner and more inviting

87

ID: 100932960 Close 50% of the takeaways

88

ID: 100933461 Reduce the number of take always. More security for the small businesses.

89

ID: 100933468 Need a few more things to bring people in and make grater range of shops (and fewer
takeaways) viable. Eg swimming pool.

90

ID: 100933937 Better range of shops and cafes. Events, eg monthly farmers / artisan market on higher
Deardengate. Clearer directions to parking. Map of town - most probably don’t venture
off higher Deardengate so have no idea about the shops on lower deardengate or bury
road.

91

ID: 100934229 As below

92

ID: 100931875 Bulid a supermarket like Unicorn in Chorlten providing localy souced fruit and
vegetables and fair trade products. To bring the Community together.
More Police in the evenings.
Less take always!
Community low cost cafe in the Cenre to bring people from different cultures together.
Low cost craft classes.

93

ID: 100934553 more variety of shops and shopfrints more sympathetic/in keeping with the local
stonebuilt area. nice muted paintwork instead of tacky bright plastic shop fronts.
something to bring a pride back to our town

94

ID: 100934781 Would it be possible to pedestrianise upp er Dearden gate have some greenery and
sitting areas?
I think that would encourage people to stay socialise and possibly spend more

95

ID: 100935390 Lower business rates to encourage newer business and new ideas

96

ID: 100935430 Cctv

97

ID: 100935551 Less takeaways to many pound shop would be ideal for a lot of people who struggle
refresh shops make them brighter more people doing the market

98

ID: 100936064 Improve traffic flow , pavements and parking spaces, encourage new businesses, crime
prevention

99

ID: 100936220 fruit and veg shops , market reopen ,daytime activities

100 ID: 100935922 Please....no more take aways.
101 ID: 100936517 Pavements in a terrible state all need replacing also would be nice to see less
takeaways and more shops
102 ID: 100936751 By stopping so many takeaways opening up & bring back the banks.Plus having the
pavement cleaners out more often.
103 ID: 100938061 Wider choice of shops.
Less take aways.
Youth club.
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9. What ideas do you have to improve the Town Centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
104 ID: 100938728 A variety of shops instead of duplicate - pound shops - hairdressers and charity shops.
105 ID: 100939360 Less take aways. More community events. Try to attract more visitors with high quality
cafes/restaurants/shops.
106 ID: 100940040 Untidy and full of louts
107 ID: 100940768 Some of the shops / businesses look tacky and dirty
108 ID: 100943368 No more take always community policing
109 ID: 100943998 More events and more stalls on the market
110 ID: 100950093 Simply, a police presence would be nice. It would feel safer. I really feel sorry for the
business owners who are repeatedly finding their premises broken into or vandalised.
111 ID: 100950672 Well with shuttered shops it looks sad - but I don't have bright ideas on how to attract
businesses as I am not a business person. Sometimes I find it difficult to park - but I
usually find somewhere in the end. Sometimes I get backache and it would be nice to sit
down - the bench outside the library is useful. I don't suppose there is much suitable
space for seating.
112 ID: 100955814 All the boards above the shops on Deardengate. I hate the cobblestones on
Deardengate driving over them is to be avoided at all costs.
113 ID: 100961462 Improve pathways, add more flowers and trimmings, help shops spruce up their
windows and paint work. We have a beautiful market place but few market stall holders,
promote the market... Open it Saturday and Sunday, make it special, sell specialities!
114 ID: 100964637 i'd love a swimming pool again
115 ID: 100979631 remove horrible shutters on shops
improve cctv
police presance to protect businesses and its people
116 ID: 100979579 We need to follow the example of Rawtenstall and Ramsbottom and encourage new
businesses. However, who would want to risk this as they risk being broken into etc.
It would take drastic intervention to turn Haslingden back into the lovely little town if
once was.
117 ID: 100979645 Greater variety of shops
118 ID: 100979326 More variety of shops. Get rid of some of the many takeaways.
119 ID: 100980415 Shop owners should keep their buildings in good repair and looking tidy, also not leaving
boxes/rubbish outside.
Cigarette butts on pavements- pubs, bars, cafes should be accountable for the mess
outside their premises.
120 ID: 100996861 Less takeaways. More shops like deardengate tea rooms and the hardware store.
121 ID: 100998149 Tidy it up a bit.
122 ID: 101002113 Better shops, other than takeaways, quieter upto date bars/cafe/deli shops. Better
market or funds into the market, give the town center an identity.
123 ID: 101008696 Encourage shop owners to keep their bit of the street unobstructed, tidy aand litter free
124 ID: 101010282 More boutique shops and bars.
125 ID: 101018042 Improve facilities and access for disabled. Encourage more long term leases on
shops,maybe with discounts for shop front presentation.
i.e. clean and tidy with clear pavements outside.
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126 ID: 101024173 Move the market to the top of the high street. Close the road. Pop up market with a
variety of quality products. Aim higher, plan, organise, have a strategy so improvements
are sustained.
127 ID: 101026771 More variety of shops and improve the market.
128 ID: 101030324 Something for teenagers to do. A bigger store to being people in.
129 ID: 101033027 Needs policing
130 ID: 101034035 Make shop signage nicer, many look cheap and scruffy. Take lessons from Whalley. No
more takeaways. Have good quality eventz, take lessons from Ramsbottom.
More good quality bars and restaurants, somewhere with outside space for the summer
131 ID: 101035545 Less take aways
132 ID: 101036321 Colour scheme for all the shops, so that it looks good and traditional with more hanging
baskets up Deardengate. It needs to look good to attract towns people as well as
visitors.
133 ID: 101014153 If you look at places like Clitheroe and Kendal (as examples) they have courtyards with
little shops and cafes. People love this type of thing. Go to Devon or Cornwall and every
back alley is clean and tidy with pots/hanging baskets and shrubs growing against a
wall. In comparison, Haslingden has weeds and dumped mattresses!! We need to tidy
up these alleys and make them pretty - even if it's only to look at as we walk past; to
give a hint that a town is cared for and special. Many houses in the side streets are
rented and as one tenant moves out, so does the rubbish - into the nearest back alley!
Likewise, many properties belong to people of an Asian culture who perhaps aren't used
to gardening - and also I don't think ladies are permitted to do outside tasks; that is the
man's duty. So there are cultural issues involved. Perhaps through the Imam and local
Asian groups, the town can encourage more participation. I have asked passing Asian
ladies if they'd like to be involved with one of the HCP gardens at Regent Street perhaps growing herbs to use in Asian cookery? No-one has taken me up. Perhaps our
climate is unsuitable? Regarding dumping in back alleys there needs to be stricter
control and landlords held to account (though I can see that may not be easy). I think
there is a definite split between Asians and non-Asians and it would be great to bring
these together more; perhaps through the use of food/cookery or cross cultural music?
Language is often a barrier but these can be bridged through common interests and
willingness by all. Also ... far less takeaways because they add nothing to the town. And
... the biggest and worst thing in Haslingden in my opinion ... the betting shop at the
Deardengate crossroads; in the most prime position in the town with its boarded up
windows!!!!
134 ID: 101041907 Better restaurants and events
135 ID: 101043271 Protect local businesses from crime / burglary by reintroducing police patrols to the area
136 ID: 101054818 More planters.
137 ID: 101058975 More support to develop green areas and gardens coming into town centre
138 ID: 101059596 Drastically reduce the number of Take-a-Ways
139 ID: 101063538 Better parking, better shops
140 ID: 101063754 Educate 'some' of the locals so they become more awarw that dropping litter is
unacceptable.
141 ID: 101064264 Improve shop fronts, stop goods on pavements, plant some trees where possible, deal
with weeds including training for the Town Caretaker with weed killer. (Otherwise he
does a great job)
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142 ID: 101087359 Clean it up and decent shops,instead of numerous hairdressers,takeaways
143 ID: 101092897 Make Upper Deardengate one way.
144 ID: 101106044 Clean the town up
145 ID: 101106283 More parking spaces
146 ID: 101115911 Stop opening takeaways. It’s over run ! Looks dirty and like a 3rd class town. Too many
junk shops too. No need - one is enough. Stop yobs from congregating
147 ID: 101116568 Keeping it tidy, reducing litter and weeds in the car parks and streets. More colour with
flowers.
148 ID: 101122482 It is still littered with food,papers,animal 💩 dispirite the great job the civic pride do.
149 ID: 101153703 Limit the amount of takeaways. Don't allow anymore to open.
150 ID: 101153104 Enter it into more competitions- more flowers or landscaping, encourage pop up shops
for local businesses, involve local authors in the library, more community events to
make better use of the market area, encourage local walkers to visit- so more cafes/
book shops etc.
151 ID: 101155975 More independent shops
152 ID: 101163237 Less takeaways, streets cleaned more often and bigger control of antisocial behaviour
153 ID: 101165043 Better choice of shops.
Less takeaways.
Overall improvements of current businesses.
More support for businesses who are trying to support/improve the town
154 ID: 101183333 Better paving and better lighting in evening
155 ID: 101183695 More ethical grocery stores, vege restaurants
156 ID: 101189451 See my earlier comments. Plus sadly we lost our local greengrocer recently - a major
blow.
157 ID: 101203497 Be nice to have more stalls on market. All so more choices in where to get fruit and
vegetables
158 ID: 101208086 Make Deardengate pedestrianised
159 ID: 101237426 Unfortunately, the die is cast and without significant spending, I don’t have an answer. I
will avoid the town centre and continue to shop in Rawtenstall and Bury.
160 ID: 101258810 better market
161 ID: 101264310 Incentives to encourage empty buildings to be occupied
162 ID: 101266598 X
163 ID: 101281686 It just needs some TLC - shop frontages painted for kerb appeal to start with.
164 ID: 101287133 Improve the visual appearance of the town centre with vegetation/plants
165 ID: 101287992 better parking facilities
less takeaways
less street signage - looks cluttered and piecemeal
EH has identified a number of issues with converted building into HMO accommodation
There have been a number of fires and other fire safety issues with flats above
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commercial premises.
Back streets are often neglected and suffer from fly tipping and dog fouling issues

166 ID: 101289400 More/improved sporting facilities. All weather sports pitches which a variety of sports
can be played. St peters field could be improved. Tidier streets. An indoor socialising
area for young people.
167 ID: 101297748 Possibly look at a one way system as they have in the bottom half of Deardengate.
Shop fronts could be coordinated to look a bit better - the takeaway signs especially are
garish and too neon
168 ID: 101301483 Somewhere to sit and eat lunch outside, less litter and less takeaways
169 ID: 101302927 Just look at Ramsbottom. A blend of cafes and individual shops plus a decent pub.
170 ID: 101330718 Celebrating the history and diversity of Haslingden e.g. more architectural things/
places/landmarks needed.
More places for family and children to attend in Haslingden e.g. cinema, ten pin balling
etc...
More shops that sell a variety of things such as clothes, food, household items etc...
(investment from outside businesses/ high street shops). Less places that promote
unhealthy eating such as takeaways.
More support from local policing to catch outside criminals who like to victimize people
living in Haslingden such as drug dealers from mainly outside towns such as Blackburn,
Bolton, Bury and Manchester preying on innocent children. Also support for victims of
loan sharks and corrupt finance companies such as solicitors and hire car companies
notably in towns such as Bury and Bolton who like to prey on residents in Haslingden
and pretend to offer a courtesy car and then claim its a 'hire' car and charge you £80 per
day after you have an accident. Support is needed to help these victims. In other words
Citizen Advice Bureau is needed.

171 ID: 101348977 more parking
172 ID: 101354647 See response to no. 10
173 ID: 101368304 Cleaner and smarter. More quaint shops along the lines of ruby and daisy with
appealing shop fronts. Keep the cobbles and the good mix of cafes.
174 ID: 101389347 Not sure
175 ID: 101399531 nicer seating areas, a x-mas tree , x-mas market like the hog roast butties, crafts to buy,
gluwein-like blackburn etc...tidy the two big pubs up always a mess around the
commercial and black bull-maybe have a farmers market once a month. less dog poo!
176 ID: 101402072 Selection of shops, currently seems to mainly be takeaway, off license and charity
shops
177 ID: 101406712 New shopfronts like Bacup Town Centre. Hold Events etc
178 ID: 101431478 make sure all the shop fronts are improved ,
179 ID: 101432560 I cannot off the top of my head give you an honest answer to this question
180 ID: 101432296 Reducing the number of takeaways and taxi offices if this isn’t possible then sympathetic
renovation of the properties. Reducing the number of inappropriately parked cars which
cause holds ups and people with prams having to walk in the road.
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A general improvement in shop signage.
Benches to be placed around the town this would encourage the elderly and less abled
bodied people to visit town. I live on Helmshore Rd and over the years we have lost a
number of benches on The Parade, at the top of Jubilee Rd another good place would
be in the grass at the front of the Adrenaline Centre these would encourage people to
walk into town knowing they could rest on the way.
181 ID: 101436516 Better shops/more variety
182 ID: 101434653 Haslingden has a rich heritage and story that with care and attention to detail and
historical accuracy could be brought to life. There’s some amazing buildings that are
crying out for heritage sympathetic restoration.
Other buildings and signage along with inappropriate materials scar the town and it
would be beneficial to remove these and replace with something more appropriate
including some well designed, innovative new buildings.
The market needs regeneration both physically and with what it offers. I would never
buy from their as it is! But bring a high quality range to include a fishmonger, cheese
monger, and a range of field to fork farmers market stalls selling locally produced:
cream,
butter,
cheese,
seasonal fruit and vegetables including Oldroyds rhubarb,
Genuine free range chicken, eggs, pork, beef etc
Other artisan produce.
Local black puddings,
Then I would be there!
Haslingden also could fill a restaurant gap that exists across Rossendale- there is not
one single Indian restaurant, let alone ones from the various regions. Nor is there
anywhere that makes and sells fresh homemade pasta, sourdough or bigga method
pizzas, or other genuine Italian regional specialties. Everything is poor quality anglicised
rubbish. Despite all the kebab shops we can’t even purchase a good Turkish or Greek
kebab!
Go for authenticity and quality and Haslingden would be capturing a market that
currently fails to exist in Rossendale.
I suspect I’m not the only person leaving the valley for all these things along with
Waitrose and Booths. Rossendale is continually aiming solely for the lower and bottom
end of the market, yet there’s the people and potential to meet these other needs- and
possibly successfully as one currently has to travel many miles to find them!
THINK BIG!
You say small town big heart so give it some heart, make those words actually mean
something special.
183 ID: 101444911 To tidy it up, to add colour so that people want to be there. We can see the hanging
baskets but we cannot see the planters because of traffice.
There is a great many weeds in Haslingden, a lot of litter, not enough bins.
Haslingden is also a residential town as well as a shopping area and there needs to be
more hours spent on keeping the adjacent areas clean so that the residential litter does
not impact on any improvements made in time.
In winter it is very difficult to get around as the area is not often gritted. This affects the
pavements and also the residential areas.
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184 ID: 101450274 Make take away section more like deardengate section. Deardengate is lovely and has
been developed into a much nicer street.
185 ID: 101450338 Knock it all down and start again
186 ID: 101452015 Stricter parking regs to make it easier for parking. Especially on a Friday when all of the
bin wagons park up on the main carkpark and make it impossible to use.
187 ID: 101452780 All areas surrounding the town centre.Closed a d run down shop fronts are off putting.
188 ID: 101456806 Improve community cohesion. More events (maybe on the market). Live music and
mobile bars on the market maybe.
189 ID: 101457047 Market on Deardengate once a week.
190 ID: 101456888 Put some high street shops in or small boutiques. Get rid of litter. Make it look more like
bank street in Rawtenstall. Maybe some markets would be good.
191 ID: 101459845 Help small businesses to offer a wider variety of shops. Tidy up the look of certain
shops.
192 ID: 101460267 Somecdisabled short term parking on deardengate
193 ID: 101463691 Improvement of the market
194 ID: 101471786 Less fast food outlets
195 ID: 101475703 Parking bays along Manchester Road
196 ID: 100861224 Insist on internal shutters - remove shop goods from pavements - enforce parking yellow
lines - remove all street furniture that is duplicated and condense signage. Encorage
shopkeepers to clean up outside their own shops. Open market on saturdays and do not
allow it to be used for 'Car Boot" purposes. Open up a passage through to Coal Hey and
use this area as a town square to replace Marsden Square which we lost in the sixties.
Encourage property owners in Lower Deardengate to re-constitute the shops that were
taken over by adjoining properties inn the sixties and are now disused.
197 ID: 100923564 The town is fine it needs police patrolling later on to keep the town safe
198 ID: 101499257 Limit the shops to one of two of a type. For instance there are 2 large premises selling
pretty much the same stock and far too many takeaways.
199 ID: 101529139
shop fronts on the main road and Deardengate should look smarter looks like cheap
jobs have been done
200 ID: 101554806 .
201 ID: 101662820 get rid of the cobbles, make crossing the road easier on upper deardengate. clean it up.
get some community police back
202 ID: 101674398 Reduced rents to encourage more diverse retailers
203 ID: 101698807 Close most if the takeaways. ( so unhealthy)( how do people afford them ? ) encourage
businesses like RUBY and DAISY. Deardengate tea rooms. Room D. BEAUTILIOUS.
ECT.
204 ID: 101908615 Better choice of shops and cafes open longer. If in town, we usually end up driving to
Tesco, where there is a Costa open much longer than town centre cafes.
205 ID: 102160107 Bigger better market
More shops
Less take aways
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Lower deardengate open and in full use
Zebra crossing in danger zones
Rid all yellow lines in resident areas
Provide parking permits to residents outside the health centre..Not available to the
public that use the health centre
Build a multi story car park for the health centre....the whole of haslingden used that
hub...and there are not enough spaces on the tiny car park!
're open stepping stones as something daily.. e.g... community centre like Helmshore
have
206 ID: 102188979 Less veicles on Deardengate
207 ID: 102292728 Providing more plants and hanging baskets. Improving the shop fronts.
208 ID: 102299658 Improve the look. More cctv. Control anti social behaviour. Streets need to be cleaner.
Attract better quality shops and restaurants
209 ID: 102588978 I don`t think it is in my remit to improve the town centre although if the council would
help the shop holders that might aid the situation.
210 ID: 102666019 I think the town centre is good but it could be more pedestrian friendly i.e. less priority
given to traffic
211 ID: 102954922 Address general poor state of business fronts. Perhaps incentivise self promotion.
212 ID: 100926330 To get the market up to standard, meaning more stall holders, try a table top sale or
carboot market to get more interest and people coming on, offer low price stalls or even
free for a couple of weeks and give it more advertising on social media
213 ID: 101434661 Generally more tidy
214 ID: 103902565 pavements need addressing and parking ,cars park where they want.
215 ID: 103950858 Flora, baskets, seating, a focal point
216 ID: 104037040 Do something with the market to make it much more leisure offering. Particularly stalls
selling fruit and veg, there isn't anything.
Get rid of all the shop fronts that are scruffy and concentrate some money on refurbing
them.
Create some areas of open space for people to sit and enjoy the atmosphere.
217 ID: 104046158 A variety of shops selling a range of products.
218 ID: 104049064 Better parking
219 ID: 104052143 Shut all the drug money laundering businesses
220 ID: 104054764 Too many takeaways and taxis and barbers . Give business rates relief for new quality
shops.
Enforce parking regulations
221 ID: 104061331 More appealing shops. Not so many pound shops etc
222 ID: 104062739 More shops, child friendly activities,
Some shelter above the town centre... In Singapore they had large umbrellas
overlapping each other which would also be a nice attraction
223 ID: 104063492 More child friendly stuff more shops
224 ID: 104153609 To improve the range of stalls on the market.
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225 ID: 105252576 More interesting shops
Better restaurants
226 ID: 101306790 Better parking
At least one shop with a real draw, eg, M&S, Boots or equivalent
I personally couldn’t be my wife a gift from the shops available easily
227 ID: 101352725 Pedestrianise dearden gate, more shops cafes bars and better parking.
228 ID: 106127395 Clear, uniform information signs directing public to key buildings/sites, heritage info,
shop fronts refurbished, re-development of the market with pop-up stalls, specialist
market days...
229 ID: 106809727 Improve the appearance by improving street furniture. More buses through the centre.
Longer opening hours.
230 ID: 109493052 Clean up streets. Make sure empty shops are boarded up not with smashed windows.
Maintenance of fixtures, refreshed with painting bollards and railings etc.
231 ID: 111150932 Perhaps if the town centre reflected the period in which it was built. Try and attract new
start ups bringing vibrancy to the town, updating the town and surrounding areas, look
into what other people have done to make their towns attract visitors, try and bring
something unique to Haslingden.
232 ID: 111491434 Upgrade market,introduce craft and gift shops,children’s toys/crafts ice cream
shop,reasonably priced teens clothes and accessories shop.Make shop fronts inviting.
233 ID: 114946869 More entertainment for both young (under 18) and old at evenings and weekends
234 ID: 114969768 Invest in roads, parking and better shops like Ruby and daisy and dearden tea rooms
which are fantastic
235 ID: 117204161 Give grants for owners to improve shop fronts and encourage new uses, encourage
shop owners to improve their premises by removing inappropriate signage
236 ID: 115331092 The shop frontages on Manchester Road need improving, particularly the 'Rossendale
Booze' shop sign. There are a number of empty shops which need to attract new
businesses. The creation of a Haslingden Art Gallery / Community Art Space would be
great for the town. The market needs to attract new traders selling quality unique,
handmade, artisan products in addition to what ia currently being sold.
A modern bar selling it's own craft beers.
237 ID: 120626074 Get a subway in
238 ID: 121580681 A large, fierce fire.
239 ID: 122006907 Make rent cheaper for nice new businesses to move into, like Dearden Tea Rooms. It
was the star of Haslindgen and now it's shutting. Some nice shops would be nice,
something other than charity shops. More of an effort to keep things neat, and deter
antisocial behaviour. It feels dangerous in the centre of Hassy.
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Response Response
Percent
Total
1

More varied shops

86.61%

207

2

Events

43.93%

105

3

Things to do

38.08%

91

4

Having somewhere to sit and relax

53.14%

127

5

Activities

27.20%

65

6

Less litter

38.49%

92

answered

239

skipped

0

Analysis Mean:

8.68

Std. Deviation: 10.06 Satisfaction Rate: 116.15

Variance: 101.12 Std. Error:

0.65

Other (41)
1

ID: 100844567 a slightly nicer streetscape with more colour

2

ID: 100850641 Good resteraunts and bars - ie Ramsbottom / clitheroe etc

3

ID: 100923437 Love the community street fair and loveHaslingden markets

4

ID: 100923918 Heritage

5

ID: 100924147 Better parking

6

ID: 100923248 A new swimming baths to raise the profile and stop people going out of town to
rawtenstall or accrington. There is too much emphasis and money on rawtenstall. We are
left behind although we pay our council tax. Maybe if barnfield construction was based in
haslingden.... or our coucil leader lived here

7

ID: 100925461 Different places to eat and drink

8

ID: 100925553 A cafe where could sit and work, even if it was a chain coffee shop.

9

ID: 100926451 Less dog poo. Seriously.

10 ID: 100926657 If it felt safe
11 ID: 100926776 Without being harassed by druggies, or groups hanging about. Adults this not kids.
12 ID: 100927508 Without having to have druggies blow there shit about
13 ID: 100927430 Buses to get home to Bury or Helmshore after 5 .
14 ID: 100928738 More attractive looking
15 ID: 100930790 A good artisan bakery
A good fishmongers
A good greengrocer selling quality local seasonal produce including Oldroyds rhubarbit’s bonkers that good Yorkshire forced rhubarb can’t be bought in Rossendale and
instead the shops sell stuff from the Netherlands!
A good farmers market- the Rawtenstall one is starting to find its feet- milk, cream, eggs,
veg and salt marsh lamb sold field to fork. Now build on this and do even better using
Haslingden’s market on a Saturday once a month!
16 ID: 100933937 Plus less dog foul
17 ID: 100931875 Local people need to come together to improve the town .
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18 ID: 100934553 the litter brigade do a fantastic job cleaning up after the few scrotes!
19 ID: 100935390 Better parking
20 ID: 100936751 More charity shops.
21 ID: 100940768 Just a tidier, cleaner environment. Some plants/ trees. Losing the big lamp at the top of
deardengate was a great shame. More parking needed
22 ID: 100961462 Making Deardengate pedestrian and dressed up! Reintroduce the traditional quarter year
markets. Have a theme that would attract out of town visitors and give Haingden back the
soul it deserves!
23 ID: 100979579 Address the imbalance in the variety of shops
Clean the place up
24 ID: 101002113 Better parking, renovate shop fronts and areas for sitting(inside/outside).
25 ID: 101010282 The above answer
26 ID: 101026771 Swimming pool
27 ID: 101014153 Events could be ones that draw in people from out of town: music, book club at the
library, plays, talks. If these happen already then we need to know. 'Spot on Lancashire'
host excellent events and guarantee a 'no £ loss' for the first booking. I think they already
put on things at Rawtenstall library and I've recently been to a story telling at The Dov Inn
at Belthorn. They play to generally small audiences in village halls and the like.
28 ID: 101115911 Yob control.
29 ID: 101297748 Either a relocation of the market or better use of the market where it is. The old market
location made the most of the sheltered accommodation for the elderly across the road
and they were the ones that used the market when it was situated on Bury Road/ across
the road. Now it has moved, it appears to have lost its identity and it feels like it doesn't
know what it should be anymore. More events/ specialist stalls at the market would bring
families there.
30 ID: 101302927 A good pub.
31 ID: 101434653 Civic Pride do an amazing job with litter, but what about actively campaigning and reeducation paired with a welcoming street scene and to encourage pride and ownership of
one’s community?
A decent swimming pool with hydrotherapy pool/ jets, physio lead land and water based
exercise, full thermal spa, exercise studio etc wouldn’t go amiss either as yet again it’s a
wellbeing and health facility that doesn’t exist in Rossendale!
32 ID: 101698807 A fresh veg/ fruit shop
33 ID: 102160107 Community centre in the old stepping stones on warner street
34 ID: 102954922 More amenities for young men. There is a patent problem with youth unemployment.
35 ID: 101434661 Somewhere to sit outside
36 ID: 104037040 Better market.
37 ID: 104062739 Have shelter above town centre....
38 ID: 101306790 As above
39 ID: 115331092 As above
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40 ID: 121580681 Watching the large, fierce fire.
41 ID: 122006907 Safer environment

Page 5
11. If you could spend a large amount of money in Haslingden Town Centre, what
would you spend it on?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Market

41.84%

100

2

Community Events

35.56%

85

3

Attractive Shops

70.29%

168

4

More plants and hanging baskets

32.64%

78

5

Community Art Work

19.25%

46

6

Town Centre shopping App

6.28%

15

7

Places to Sit

32.64%

78

8

Something done with derelict
buildings

69.04%

165

9

Other (please specify):

14.64%

35

answered

239

skipped

0

Analysis Mean:

15.01 Std. Deviation: 19.18 Satisfaction Rate: 147.33

Variance: 367.7 Std. Error:

1.24

Other (please specify): (35)
1

ID: 100880396 Repacing paving with HASLINGDEN FLAG

2

ID: 100923379 Parking

3

ID: 100923695 Make higher Deardengate pedestrianised

4

ID: 100924147 Parking

5

ID: 100923248 Swimming baths

6

ID: 100925799 Pool / police station

7

ID: 100925188 Better security for shop owners

8

ID: 100926451 Pool at the adrenaline centre

9

ID: 100926776 More police presence

10 ID: 100927508 More police presence
11 ID: 100927430 swimming for the youth .or gaming cafes for the teenagers .I'd like to run a community
youth club
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Total
12 ID: 100929946 Bury rd bus
13 ID: 100930790 Improvement to the historic environment and street scene.
14 ID: 100932136 Cinema, bowling place
15 ID: 100932348 Swimming pool and spa
16 ID: 100932779 We need swimming baths
17 ID: 100934781 An idea for the market could be to have seasonal markets for instance on Sundays, not
conflicting with farmers market could there, be crafters sessions in the run up to
Christmas, plants in spring for vegetable and flower gardens
18 ID: 100940768 Parking
19 ID: 100950093 Community police support
20 ID: 100979579 Litter
21 ID: 100996861 More bins to reduce litter plus CCTV.
22 ID: 101018042 Pedestrianise Higher Deardengate.
23 ID: 101024173 Move the market. Improve shop fronts. Encourage sitting and staying.
24 ID: 101033027 Less takeaways
25 ID: 101043271 Swimming Baths
26 ID: 101059596 Provide more free parking
27 ID: 101189451 Replace all the pavements
28 ID: 101330718
29 ID: 101434653 Quality well researched and professional community projects that aim to address social
issues and provide activities for people of all socioeconomic backgrounds . Where’s the
quality lifelong learning or nice pubs? Haslingden is terrifying and rough after dark .
30 ID: 102160107 Stepping stones
31 ID: 102588978 remove the cobblestones
32 ID: 111150932
33 ID: 114969768 More cafes
34 ID: 117204161 Parking wardens
35 ID: 121580681 Demolition and tarmac.

Why have you chosen this? (150)
1

ID: 100812344 To generally tidy up the town, make it more interesting, make it a bit more up market
without spoiling the basic character of an old mill town.

2

ID: 100844567 these three things together will improve the town centre; make it a nicer place to be and
attract investment, more shoppers and more businesses

3

ID: 100850641 The place needs a lift in appearance.

4

ID: 100861448 If the community spirit is restored, it will automatically improve a lot of the other issues.
Community events bring people together, gives them pride back in our town.
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11. If you could spend a large amount of money in Haslingden Town Centre, what
would you spend it on?
Response Response
Percent
Total
5

ID: 100870035 make it more attractive for people to visit make people want to visit haslingden to spend
their money

6

ID: 100880396 Above should really say attractive shopfronts, also the pavements are disgraceful by
now - Haslingden Flag was the envy of the World for paving, that is why it was used for
Trafalgar Square and the Embankment in London so it seems criminal if we cant have
the towns shopping street paved in it.

7

ID: 100923462 Not enough shops

8

ID: 100923437 The market needs better advertising (it would be good if it had banners like the
Whitaker).
The community street fair is probably the best event in Haslingden and brings all people
together

9

ID: 100923829 More places open will atttract more people

10

ID: 100923771 These could bring in more trade from further out

11

ID: 100923695 Then we can have more community activities local arts put the town on the map with
activities more people will want to visit

12

ID: 100923990 Because Haslingden is lacking in a lot of things including a proper market, artwork,
flowers, clean streets and places to sit

13

ID: 100924480 It would be good if Haslingden also had an artisan market that traders would be proud to
set up at. Something for out of towners to come and visit.

14

ID: 100924805 The whole town could do with updating

15

ID: 100924597 The markets in the wrong place.

16

ID: 100923248 Obvious isn't it? All the money goes to rawtenstall and barnfield

17

ID: 100924697 Because the town is dieing with no investment

18

ID: 100924515 I'd love Haslingden to be like a mini Ramsbottom

19

ID: 100924350 App is ridiculous- can see the whole of the centre within a few minutes.
The buildings make the town look delapitated
Variation of the shops/cafes currently being offered
Please not more places to sit- anti social behaviour is rife.

20

ID: 100925476 needs more decent shops

21

ID: 100925461 A better shopping offer will encourage people to visit

22

ID: 100925596 The town is becoming a haven for food outlets which is only going to encourage obesity
in the children of future.

23

ID: 100925232 it's such a boring ugly drab centre no community just empty streets or drunks smoking
outside dingy pubs

24

ID: 100925174 Haslingden Pride do a wonderful job with their plants and litter picking but the town is
spoilt by some of the buildings

25

ID: 100925799 Is basic safety that children learn to swim, and we need a police presence

26

ID: 100925974 It needs more kerb appeal and also to attract strangers to town other than standard 2
shops of standard

27

ID: 100925553 I think good businesses attract more good businesses and if places are open and
derelict buildings are tidied up if feels better. Also feels safer.
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28

ID: 100926004 I think brighter colours will help the place look less drab and depressing. flowers always
look nice and places to sit would be nice for the elderly in town, my father is 81 and has
poor mobility

29

ID: 100925943 I believe this is what is needed

30

ID: 100925455 Haslingden needs to be made more welcoming . Better market. Flowers and hanging
baskets would help. Somewhere nice to sit I think there is only one bench outside the
library. Fun events would get more people in to the town .

31

ID: 100926673 The derelict buildings could be put to great use something that will attract more people
to the town, give the teenagers something to do, community places to bring people
together.

32

ID: 100926451 I answered from the soul.

33

ID: 100926421 Too many of the same type of shops. Improve the mark

34

ID: 100925986 Because community spirit is good in the town and everyone loves a get-together if
organised well. This could raise funds for other areas to improve e.g seating, artwork,
plants etc.

35

ID: 100926607 Because it would bring people to the town

36

ID: 100926657 Market - encourage local business and entrepreneurship
Community art work- improve appearance and give the community something to work
on together however you would need to tackle the crime in the area because this would
be vandalised very very quickly as would many things in the town
Attractive shops- when it comes to choosing somewhere to shop appearance is
everything. Plus the better an area looks to more pride and care people take in it.
Something done with derelict buildings - ditto on the above point

37

ID: 100926776 Sick of the people that think it's alright to steal from hard working people, especially
when they suppose to be a business person,brag about it,known by the people they
steal or have stolen from,and still get away with it,due to obviously good lies they spout.

38

ID: 100927508 Sick of seeing certain shop doorways with druggies hanging about

39

ID: 100927915 Need to get more people visiting the town centre

40

ID: 100927430 The youth in Haslingden are limited as they cant afford buses and buses are not
accessible as the timetable is shocking .the youth need aspirations and swimming baths
or acces to Bury college or cinema etc very important.it's a one horse town due to not
being able to get there or get home on buses .

41

ID: 100928738 Smarten the appearance

42

ID: 100927550 I believe these are the things that would improve the area and bring more people to the
town centre on a regular basis, improving the economy of the area

43

ID: 100929297 However nice you make a place it needs to fulfil shopping needs.

44

ID: 100929586 X

45

ID: 100930038 There is nowhere to sit. Shops look rundown

46

ID: 100930077 As I said it needs to feel more welcoming, more inviting.
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47

ID: 100929946 all of the above really is certainly needed...maybe also a bus to run on Bury rd
throughout the day especially to help residents of Lacey Court as any bus they do get
on/off requires a haul uphill from any bus stop on Manchester rd or the one from
Rawtenstall that passes the ski slopes & with shopping it's even more of a haul, I'm sure
those who frequent the community building next door would also benefit...

48

ID: 100931282 Because haslingden is a small little town it would be nice to have more a sense of
community

49

ID: 100930790 If a place looks and feels good to be then people want to like and work there. In turn this
brings a pride and sense of place, attracts the right kind of businesses improves local
economy.

50

ID: 100932136 To allow families a place to go rather than travel miles to Accrington, Bury or Blackburn

51

ID: 100932348 It's a way to relax and unwind, keep fit and spend time with the family. It would bring
people into haslingden as they would use the pool, spa.

52

ID: 100933461 Haslingden is only known as the take away town - thus need a to change.

53

ID: 100933468 Per previous answer it is about attracting businessess and more people (interrelated)

54

ID: 100933937 Could THI get involved with derelict buildings?

55

ID: 100931875 Keep bringing the comunity together,
Food hall with cafe .

56

ID: 100934553 bring something like a farmers market to town once a month ... pedestrianise Higher
Deardengate for this event.

57

ID: 100934781 I noticed in Wigtown where I visit regularly, that there was a community shop, similar to
a charity shop but the proceeds were used to support the community projects like their
literary festival and open studios week. It also helped to engage the community with a
notice board of groups etc and some self help leaflets.
The street fair and Christmas light switch on does well. How about a July 'wakes' week
event.
These are just small ideas

58

ID: 100935430 All the shops are the same,mainly take aways

59

ID: 100935551 Theses are things that could make a huge difference to haslingden for alot of our locals.

60

ID: 100936064 My opinion

61

ID: 100936220 nice little town but not meeting full potential

62

ID: 100935922 We don't have enough variety of shops. The market stalls are empty. I love the
Christmas switch on. Such a lovely community spirit. I used to love going to the public
hall for events. Shame it's gone.

63

ID: 100936517 There isn't many places to sit and few displays of flowers would look really nice and
Brighton the town up .it would be great to have more shops to browse

64

ID: 100938061 Is this question a plug for Haslingden Pride?

65

ID: 100939360 There are too many unsightly buildings and take aways. If the town had more variety
and was more attractive I think more people would visit.

66

ID: 100940768 It’s impossible to park at lunchtime. Too many food outlets

67

ID: 100943368 Important
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68

ID: 100943998 The market is in need of more stalls and more events to attract people to the town
centre

69

ID: 100950672 Rossendale Pride do well with plants etc - I don't think we need more but it would be
nice if RP had some more funding.

70

ID: 100955814 Apart from Ruby and Daisy (which do not cater for the older person) there are no
clothes shops meaning people have to go out of town.

71

ID: 100979631 the town needs to be more welcoming

72

ID: 100979579 This is what brings people into a town centre - look at Rawtenstall.

73

ID: 100979645 There is little incentive to spend time in the town. Just get what you need and leave.

74

ID: 100979326 Spruce Haslingden up. Make it more appealing it needs different shops selling different
things.

75

ID: 100980415 Market has died a death and needs life breathed back into it.

76

ID: 101002113 All these give something different to rawtenstall.

77

ID: 101008696 Haslingden could become a cohesive shopping experience rather than conglomeration
of isolared businesses

78

ID: 101018042 To improve the community spirit in what could be a lovely town.

79

ID: 101024173 Improve perception of the town centre.

80

ID: 101026771 To encourage more people to visit the town and make shopping an enjoyable
experience.

81

ID: 101034035 If the area looked nice more people would visit. Currently the area looks cheap and
scruffy, I would rather go out of town somewhere nicer like Ramsbottom

82

ID: 101014153 Old disused buildings make great art studios and craft workshops; look at Hebden
Bridge, which attracts large numbers of tourists throughout the year.
We also need places where people can sit and chat awhile. I volunteer at Helmshore
Farmers Market and 3 years ago when I first became involved, the first thing I did was to
buy a large gazebo for the centre of the (outdoor) market square. Under this I place
plastic table and chairs. This creates a hub where friends can sit, drink their coffee and
chat. It's lovely - and instead of people shopping and leaving again, we've created a mini
community. In Haslingden, 'outsiders' need a reason to visit, first and foremost, and then
a reason to linger once they're there. People coming with available income will spend if
the choice is there and the quality is good.
Many businesses survive these days through internet sales so don't necessarilly need to
have customers queuing out of their shop door to survive. But rates can be prohibitive
so need to be fair. Perhaps a low rent incentive for businesses new to the town or for
new start-ups could help.

83

ID: 101043271 Derelict buildings are an embarrassment and attract undesirable characters.

84

ID: 101054818 Plants + greenery improve any space.

85

ID: 101058975 The market is a great facility but is completely under used. Also, when the town centre
looks more cared for, this attracts more businesses. Plants and gardens on the gateway
roads leading to the centre can also encourage more people to come into town.

86

ID: 101059596 Because I struggle to park that's why I don't visit

87

ID: 101063538 Market is a disgrace at the moment
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88

ID: 101063754 Brighten the place up, make a place people want to visit

89

ID: 101064264 Because it would improve the town

90

ID: 101092897 Makes place look less run down. Shops will attract people to come and spend money..
Places to sit will give a relaxed continental feel to the area - weather permitting!

91

ID: 101106044 Not a lot of stalls left now

92

ID: 101115911 I go out of town currently.

93

ID: 101153703 Derelict buildings always look unsightly and attractive more varied shops always attract
visitors .

94

ID: 101153104 I think the town needs to encourage younger people and all members of the community
to respect the area- but Haslingden needs to show what it has to offer. If the town is
covered in litter and doesn’t look inviting people just won’t visit or buy into it. It’s the little
things that matter.

95

ID: 101163237 As this will brighten the place up and allow the community to come together in turn
decreasing antisocial behavior

96

ID: 101165043 The frontage of many shops are very poor and shabby

97

ID: 101189451 An attractive appearance is a major factor (buildings and pavements).

98

ID: 101208086 People are snobbish don’t want to visit a town that looks unlived in

99

ID: 101237426 Some attractive shops with more plants and hanging baskets would be a first step in
regenerating the town centre.A

100 ID: 101264310 Will improve the image of the town
101 ID: 101281686 it needs a general face-lift.
102 ID: 101287133 It would make the town centre more attractive for people to visit
103 ID: 101289400 I think this will attract more people.
104 ID: 101297748 The market was always a feature of the town and it has lost its identity since it got
moved several years ago. The market should be re-vamped / looked at in line with the
recent new businesses (with nice shop fronts!) opened to capitalise.
105 ID: 101301483 Kerb appeal is very important and shows care
106 ID: 101302927 See previous answers.
107 ID: 101330718 More investment in the library to help vulnerable people such as young people and
ethnic minorities
108 ID: 101348977 variety of shops and somewhere to have a coffee and sit would lengthen the time spent
109 ID: 101368304 Because it makes it a more attractive place to visit and makes you feel proud of your
local area. At the moment most of haslingden needs a good clean up. It's untidy.
110 ID: 101389347 Not sure
111 ID: 101432560 There is nowhere to sit and take in the sights, also the shops are very basic
112 ID: 101432296 I really think that Haslingden needs to be made more attractive the proliferation of
plastic tat outside shops isn’t a good look. Attractive stone buildings which are boarded
up are not a good look.
Does one small town really need four taxi offices and a takeaway on what seems like
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every corner?
Attractive places to sit encourages people to spend more time in the time.
113 ID: 101434653 For regeneration to truly work it has to be done properly including addressing social
issues and needs appropriately.
114 ID: 101444911 I have chosen all the above because they are community based. I do not think a town
centre shopping app would be helpful, the area is not big enough and the funds could be
used elsewhere.
Someone mentioned perhaps the area behind the shops could be improved to make a
garden area, removing all the rubble and making it a space to have events. This area is
more often than not covered with litter and fly tipping. Our area should not be abused.
115 ID: 101450274 To make the rest of centre more like deardengate. More appealing and friendlier feel.
116 ID: 101450338 The out dated and derelict buildings need work that would make it look more appealing.
117 ID: 101452780 A more attractive and welcoming atmosphere would help.
118 ID: 101456806 Recently moved to Helmshore and there seems to be better community activities down
here. Need the same for Haslingden. Need to make better use of the market.
119 ID: 101457047 These are the things I like
120 ID: 101456888 Derelict buildings are off putting. Adding attractive shops and a market would make the
town centre more invitable
121 ID: 101459845 Improvements to the market are so necessary. The derelict buildings are a problem but I
think the most important thing is to make the place look more appealing.
122 ID: 101460267 Make it look better
123 ID: 101463691 This would encourage people to visit and make additional visits
124 ID: 101475703 All town centres need a refresh in an online world
125 ID: 100861224 A greater variety of shops and an attractive environment will bring in more ues and
trade.
126 ID: 100923564 I would go there instead of bury market
127 ID: 101499257 Make the place look more wholesome and self respecting
128 ID: 101529139 These are things I have already mentioned
129 ID: 101662820 the centre feels dirty, impersonal, being disabled I would love to be able to sit down, but
the traffic congestion and fumes don't help.
130 ID: 101698807 I can't buy the most basic things, underwear, socks. Fresh Fruit and veg.
131 ID: 101908615 Because there is very little at the moment to attract the visitor into the town centre, apart
from a couple of restaurants
132 ID: 102160107 It's such a useful building...just left and forgotten about
Perfect for a drop in centre or one stop shop
133 ID: 102588978 this would improve the area and reduce the risk of ankle injuries to the ageing
Haslingden population.
134 ID: 102666019 Better to focus on long term, permanent improvements.
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135 ID: 101434661 Haslingden has had a market going back to at least the mid 1600s. The whole current
market space is a wasted and neglected opportunity to encourage beginner and small
enterprises.
136 ID: 103902565 no more take aways and no more hairdressers.
137 ID: 104037040 Probably all of it, there are great community groups so maybe link it to that. Shops more
than anything, too many takeaways so anything to reduce the amount of takeaways,
138 ID: 104046158 It needs to visually be a pleasant place to go.
139 ID: 104061331 It needs a revamp and bring the community and out of towers in like Ramsbottom which
is more appealing. Probably even make the street cobbled and the shop fronts like the
original buildings
140 ID: 104062739 Need to generate higher attendances to Haslingden.... And the best way would be to
host events
141 ID: 104063492 Because we to go out of the town for everything.
142 ID: 104153609 I think it would bring more people to the area spending money which would also help
local employment.
143 ID: 101306790 It’ll drum up volume if visits and traffic which will deal with improvements in the other
areas naturally
144 ID: 106127395 Haslingden people, and people in East Lancashire enjoy shopping, getting value for
money; visitors enjoy something unique -different to other markets/towns. Haslingden
has a rich heritage and it should be exploited and celebrated. The town centre volunteer
group already do a fantastic job with planting and litter collection.
145 ID: 109493052 It would improve the town
146 ID: 111150932 Community Events already happen it's finding out about them, as newbies there isn't a
website that tells you what's going on.
Attractive shops - a bit of a spruce up, taking it back to when they were first built to
reflect the area.
Places to sit - lots of people like people watching.
Derelict buildings make the place look awful and unloved.
'Other' involves not allowing millions of take aways and charity shops, they make the
place look like a ghost town.
147 ID: 117204161 It's the issue that would make the biggest impact - especially the parking situation on
Manchester Road, which is getting beyond a joke
148 ID: 115331092 Other towns in Rossendale appear to have more events taking place throughout the
year and I feel this could be led by a committee formed of Haslingden Residents. The
range of stalls that the market offers needs to be boosted and it needs to be developed
into an attractive feature of the town. Community Art is extremely invaluable for bringing
disparate social groups together and helping to achieve community cohesion and
contributes towards the well-being of individuals within a community. A wider range if
shops including a mid-high end gift shop such as Bolthole in Rawtenstall plus some
more bars/coffee shops, greengrocer, clothes shops for men/teens, independent cinema
(using an empty shop for screening independent films), vintage shop and others, plus
the rennovation of delapidated buildings would help to boost visitors to the town centre
and make Haslingden more of a tourist destination in the valley.
149 ID: 121580681 Best thing for the place, grass maybe cheaper though.
150 ID: 122006907 It's full of charity shops, takeaways and hairdressers at the moment! Scruffy.
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1

Open-Ended Question

100.00%

172

1

ID: 100812344 Make upper Deardengate traffic free and have seating areas with flower tubs. Even
outdoor coffee tables (with umbrellas of course, and not for the sun!!!)

2

ID: 100838469 New swimming pool

3

ID: 100844567 One way traffic on Higher Deardengate
Better quality shop fronts

4

ID: 100850641 A toen centre management team needs establishing to help guide the process rather
than relying on free market.

5

ID: 100853286 concentratre on furture generation .all youyh activities.get the youth involved by asking
them how their town would look for them i.e. where activities should be held .

6

ID: 100861448 Make the spare ground on Bell Street into a car park, move the street market to higher
deardengate (close the street twice a week) and make the market into an indoor market
that is open everyday.

7

ID: 100870035 make it more attractive and get people involved

8

ID: 100880396 Put more emphasis on Lower Deardengate which has been neglected for years. We lost
the town square (Marsden square used for many important town events) in the sixties,
make a gap on Lower Deardengate through to Coal Hey as existed in the past and make
this the new town square. Encourage shops that once existed in Lower Deardengate
before being consumed into larger premises to be reinstated as small shops for new
tenants/owners. Pedestrianise Lower Deardengate by reversing the one way system up
Warner street for traffice emerging from Grane Road, use Ryfield Street for the traffic
wishing to turn down Grane Road by making this One way also in the Grane Road
Direction, you can then block off Lower deardengate.

9

ID: 100923437 Need to get young people involved, as hey are the next generation (schools, churches,
mosques, etc)

10

ID: 100923430 limit types of business in town centre to provide more variety in retail units. encourage
employers to open in town and outskirts with long term business rate incentives. police
presence to control and improve antisocial behaviour

11

ID: 100923282 Police on patrol. Cobble all of upper deardengate. Piped music outside ?

12

ID: 100923829 Market

13

ID: 100923771 Clean and tidy roads. Youth club

14

ID: 100923918 A metro connection to east lancs railway 🚃

15

ID: 100923695 More people to join in

16

ID: 100923990 Everyone in the town clubs together to not only buy the pool, but reopen it and keep it
open for the foreseeable future. Swimming is a very important life skill and the next
nearest pool is Marl Pits

17

ID: 100924147 Better parking. Improved market. Empty shops filled.

18

ID: 100924480 Stop selling out to take aways. There is no need for anymore. End of.

19

ID: 100924597 Saturday market on Upper Deardengate.

20

ID: 100923248 Dream on. Aldi or Sainsburys maybe? But that has already gone to rawtenstall. More
investment coming ...
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21

ID: 100924661 Introduce a square and have this as the hub of the town and introduce a cafe type culture
encourage street entertainers

22

ID: 100924697 More events

23

ID: 100924515 Better parking
Street markets

24

ID: 100924350 The surrounded town centre being a safe place to walk and drive- off road bikes are
everywhere and cars drive like lunatics
Play centre or kids craft/cafe to make it more family orientated
Better parking facilities with cctv and lighting
Quick response/enforcement to fly tipping litter and illegal parking( middle of the road/on
double yellows)

25

ID: 100924857 Help for the shop owners

26

ID: 100925476 like i said needs sprucing up more varied shops and things for the kids to do

27

ID: 100925461 Make improvements to shop fronts that are currently an eyesore - the Pound Shop on
Higher Deardengate next to the Library is a great example

28

ID: 100925505 Cctv, lighting and police presence.

29

ID: 100925596 Better police presence to discourage anti social behaviour.
Swimming pool.

30

ID: 100925232 nice bars. walking app full of history for visitors to explore. home grown talent pop up
shops. high street store such as Debenhams or Argos. street festivals like hebden bridge
and music festival like ramsbottom. more social activities for us like book clubs and rock
choirs etc

31

ID: 100925799 Invest in it!!! And listen to the local people who live here

32

ID: 100925974 Town square with community cafe (with space for events) outdoor seating kids activities
in town centre put market back where it was and use this as town square

33

ID: 100925553 Some pedestrianisation would mean it could be made more attractive and people could
sit outside. Would only want this for a small section though as too much and it feels
unsafe, especially in the dark.

34

ID: 100925188 Introduce a regular street market on Deardengate- perhaps themed like the Rawtenstall
Clog market/ farmers
Market

35

ID: 100925943 Community run local produce shop veg, local handmade items,recycled products.

36

ID: 100925455 The shop fronts need a make over. Nice lighting in the evening it's very dark. Probably
get rid of some of the takeaways. There are far to many these premises could be used as
nice shops .

37

ID: 100926872 Tidy it up.

38

ID: 100926451 A railway station? That would be amazing! A spaceport would be good too. Also, less dog
poo everywhere.
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39

ID: 100926421 Improve the market. It looks awful.

40

ID: 100925986 More parks/areas for young children to play.
Somewhere for teens to socialise at night time, like a social club with pool table, games
etc maybe a mini disco on a weekend. Keep them off the streets.

41

ID: 100926607 Have a daily live link to the town so people can see whats going on and can than think
wow yes lets pop up also Christmas pop up shops

42

ID: 100926657 we should try and develop a local theatre, theatre company, dance classes, yoga etc for
example at the town hall to give established companies such as Cotton shed a good base
and provide a community centre. Such things would create a massive draw for the town
and would fill the gap left by the pool.
The space could also be let out for business meetings and event hire again increasing
the draw to the town.
It could also be multifunctional as a community centre giving a base for the local
volunteering group and for a food bank/volunteering centre

43

ID: 100927366 .

44

ID: 100927508 More police being seen doing there job

45

ID: 100927816 Spend some money on it. Make it feel a safer place to be especially after dark

46

ID: 100927430 A youth club /drop in with games etc
Leisure centre
Buses to open up links
Bowling and cafe .something in evening
Supermarket other than NISA .maybe Tesco express
Play area in centre not out of area with cafe

47

ID: 100928603 pedestrianise Higher Deardengate

48

ID: 100928045 Everyone working together to promote a happy peaceful town and all rasis working
together (

49

ID: 100927550 More highly visible bins to encourage correct disposal of litter and dog poop. Untidy
grassed area outside the Health Centre tidied and plants added. Seating in Greenfield
Memorial Gardens repaired or replaced and flower garden areas that have become
overgrown reinstated.

50

ID: 100929125 less takeaways

51

ID: 100929297 More shops selling basic needs.

52

ID: 100929586 Pedestrianise upper Deardengate

53

ID: 100930038 Benches. A nice area to sit with a sandwich away from the main road.

54

ID: 100930077 Pedestrianise.

55

ID: 100929946 clean up the old grave yard just off M/chester rd leading to Helmshore rd/Grane rd...could
be a lovely peaceful spot to sit, open up the swimming pool, protect the bowling greens in
Memorial Park & Victoria park, I've received no end of abuse from lads playing football on
the greens, clean up the shop fronts/ windows, a launderette etc.etc.

56

ID: 100930790 A high end spa with swimming pools, hydrotherapy pool, thermal suite, aqua exercise
and gym facilities along with exercise class/ Pilates studios. Needs to also offer land and
water based physiotherapy.

57

ID: 100931724 Bring back the banks
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58

ID: 100932136 People need to access their funds and this could have been the only highlight of the week
for some older people of the community. Now the banks are closed and things going
online not everybody especially the older people have access to a computer or know how
to use one. They will feel lonely and will avoid going out etc...

59

ID: 100932348 Cinema , bowling alley places to go a d have fun. Take the youth off the streets by giving
them pls as to hand out with friends instead of causing mischief

60

ID: 100932598 give the young people somewhere to go in stead of hanging round the streets

61

ID: 100932779 Please get rid of the trouble causers and drug dealers thats all it is now

62

ID: 100932960 More parking

63

ID: 100933461 There are some lovely small businesses - they need to feel that they are safe. More
cameras to help spot the offended who like to break in and try destroy.

64

ID: 100933468 Some financial incentives to bring in businesses for shops and markets ( eg discounted
rent on market). Make market more central at the moment you hardly know it is there.
Pedestrianise deardengate and run market in street. Movebhealmshore farmers market
tonhaslingdenbtown centre.

65

ID: 100933937 Somehow need to move away from the idea that the town centre is full of takeaways. We
need to find the unique selling point for Haslingden and exploit it. The approach to the
town centre from the Tesco roundabout is not attractive, same from the approach from
Winfields. Maybe better signage along these routes to encourage visitors to stop off when
they get to the town centre.
I have lived here for 6 years and have never visited the market. When I pass the stalls
don’t look inviting. Could more be done to attract more artisan stalls. Look at what they
have achieved with Altrincham market. It is now a visitors attraction and a very trendy
place for young professionals to spend their weekend.

66

ID: 100931875 Keeping the place clean and tidy with security.
No traffic through Main Street.

67

ID: 100934553 olde worlde street lights with hanging baskets and stricter regulations about shop fronts.
bring farmers/craft markets to town once a month and pedestrianise Higher Deardengate
for this event.

68

ID: 100935551 Fresh decoration more colourful. More police for the area

69

ID: 100936064 Family friendly place to spend a Saturday afternoon

70

ID: 100936220 Artisan market and other events over year similar to Rawtenstall to attract visitors

71

ID: 100935922 How about having craft fairs. Street parties to celebrate anniversary dates. Food fairs.
Carols round a Christmas tree switch on. Family films like the Grinch shown on a large
screen outside. We really need a public hall for events. St Marys used to do a pantomime
each year and it was fab.

72

ID: 100936751 Maybe a meeting place, say some place we could go&have a natter&a brew.

73

ID: 100938061 Youth club & wide range of FREE actvities for young people.

74

ID: 100938728 More events such as street fair

75

ID: 100939360 More community events to put us on the map. Regeneration of the market with decent
stalls that give people a reason to visit. Restaurants/bars that are high quality would
make it a more appealing place for people to visit in the evening. We need to make a
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bigger thing of our history and culture here too to attract walkers and family visitors into
the area.
76

ID: 100940768 Stop boy racers before someone is killed. Also the town is getting a reputation for drunks
wondering round at night

77

ID: 100943368 Ore vibrant town support for local businesses as in rawtenstall

78

ID: 100943998 More places for the young people to go as they don't have anywhere to go in haslingden

79

ID: 100950093 A swimming baths please!!!!!

80

ID: 100950672 A pedestrianised area.
More seating (for the summer).
More reliable and frequent buses.
Are those smelly chickens still in that property next to the car park behind the library?
Chickens are nice but the smell isn't.
That incredible edible stuff (in fact I have a border outside of my fence they could use :D
but I am not in the town centre).
Maybe some street art.
More police at night times - to deter vandalism etc (I know it can happen in the day too).
Park and Ride :D :D :D

81

ID: 100955814 Do not start charging for car parking.

82

ID: 100961462 See previous answers

83

ID: 100964637 limit the amount of takeaways, offer teens some activities

84

ID: 100979631 open the swimming baths as a leisure centre
sauna..steam room etc

85

ID: 100979579 More high street shops, drastic clean up

86

ID: 100979326 Make shops more enticing tart them up outside. The funfare in the town. Make the parks
more enticing for the children.
In the 1950s to 70s Haslingden was a thriving town. Loads of different shops no take
always. I rarely went out of the town then.

87

ID: 100980415 Pedestrianise Deardengate on both sides and create planted areas with benches, more
bins and somewhere where more outdoor community events can take place, to engage
and create more community spirit, to promote pride in our area.

88

ID: 100996861 CCTV to protect the shops and spot dog fouling and litter being dropped.

89

ID: 101002113 Clientele. Don’t permit anymore takeaways, clean up the commmercial pub, and look into
licensing. Give the market an identity, different from the rest.

90

ID: 101008696 Haslingden is an old _ in parts medieval - town, why not highlight that heritage with dislay
boards / maps showing the towns history and development.... e.g. haslingdens horse
race course

91

ID: 101010282 Shopping mall

92

ID: 101018042 Pedestrianise Higher Deardengate.
Free parking with restrictions.
Dining/ seating area near room d and tea rooms.

93

ID: 101024173 Stop wasting money on low level events and aim higher.
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94

ID: 101026771 Pedestrianise Deardengate

95

ID: 101030324 Pedestrianise Deardengate. Youth centre.

96

ID: 101034035 More community interest groups, courses e.g. rock choir, yoga, adult education all in the
evenings for this working full time. A swimming pool and spa, classy hotel and eating
places. Good quality market.

97

ID: 101036321 Better marketing for all the shops as s whole. A lot of people feel Rawtenstall is the only
important town in the valley to the counc.

98

ID: 101014153 We need a small, intimate cinema like they have in Longridge and in Ambleside: perhaps
use one of those old buildings on Lower Deardengate that has parking behind. The
cinemas serve tea in china cups and wine in a glass and have comfy, spacious chairs.
Tickets are quite cheap-ish and they have a constantly changing, good choice of films.
They're open all Saturday and Sunday to suit children/families, teenagers and adults and presumably during the week. They even cater for mothers and babies!
Lower Deardengate could promote itself as the cultural end of town with Higher
Deardengate having the shops, along with Manchester road-Blackburn road.
We could cherry pick the type of businesses good for the town and then offer incentives
to businesses we think suitable.

99

ID: 101043271 Offer tax relief to new independent businesses. Clean the place up, get rid of the flats
housing all the smack heads.

100 ID: 101054818 More dog bins.
101 ID: 101059596 Councillors be more truthful
102 ID: 101063538 Pedestrian only on higher Deardengate
103 ID: 101063754 Haslingden is an old (in part medieval) town with lots of history. Create some information
boards showing how the town has changed - old maps alongside more modern versions storyboards / dis[lays about times past.... e.g. the industrial revolution, the old horse
racing course proximity to the the royal forests.
104 ID: 101064264 The Council won't do this because it is radical but: Make Bury Road on way from the
present one way on Regent Street to Manchester Road and make Manchester Road one
way from Bury Road junction to Deardengate. This would then allow on street parking on
both sides of both roads and greatly assist with town centre parking.
105 ID: 101092897 Wider pavement for cafes to occupy. More flower beds. Homogeneous shop fronts.
106 ID: 101106044 Better shops
107 ID: 101115911 Nice bars. Rawtenstall is booming. Why not Haslingden too.
108 ID: 101116568 Tidy up derelict areas e.g. behind the market and higher deardengate. Remove weeds
from paved areas
109 ID: 101122482 Some shop fronts could do with a make over and also stop the shop owner selling there
goods on the pavements very unattractive to the town .
110 ID: 101153104 I like the idea of theme days where the community can come together- I think
encouraging local schools and high schools to get involved is always good.
111 ID: 101163237 Something for teenagers to do or a place to go to discourage antisocial behavior
112 ID: 101165043 Clamp down on antisocial behaviour t
113 ID: 101183333 More greenery round town centre, more seating, better footpaths
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114 ID: 101189451 More parking.
Events.
Deardengate made one-way or traffic free.
115 ID: 101203497 The town of will look after be community base project so the look is ok. Only thing is the
empty shops
116 ID: 101208086 We have great food we should do a food fair
117 ID: 101237426 A Retail Park on the outskirts.
A Farmers Market.
A small Garden Centre on the outskirts would attract visitors.
118 ID: 101264310 Free rubbish removal for businesses- will reduce amount of rubbish/fly tipping
119 ID: 101281686 Not sure
120 ID: 101287133 Do something with the swimming pool - reopen it?
Demolish and create a public open space/park?
121 ID: 101287992 pedestrianisation possibly, create a quaint café culture , quality shops.
Need to reduce number of building being badly converted into poor quality
accommodation especially if no provision for parking - planning issue
122 ID: 101297748 Have an active community group closely working (and on-going) in any Haslingden TC
projects to ensure involvement and personal investment from traders and the community.
Haslingden is a proud community and can really come together when needed but can be
mistrustful of anything that appears too Council led.
123 ID: 101302927 Some means of attracting a range of businesses that will encourage visitors, including
cafes and a good pub. You would probably need to give them an incentive like cheap
business rates.
124 ID: 101330718 More events to celebrate different days.
A sauna and steam room in the Haslingden Sports Centre
125 ID: 101348977 as above, but keep the heritage stuff such as cobbles
126 ID: 101354647 Bulldoze and start again
127 ID: 101389347 Not sure
128 ID: 101399531 maybe sculptures or a trail like in mancr with the bees etc...something of relevance to the
town's history maybe?
129 ID: 101402072 Change the centre to a mixed use/ pedestrianised (Preston town centre)
130 ID: 101431478 To make the library acommunity drop in ,somewhere adults and children could enjoy and
be supported if needed with toys,meals support .
A swimming pool and gym
131 ID: 101432560 I cannot think of anything
132 ID: 101432296 Facilities for the younger members of the town youth club, swimming pool,
133 ID: 101444911 Recent publications in the Free Press highlighted the turn on of the lights in Rawtenstalll,
quite a spread, Haslingden received a couple of lines. This may not have been done by
the council but it highlights the difference in perceptions.
Haslingden needs events and it needs them advertising.
The town traders need to be responsible for the area in front of their shops and remove
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the litter. Some have the impression that this is the responsibility of the council. Perhaps
the council should be informing the traders (and residents) directly what they the traders
(and residents) are responsible for.not just providing them with the items listed on the
community tax/business tax documents.

134 ID: 101450274 More police patrol, especially during evenings and night.
135 ID: 101450338 If the was more community activities. It's full of child and feels eeri when you drive
through at night.
136 ID: 101452780 More community kindness and well kept community spaces.
137 ID: 101457047 Improve transport - circular route around Helmshore, up Helmshore Rd, including
Manchester Rd, Bury Rd and town centre. Stopping near important facilities i.e. Doctors,
Community Link, St Peters, Library, co-op etc.
138 ID: 101456888 Coffee shops and nice places to eat are always good. Get rid of some of the takeaways.
There’s too many and it doesn’t make the town centre look very nice
139 ID: 101460267 Put the market. Ack in higher deardengate once a month in summer
140 ID: 101475703 Move the bus stops to close the market
141 ID: 100861224 Look at bringing up the profile of Lower Deardengate which has taken second place to
Higher Deardengate for many years - Pedestrianise Lower Deardengate by making
Warner Street one way the other way for traffic from Grane Road and open up a gap to
Coal Hey from the pedestrianised area to form a new town square.
142 ID: 100923564 More community events to bring cultures together eg world food market,Christmas
market,bring different religions together so people have a better understanding of each
other’s cultures.family events eg cycle around Haslingden,classic cars,sci fi events
143 ID: 101499257 Clean up the drug problems and find something for the unemployed to do in order to
make the place a happier place to be
144 ID: 101554806 .
145 ID: 101662820 pedestrianise some areas, police the yobs a bit better.
146 ID: 101674398 Pop up shops to attract entrepreneurs, especially young people, music events, close the
road on special weekends,
147 ID: 101698807 There is not a descent pub in the whole town. Where you can put on a dress, and go out
for a meal and a quiet drink, the nearest place would be The Holden Arms. Otherwise out
of Town. A bank or building society would be handy, travelling to Rawtenstall or
Accrington is not fun
148 ID: 101908615 Reverse the trend of closing pubs and banks - open the market for longer and have cafes
longer. As with many places, the day time and night time economy are seen as two
separate entities and they should merge together better.
149 ID: 102160107 New play area
More bus stops
Community centre
New market
Modernise it generally
Attract more visitors
150 ID: 102188979 Less traffic and Stop parking on footpaths
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151 ID: 102292728 Advertising events and market.
152 ID: 102954922 An independent cinema /theatre.
Another art gallery to compliment Whitaker.
153 ID: 101434661 Get the Conservation Area Appraisal re-written to identify the real historic spaces,
features and views and focus on improving them to give the town cohesion and meaning.
Looking at bits will never do.
154 ID: 103902565 make higher Deardengate one way
155 ID: 104037040 Close the market and relocate to the top of deardengate, focus this on a theme like aisian
street food or farmers market.
Extend out the paving on Upper Deardengate and make it one way.
156 ID: 104046158 The market needs development and the area needs to look affluent so more local
businesses feel confident to invest in the area and better quality shops will hopefully open
to match that of Ruby& Daisy, Spectrum, the Tea Room, Room D and Headsabove.
157 ID: 104052143 Shut the drug money laundering businesses
158 ID: 104062739 Shelter above Haslingden town centre. Not an arndale, but shelter above the town centre.
Couple this with events would mean the rainy weather would not ruin it, and events could
be done for most of the year.
Railway station opening in Haslingden would connect Haslingden to other parts of the
region and the country
159 ID: 104063492 Swimming pool, play area , nice shops ,primark 😃,bus station, super market.
160 ID: 104153609 A wider range of shops, more signposting to local walks other than the Halo.
161 ID: 105252576 Better and more restaurants
More parking
An educated focus and direction as to what the town is trying to achieve
162 ID: 101306790 Subsidised business rates for at least one big name store
163 ID: 106127395 Signs and access to the market. Develop an area for outdoor events with stage,
refreshment/pop-up space, seating.
Advertise broadly to promote what the town has to offer including its heritage.
164 ID: 109493052 Shop owners made to sweep shop fronts daily, especially betting shops. Less takeaway
shops.
165 ID: 111150932 It'd be good if there was something unique to attract people to the area. There is nothing
for young people to do. There needs to be something affordable and fun. Not just for the
young ones but for everyone. A lounge cinema, where you can watch a film having preordered food from local food places, you eat your food half way through the film within a
designated time so that you watch the other half of the film after eating. A play centre for
little ones. Laser place for the bigger kids. Escape room. (well you said be ambitious)
166 ID: 111491434 Place for social activities,craft group,walking groups,after school art activities.
167 ID: 114946869 Pedestrianise the top half of deardengate and have more cafes and meetings places, turn
the library into a indoor market.
168 ID: 114969768 Community groups like art for well being, groups for mums is a desperate need especially
something like baby sensory which is well recognised and there isn't one anywhere
nearby. Also, a leisure centre with different facilities to marl pitts and adrenaline centre
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169 ID: 115331092 Offer guided walks/tours up to The Halo from the centre. Replace the viewing boards via
a community art project with Haslingden people. Provide funding for all shops on
Manchester Road to enhance / rennovate their signs - to a more sophisticated style. A
number of shops are vacant - offer these as spaces for temporary projects i.e.
Community Art. Signs which display the history of the town linked to the 'Love
Haslingden' town trail - guided walking tours could also be offered for this too. The
boundary wall of St.James Church on Blackburn Road has white stains - this is an
eyesore that could be remedied. A number of resdients on Blackburn Road have to store
their wheelie bins at the front of their houses which is unsightly. A Community art project
could be delivered which creates a collaborative design for the bins which is printed on
vinyl and adhered to the surface or pre-printed directly onto the plastic at the
manufacturing stage. Also a external mural project would be a great way to welcome
visitors to the town and/or a public art piece which is a taster / links to the halo and the
heritage of the town.
170 ID: 120626074 Get a cinema,
171 ID: 121580681 A nuclear strike.
172 ID: 122006907 Stop pumping money into rawtenstall and thing about Haslindgen for a change. Reopen
the baths, reopen the tea rooms, shut down the commercial and get rid of some of the
takeaways - they all sell the same thing anyway!

13. Are there any particular buildings in the town centre that you'd like
to see brought back into use? If so, what do you think would best use
of that (or those) particular building(s) are?NB: please provide details
of the building.
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Open-Ended Question

100.00%

130

1

ID: 100812344 The building which was the meeting place for the Masons. Could
be an events building, for parties, etc. Also the market better use
could be made of it. Easter, summer, autumn fairs when not
being used as a traditional market with artisan foods.

2

ID: 100844567 There are some tatty empty properties and the empty spaces
above them look awful. These are mainly on higher deardengate
on the same side as the library

3

ID: 100850641 All empty buidlings need to be focused on.

4

ID: 100853286 swimming pool

5

ID: 100861448 The old post office on lower Deardengate

6

ID: 100870035 masonic hall

7

ID: 100880396 The Masonic Hall - make this into a community use and Public
Hall replacement.

8

ID: 100923395 Swimming baths
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9

ID: 100923437 Haslingden market needs TLC.
The old joke shop was amazing. It’s now "New 2 u" and is always
closed. This shops makes the town centre look run down

10

ID: 100923829 Old Legion, old bank

11

ID: 100923771 Market - improve and more varied stalls
Swimming baths - nothing got the youth to do in the Center apart
from hang about in the parks

12

ID: 100923695 The public hall

13

ID: 100923990 Haslingden Swimming Pool, The post office,

14

ID: 100924147 none

15

ID: 100923248 Public hall. Community events for all sectors of the community
not just one ethnic group

16

ID: 100924661 The old legion and post office need to be use Rawtenstall has
opened some fantastic restaurants making this a preferred
destination

17

ID: 100924697 Briyish Legion. Cafe, resteraunt

18

ID: 100924515 Public hall

19

ID: 100924350 Old Post office- anything other than how it looks now would be
good.
Market- used regularly and looking less like a car boot and
showcasing local talent/businesses

20

ID: 100925476 God's knows

21

ID: 100925461 The old Post Office in Lower Deardengate and the old Barclays
building on Higher Deardengate

22

ID: 100925505 Old legion building, old post office building

23

ID: 100925596 Old bank.

24

ID: 100925232 don't know which buildings ate empty most run down but as
mentioned craft shops to do art and craft for sdults

25

ID: 100925174 Public Hall should be turned back into a theatre. It is badly
missed and could bring a lot of people back into the town.

26

ID: 100925799 The pool

27

ID: 100925188 Swimming pool!

28

ID: 100925943 Non

29

ID: 100925455 The British legion should be re-opened. Don't turn it into flats for
the drug users. Barclays bank building could be a lovely wine bar
/ cafe .

30

ID: 100926872 Old Royal British Legion building. It was sold at auction and
allowed to go to rack and ruin. Old civic hall, and old public hall...
all lost!!!
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31

ID: 100926451 Dog poo.

32

ID: 100926421 British legion looks derelict.

33

ID: 100925986 Would moved the baths to reopen but know this is not going to.
Such a shame:(
Public hall is another ... :(

34

ID: 100926607 The baths somewhere for the children to go to in the evening
keep them fit and off the streets

35

ID: 100926657 The town hall

36

ID: 100927366 .

37

ID: 100926776 One shop gone.thanks for that.but just moved trouble further
down bottom end of town.

38

ID: 100927508 Tattoo shop shut down, druggies thieves all hang out there.

39

ID: 100927904 The old banks

40

ID: 100927816 Banks, Post Office

41

ID: 100927430 Obs choice swim baths but If expensive build a new building .just
build one .kids crying out for activities esp teenagers

42

ID: 100927550 The Public Swimming Baths should be knocked down and
another community leisure venue built in its place to give the
community as a whole a place to go, in particular something that
would be attractive to the youth of the town.

43

ID: 100929297 Lower deardengate british legion building. Just an eyesore now.

44

ID: 100929586 Public hall

45

ID: 100929946 the greengrocers opp. the library, new life in the outdoor market,
maybe introduce an indoor market/market hall, swimming baths
need opening up again with additional facilities e.g.sauna,
tanning, jacuzzi etc., maybe the old buildings aside the library
could be for the youths for snooker, game machines, all things
good relating to a mis-spent youth but leaving out alcohol &
drugs, sign posts for the V.I.C & Hazzy community centres on
Bury rd who have drop in & advice centre, a police centre to
replace the cop shop gone off M/chester rd...

46

ID: 100930790 Cave Adullam Chapel- Heritage sympathetic conversion to
private dwelling.
Former Haslingden Baths converted into something that is
economically viable.
That mess of a Nisa shopfront reinstated to it’s original (when it
was a vicarage and the accurate photographs do exist!)

47

ID: 100931724 Swimming Baths could be used for swimming and other
community events maybe a youth club.

48

ID: 100932136 Haven't been for long time but I know most of the town is just
takeaways.
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49

ID: 100932348 The baths needs to reopen and be used I loved going there with y
family and on my days off I would use the Jacuzzi and steam
rooms

50

ID: 100932779 Need a baths

51

ID: 100933461 Any buildings but especially the Royal British Legion this was the
heart of Haslingden.

52

ID: 100933468 Swimming pool community hall

53

ID: 100933937 The old bank building on deardengate. (Can’t remember the
name). There are so many amazing buildings in Haslingden but
you don’t realise they are there. Maybe a monthly history walk to
explore the history of the town?

54

ID: 100934553 Old British Legion turned into a community centre. any empty
buildings do not have to look ugly. boarded up with
scenic/attractively painted vandal proof metal covers is better
than empty shops with all unused fitments inside for all to view

55

ID: 100934781 The old Masonic hall and Post office buildings. How about
making a crafters indoor market?

56

ID: 100935551 Santander bank all the derelict buildings turn into car parks for
people make bed sits out of building for people who need help
more help for kids on drugs

57

ID: 100936064 Anything would be an improvement in unused buildings brought
back to life

58

ID: 100936220 many derilect buildings but with intresting facides but only lived
here 6 months

59

ID: 100936751 Bring back the banks.

60

ID: 100938061 Youth club, youth club, youth club!

61

ID: 100940768 The old post office on lower deardengate. Had had several uses
but a restaurant is not a good idea there.

62

ID: 100943368 N//A

63

ID: 100943998 The old fruit and veg shop on deardengate

64

ID: 100950672 I just think it's a shame that any of our buildings are not used particularly old ones.

65

ID: 100955814 Don't know.

66

ID: 100961462 The public hall was well used by the community, it's gone so let's
have a new one. I also miss the whole food shop at the top of
Deardengate

67

ID: 100964637 n/a

68

ID: 100979579 In Whaley the old buildings have been used for retail units and
look much better than new ones. There are some lovely old
shops but they are not being shown to their full advantage
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69

ID: 100979645 British legion. Public Hall . Masonic hall could be purchased and
used for Arts and Crafts and as an Indoor market hall. This would
be more attractive than the current market.

70

ID: 100979326 I don't suppose we can have the public hall back. There were
shows and pantomimes held there and it was a thriving concern.
What's happening to the old post office?

71

ID: 101002113 Whole side street pleasant street needs renovation.

72

ID: 101008696 Apply dumi displays to empty shops

73

ID: 101010282 Greengrocer,

74

ID: 101018042 The British Legion.
The Roebuck.
The old bed shop but not sure if it was being re used.
Maybe a play centre for younger children.

75

ID: 101026771 Barclays Bank - delicatessen with cafe

76

ID: 101034035 Barclays Bank, legion, post office, masonic hall, roebuck

77

ID: 101036321 Not quite town centre but the swimming baths are very important.
Haslingden was robbed by the council.

78

ID: 101014153 I would remove the betting shop on the corner of Manchester
road-Higher Deardengate. It has prime position and is a terrible
(and scruffy) advert for the town!!
Don't allow alcohol to be served before lunch: I've seen people
standing outside 'The Commercial' drinking in a morning alternating between the pub and the betting shop!!
The old Trades Centre at the top of Deardengate needs the
engraved glass windows rescuing: ie making visible and
protecting with clear glass.
The old (Midland Bank?) building on the corner of Pleasant Street
has been up for sale for ages. I do hope this can be put to good
use that will benefit the town. Sorry, unsure to what purpose.

79

ID: 101043271 Old banks are nice buildings but look terrible when closed.
Spectrum One have transformed one of them sympathetically,
Domino's less so. Encourage new businesses to take on these
buildings and regenerate them. The swimming baths is another
scandalous loss to the town. We were promised a new facility but
as always the money was diverted to Rawtenstall and Bacup.

80

ID: 101059596 Re-open the swimming baths

81

ID: 101064264 Only the empty shops but Ladbrokes needs improving. The
Texaco petrol station on Blackburn Road needs work.Civic Pride
are already working on the small garden area.

82

ID: 101092897 Old Post Office - could be converted into flats

83

ID: 101106044 More banks

84

ID: 101122482 Banks and less take away shops

85

ID: 101153703 The public hall.
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86

ID: 101153104 Swimming pool- I drive past this most days- such a gorgeous
building- such a shame this closed.

87

ID: 101155975 Shops on Lower Deardengate

88

ID: 101163237 the police station for a place for teenagers to go

89

ID: 101183333 Some shops have been closed for some time and are looking
shabby - can owners not be asked to improve?

90

ID: 101189451 Barclays Bank - although I see work is being done to it now.

91

ID: 101203497 The Legion, also the I think it called the civic hull on Regent St.

92

ID: 101208086 Haslingden Swimming pool

93

ID: 101237426 In the time we’ve lived here, we can’t think of any particular
buildings which would benefit from refurbishment.

94

ID: 101281686 Not sure

95

ID: 101287133 swimming pool

96

ID: 101289400 Not sure of which buildings are empty

97

ID: 101330718 Like to utilize the community link building for local people. More
use of schools for local people to use e.g. hiring out for parties.

98

ID: 101368304 More funding and events at the library, it's a beautiful building
with a shortage of varied books - perhaps a nice coffee shop
within the library and events for teenagers at the weekends and
an elderly coffee morning/book club in the week.

99

ID: 101389347 No

100 ID: 101399531 the shut down pub-the tack turned into a restaurant or nice family
pub not another hovel.no pubs that are family friendly have to
drive to other towns.
101 ID: 101406712 Empty shops should be occupied. The Library could hold craft
events (like the Harris Museum in Preston weekend 1 & 2 Dec
2018). Encourage Christmas Markets, Flower Pot events, Easter
Bonnet parade etc.
102 ID: 101432560 I nptice that the former British Legion Club now has a planning
application to change its use which is good as it has been empty
and unused for years
103 ID: 101432296 Yes of course the swimming baths, Helmshore Textile museum, I
feel sure these would not have been allowed to close had they
been in Rawtenstall.
I would also like to see regeneration of lower Deardengate, there
are some fabulous buildings there.
104 ID: 101434653 Manchester Road and Lower and Higher Deardengate really
needs a major overhaul- it’s an embarrassing dump, yet has no
need to be. Places such as Dearden Tearooms, Cissy Greens,
G&E Hayhurst and Ruby and Daisy demonstrate how the
buildings and what they offer facilities/food/shopping wise can be
amazing and a huge positive for the Town - so come on
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Haslingden pull your socks up and get looking and being good
you’re supposed to be a thriving market town with a local feel.
105 ID: 101444911 There are beautiful buildings in Haslingden.
More family events so that all become used to using the area.
106 ID: 101450274 Swimming baths
107 ID: 101452780 Lower deardengate looks very deprived.
108 ID: 101456806 Town hall and memorial gardens
109 ID: 101457047 ?
110 ID: 101463691 No
111 ID: 101471786 Swimming Baths
112 ID: 100861224 The Masonic Hall as a Public Hall.
113 ID: 100923564 Haslingden baths is part of Haslingden heritage of which my
grandad remembers going to in the 1930s.Its a shame to lose it.
114 ID: 101499257 Barclays Bank. Something along the lines of Community Link but
central. Rooms for various activities. Drop in centre. Bit of a
heritage museum
115 ID: 101554806 .
116 ID: 101662820 I live at Lacey court and people from here used to use the fruit
and veg shop until it closed down. it would be nice to have a
larger variety of shops including something like B&M
117 ID: 101698807 1. The Nat west bank premises 2. BARCLAYS BANK
PREMISES.
118 ID: 102160107 Stepping stones
The royal British legion
The post office
More banks
More cash machines
More signage on one way streets like warner street.. they come
up grane road and think they can race across up warner street!!!!
119 ID: 102292728 Former Barclays bank building for retail use.
120 ID: 102299658 All derelict and unused buildings.
121 ID: 102954922 The two pubs. They dominate and characterise the town culture.
122 ID: 104037040 No neccessarily brought back into use but ladbrokes, old post
office and NISA bring the town down.
123 ID: 104063492 NatWest Bank
124 ID: 106809727 Old bank buildings.
125 ID: 111150932 The old British Legion building. Each room (as it seems to be a
big place) could be used for a myriad of purposes. What about
something like a vintage clothes store? Mixed with antiques. Rent
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out space. See what people have to offer, whether it be local art
works, photo's, books, there must be a kitchen, small cafe... What
is this monstrosity that's at the top of Grane Road just before you
turn left into the town centre, it's an eye sore, derelict, why is it
still there and who allowed such an ugly building to be built which
does not fall in line with the character of Haslingden? There's the
old post office building, that could do with a make over and used
for further purposes, not quite sure what but I'm sure there are
budding entrepreneurs out there just waiting to start a business.
126 ID: 111491434 Post office
127 ID: 114946869 The pubs
128 ID: 115331092 Obviously the swimming pool would be the ideal for a lot of the
residents. If it can't be used as a pool, how about something else
- a cinema akin to Victoria Baths in Manchester which sometimes
hosts screenings.
129 ID: 120626074 No
130 ID: 122006907 Any that are currently closed or not in use! Used for anything I
have already specified thus far.

answered

130

skipped

109

14. If you were to improve the public realm (such as seating, railings,
paving, open spaces) what area would you like to see focused on?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Open-Ended Question

100.00%

155

1

ID: 100812344 Both upper and Lower Deardengate.

2

ID: 100844567 large fixed planting beds and street trees; not just small free
standing planters

3

ID: 100850641 Lower and upper deardengate - and back street behind greggs derelict land ther - resedential needed.

4

ID: 100853286 back of shops dearden

5

ID: 100861448 Spare ground at Bottom of Bell Street, it's currently being used by
drug pushers, teenage gangs, gangs in cars, etc, needs sorting
out asap!

6

ID: 100870035 all of it

7

ID: 100880396 Paving - Replace with YES Haslingdem Flag.
Signage - Rationalise and clean

8

ID: 100923462 Open spaces
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9

ID: 100923437 It would be amazing if the town centre was for pedestrians only.
Outside the library is probably the centre of town, next to the
community noticeboard. May be make it look more attractive?
Also, signage to direct people to the market and the opening
times is needed!

10

ID: 100923282 Mnchester rd & upper deardengate

11

ID: 100923829 Deardengate Manchester rd and blackburn rd

12

ID: 100923902 Less dog poo

13

ID: 100923771 More community projects, more youth and sporting activities

14

ID: 100923918 Deansgate Blackburn road bury road

15

ID: 100923695 Top of Deardengate

16

ID: 100924147 Seating, Greenfield/Memorial park

17

ID: 100924480 Make out memorial gardens a place where people can visit and
relax. Take their children safely to. CCTV !

18

ID: 100924597 Good cctv would be good, stop a lot of the vandalism.

19

ID: 100923248 Generally tidying up. Volunteers doing a good job but people
need to stop dropping litter

20

ID: 100924661 Deardengate area

21

ID: 100924697 Everything needs a facelift

22

ID: 100924515 Area round big lamp

23

ID: 100924350 Near Texaco/ butchers. It’s a main vein through The centre
As you drive through haslingden it looks scruffy and run downmakes you want to keep on driving

24

ID: 100924857 Not sure, but think more policing could help.

25

ID: 100925476 the whole town

26

ID: 100925461 The area outside the NHS building in Higher Deardengate

27

ID: 100925505 All paths need mending.

28

ID: 100925596 Market area needs a refurb.

29

ID: 100925232 all of it

30

ID: 100925174 The junction of lower Deardengate and Warner Street instead of
the ugly disused car place

31

ID: 100925799 The market

32

ID: 100925974 Seabove

33

ID: 100925553 Some pedestrianisation. More space for prams on the
pavements.
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34

ID: 100925943 Under covered seating area,

35

ID: 100925455 I would focus on the market. A COVERD MARKET WOULD BE
GOOD. There is not much open space to play around with.

36

ID: 100926872 The centre

37

ID: 100926451 The parks could be chiller. They’re pretty chill, but could always
be dope.

38

ID: 100925986 Not many places available really. Mist seating is in bad spots on
main roads watching traffic! There are no squares / enclosed safe
spaces expect the flats.

39

ID: 100926607 Make it one way with more parking areas

40

ID: 100926657 Manchester road. It is most peoples first look at the town and at
present it does not impress at all

41

ID: 100927366 .

42

ID: 100927508 Toilet facilities

43

ID: 100927816 Big Lamp area. Pedestrianised Higher Deardengate

44

ID: 100927915 Lower deardengate

45

ID: 100927430 This isn't an issue .don't waste money on this .

46

ID: 100928603 remove the cobbles upper deardengate

47

ID: 100928738 Manchester Road

48

ID: 100927550 Greenfield Gardens and Victoria Park

49

ID: 100929125 there are none

50

ID: 100929297 Don't need any of those. have the memorial gardens and lots of
seating already

51

ID: 100929586 Seating areas more areas to eat pleasant atmosphere

52

ID: 100930038 Near the market area

53

ID: 100929946 behind the shops on Deardengate twixt the alleys leading to the
Co-op the waste land there, the paving slabs need
levelling/replacing but NOT with tarmac on the high streets,...etc.
etc

54

ID: 100930790 Manchester and Blackburn Roads along with Higher and Lower
Deardengate. Utilising Historic England’s Streets for all
https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/streetsfor-all/

55

ID: 100931724 Memorial gardens is a lovely piece of garden.

56

ID: 100932136 Not sure

57

ID: 100932348 More seating In the actual main shopping area as I go with my
dad and he has limited walking and a place for hi not sit and rest
for a minute or two would be great
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58

ID: 100933461 Any area would be good start.

59

ID: 100933468 More open spaces and attractive walk through to make the centre
more accessible

60

ID: 100933937 Add more colour (flowers / planting ) to the public spaces and
more heritage information.

61

ID: 100931875 Market Area

62

ID: 100934553 lower Deardengate needs it's socks pulling up!

63

ID: 100934781 appropriate seating and socialising areas with planting

64

ID: 100935390 Make it distinctive and different. Public sculpture, mini play parks,
make deardengate pedestrian only and better parking and natural
routes.

65

ID: 100935551 Cobbles near nisa nice flat road be better more seating less litter
bright shops

66

ID: 100936064 I can't think where you could put such an area

67

ID: 100935922 More seating and more waste bins.

68

ID: 100936517 The whole town

69

ID: 100936751 All of the above.

70

ID: 100938061 Potholes sorted.
Better parking - its horrendous sometimes

71

ID: 100939360 Paving and seating.

72

ID: 100940768 Everywhere

73

ID: 100943368 Leaner pavements with less dog cowlings

74

ID: 100955814 Cobblestones on Deardengate resurfaced.

75

ID: 100961462 Smooth pavings without patching, same with roads and
Deardengate made into a pedestrian area, with good seating,
hanging baskets etc.

76

ID: 100964637 deardengate, memorial gardens, market area

77

ID: 100979631 higher..lowere deardengate and manchester..bury roads

78

ID: 100979579 Upper and lower Deardengate and the aproach into the town
centre. The bins outside houses along Blackburn Road are an
eyesore - like driving into Manchester.

79

ID: 100979326 The memorial gardens would make a nice tea shop/cafe with
seating.

80

ID: 100980415 Deardengate (Texaco side of it) and Blackburn Rd between the
centre and Prinny Mill. Lincoln Tyres particularly looks scruffy and
brings the area down, as do the residential properties opposite
and surrounding it.

81

ID: 101002113 Area around deardengate
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82

ID: 101008696 Create tree planting / green spaces

83

ID: 101010282 Seating

84

ID: 101018042 Everywhere and include working cctv to catch potential vandels.

85

ID: 101024173 Outside Dearden tea rooms. Use Victoria park more often.

86

ID: 101026771 Market

87

ID: 101034035 Lower deardengate

88

ID: 101036321 The central crossroads should look attractive at all times and be
clean and railings painted regularly.

89

ID: 101014153 Between Law's Butchers and The Black Bull is a covered walkthrough archway; highly visible from stationery traffic stopped at
the lights. This leads round the back into a courtyard type area
and it is surrounded/enclosed by the gated backyards of at least
2 streets. At relatively little cost this would make a marvellous
community courtyard with some seating, a fixed bbq and flower
tubs. I seem to remember the ground is cobbled and needs
weeding. If residents were willing to come together it would be
great - and a safe place for children. The covered archway is a
mess and needs cleaning, painting, and hanging baskets added.
Likewise there's a covered alleyway next to the betting shop
which could be treated similarly.
The shop frontages in Haslingden are always overgrown with
weeds - as are the block pavements; and Warner Street (by
Haslingden Health Centre) is a disgrace. Despite efforts by HCP
to clear them, they return with vigour and the council appear to
have no input (or spray too late). This is a one-way street and the
main route leading out of the town centre; it is a mess on both
sides of the street!
The paved area by New Street Car Park on Lower Deardengate
is a pleasant area, with input from HCP, but I understand the
group is asking for the planters to be removed and the trees
within them planted directly into the stone circles beneath the
planters. The planters can then be used elsewhere in the town.
Again, weeds are a problem, especially in the New Street car
park and leaves are left to rot where they fall.
The town needs to look clean and tidy in the first instance to
attract new businesses - and importantly - new shoppers. We
need regular road sweepers, weeds killing, leaves taking up ... all
around the town; not as a one off but regularly. Some things
should be the duty of the council and are beyond the time limit
that volunteers should be expected to give.
HCP volunteers bought, planted up, nurtured, and watered 16
hanging baskets throughout the summer of 2018 in the drought.
As well as about 12 railing planters plus tubs. This was a
monumental task involving trailing a large water container around
town that pumps water up to the baskets on the lamp posts. I
would ideally like to see this done by the council - who used to do
this. Volunteers could concentrate on the railing planters and
numerous tubs about town.
Memorial Gardens next to the Methodist Church on Manchester
road: The flower beds here were always the pride of Haslingden
for many, many years. Now they are unattended and abandoned.
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I think the council 'may' have put bedding in this summer but they
were weedy plants and put in too late, as I recall. Going back 50
years they bloomed gloriously and it was the focal point of traffic
entering Haslingden - gateway to the town. Please bring this
back.
90

ID: 101043271 Open spaces in the centre are spoiled by people who dont
appreciate them. Give the young people something to do, give
their parents support in bringing them up to respect their local
area, otherwise whatever is spent will be a sticking plaster over
the gaping wound.

91

ID: 101059596 It's more important to keep the streets and paths clean and tidy

92

ID: 101063754 Open / green spaces - not a lot of trees in the centre

93

ID: 101064264 Deardengate both sides of the traffic lights.
Civic Pride is already working on several areas.

94

ID: 101092897 Upper Deardengate.

95

ID: 101106044 Out side the libary

96

ID: 101116568 Memorial gardens

97

ID: 101122482 Top of Plesent st

98

ID: 101153104 I think the incredible edible was a great initiative in the Bury areaI’d like to see something similar in Haslingden where space can
be given for plants to be grown which can be taken by the local
community. I don’t think there needs to be anymore seating or
railings though.

99

ID: 101163237 town centre

100 ID: 101165043 Good to see civic pride are making improvements, but they need
to be given more support
101 ID: 101183333 Market area - can there not be a cafe?
102 ID: 101189451 Deardengate.
103 ID: 101208086 Top of Deardengate
104 ID: 101237426 All these facilities would be an improvement if sufficient space
could be found in Haslingden.
105 ID: 101281686 Maybe the pedestrianisation of upper Deardengate?
106 ID: 101287133 open spaces and seating - public parks
107 ID: 101287992 The main town centre, street
backstreets - gated communities ?
shop centre frontage needs improving
108 ID: 101289400 Seating and open spaces.
109 ID: 101297748 The market / the middle of Deardengate
110 ID: 101301483 seating and open spaces
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111 ID: 101302927 Could Deardengate be traffic free?
112 ID: 101330718 Around Haslingden Library there needs to be more seating areas.
There needs to be visitor only and staff parking for library staff
and users.
113 ID: 101389347 Not sure
114 ID: 101399531 flowers green spaces new seating areas clean flooring ie
someone who cleans the town centre as always mucky and full of
dog poo
115 ID: 101406712 Flowers and planters.
116 ID: 101432560 I do not have any specific idea
117 ID: 101432296 I would like to see seating on routes into Haslingden.
118 ID: 101434653 The lot - read historic England’s Streets For All, inwardly digest
then go for it BIG TIME!
119 ID: 101444911 All of them.
There is a need at the moment to straighten the railings at the
crossroads and these need painting.
All the black bollards need painting, Bury Road, Deardengate,
lower Deardengate
The lamp posts look tatty as the paint has been falling off for
years, Deardengate, Lower Deardengate, Manchester Road and
Blackburn Road.
****All these things make an area look drab, they contribute to it
****
An open space to hold events would be ideal as would an indoor
area if a building were to come into use but focus sounds like
there is a choice and it is my opinion that Haslingden needs a lot
of work doing on it, not just one focus, this is a major project.
120 ID: 101450274 Unsure
121 ID: 101450338 Outside the church, health centre, and leisure centre. And near
the cross roads in the centre.
122 ID: 101452780 The centre
123 ID: 101456806 Upper and lower Deardengate. Also needs roads resurfacing.
124 ID: 101457047 safe garden areas for sitting or socialising
125 ID: 101456888 Parking spaces
126 ID: 101460267 Must be higher deardengate it’s all there is ! Pity it cannot be
partly pedestrianised
127 ID: 101463691 The main street
128 ID: 101471786 Town Centre
129 ID: 101475703 Ensure existing pavements are maintained and level
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130 ID: 100861224 The whole of Upper and Lower Deardengate needs re-paving in
HASLINGDEN FLAG !!!
131 ID: 100923564 Tidy up the grave yard in the center so people can look
around.More dog waste bins.Do more community things in the
library.More focus on the Halo as a landmark
132 ID: 101499257 Can't think
133 ID: 101554806 .
134 ID: 101662820 Upper Deardengate leading to bury road
135 ID: 101674398 Cobbled st area
136 ID: 101698807 The civic pride are doing great. Thank God. But they should be
helped and encouraged. Funds for flowers and benches should
be provided.
137 ID: 102160107 Lower deardengate
Higher deardengate
Bury road
Blackburn road
Manchester road
Memorial gardens
138 ID: 102188979 Bollards and railings so that pedestrians are safer on foot paths
139 ID: 102292728 Deardengate
140 ID: 102299658 Cleaner streets and back alleys and well lit spaces and back
streets
141 ID: 101434661 Victoria Street
142 ID: 103902565 lower Deardengate and center
143 ID: 104037040 Around the cross-roads and junction, paving at
upperdeardengate / make some extended paving.
144 ID: 104052143 Towmn centre
145 ID: 104061331 More plants hanging baskets in summer and Christmas trees on
all shops at Christmas
146 ID: 104062739 Railway... Open spaces.... But most importantly public park s
147 ID: 104153609 More benches, hanging baskets with colourful flowers.
148 ID: 106809727 Shopping area and Manvhester road areas. Ban on more
takeways opening up.
149 ID: 109493052 All the railings in the town need painting. Seating in the cemetery.
Most of the pavements because of damage through cars and
vans driving onto them.
150 ID: 111150932 To be honest it's not too bad in Haslingden for that so I haven't
got a vision at the moment.
151 ID: 111491434 Memorial gardens
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152 ID: 114946869 Area between Bury Road and Manchester Road, upper
Deardengate
153 ID: 115331092 There's a green space behind Sizehouse Village, leading off
Laneside Road. It's a footpath which goes alongside a little
brook/stream and across a wooden bridge and up some steps,
behind houses eventually leading to Moorland Rise. However, it's
not been maintained (overgrown and almost blocked in parts by
overhanging trees) plus it looks like people have used the path as
a dumping ground in places. If this could be tidied up and
perhaps even 2 picnic benches installed, that would be a lovely
little green retreat. There's also quite a large paved area opposite
The Green Squirrel pub - could this be used for pop up events /
workshops? The children's play area in Victoria Park could be
further enhanced with additional equipment.
154 ID: 120626074 The parks more seating maybe do something with the band stand
at Victoria park
155 ID: 122006907 The actual centre. It's scruffy and uneven.

answered

155

skipped

84
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15. Have you ever been to any events held in Haslingden Town centre
before like the Xmas lights switch on, street fair, Victorian market etc?
Respon
Respon
se
se Total
Percent
1

Yes

78.90%

187

2

No

21.52%

51

answere
d

237

skipped

2

Analysi Mean:
s
Varianc
e:

1.2
2

Std.
Deviation:

0.4
1

0.1
7

Std. Error:

0.0
3

Satisfaction
Rate:

21.5
2

16. What events do you think would make you visit the town centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Open-Ended Question
1

100.00%

237

ID: 100812344 As in previous answers.
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12. What else do you think could be done to have a positive impact on the town
centre?NB: please feel free to include ambitious ideas.
Respon
Respon
se
se Total
Percent
2

ID: 100838469 Open air music festival

3

ID: 100844567 more markets like the one organised by APNA earlier this year.
Themed markets; local markets; etc

4

ID: 100850641 Food themed markets

5

ID: 100853286 all community events

6

ID: 100861448 Street fair, Christmas lights switch on, any other community
events

7

ID: 100870035 any

8

ID: 100880396 Traditional Lancashire Weekend - Vintage Weekend - Classic
Cars - Antiques Fair - Steam,Steampunk and Meccano Event.

9

ID: 100923293 Street fair

10

ID: 100923395 Any community

11

ID: 100923262 Not sure

12

ID: 100923462 Street markets where the roads are closed for markets such as
Deardengate

13

ID: 100923719 None

14

ID: 100923379 I don’t really know

15

ID: 100923437 Themed events/guests

16

ID: 100923788 n

17

ID: 100923430 Better variety. Haslingden has to compete with Rawtenstall and
Ramsbottom as a market town and doesn't begin to compare at
the moment.

18

ID: 100923282 More of the above plus charity events.

19

ID: 100923829 Christmas street market

20

ID: 100923805 Farmers market

21

ID: 100923902 Bigger better market

22

ID: 100923771 Street party

23

ID: 100924118 Not sure

24

ID: 100923918 Summer flower festival

25

ID: 100924094 Street fair that’s well
Organised!

26

ID: 100923695 Fairs & art local group s

27

ID: 100923990 Street Market

28

ID: 100924147 Monthly street market. Craft markets. Annual street fair.

29

ID: 100924746 NA
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12. What else do you think could be done to have a positive impact on the town
centre?NB: please feel free to include ambitious ideas.
Respon
Respon
se
se Total
Percent
30

ID: 100924480 Artisan market.

31

ID: 100924805 Street fairs

32

ID: 100924597 Good weekend market

33

ID: 100923248 Victorian market. Look at rammy. Food and beer festival. Griffin
and robin hood would be good places to start with laws and cissy
greens for contacts. Also street food. Local craft producers
We have so many assets we dont use. No communication

34

ID: 100924661 The summer and Xmas switch on

35

ID: 100924697 Street fairs, concerts

36

ID: 100924515 Street markets, food festival, craft fairs

37

ID: 100924446 Good stalls. Xmas fair.

38

ID: 100924350 Christmas market
Light night

39

ID: 100924857 Markets

40

ID: 100925476 proper summer fair with rides like we used to have.. more
activities for kids to do

41

ID: 100925461 Food and drink events

42

ID: 100925505 Market down the town centre, theme markets.

43

ID: 100925596 Parades

44

ID: 100925232 artisan street market. food festival. music festival

45

ID: 100925549 Public holiday events.

46

ID: 100925174 Victorian and Christmas Markets and entertainment such as
shows, musicals etc in the Public Hall

47

ID: 100925799 Something like the bike festival in Rawtenstall used to have

48

ID: 100925974 Food markets Dickensian nights for xmas

49

ID: 100925553 Family friendly events in the daytime.

50

ID: 100925188 A regular street market

51

ID: 100926004 I used to love the old street fair that we had, it drew in quite a
crowd and was something to do in this town where if you don't
drink there is nothing else to do.

52

ID: 100925943 Events which celebrate local history,

53

ID: 100925455 All above.

54

ID: 100926233 More street markets

55

ID: 100926673 The street fairs like they used to be. All the fair ground rides, the
stalls, the people, the pubs all joining in.

56

ID: 100926872 A properly organised street fair
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Respon
Respon
se
se Total
Percent
57

ID: 100926451 Dog free days/weeks/months/years

58

ID: 100926421 Get a farmers market here.

59

ID: 100925986 Fundraising events for local causes. Christmas markets. Farmers
markets. Kids toys/crafts markets. Any child friendly event as the
town is very lacking in things to do for children!

60

ID: 100926607 The Christmas event is always good but more events could bring
more people in to the town

61

ID: 100926657 Creative arts events & community learning there was a first
aid/cpr course held once I would love to do more like that again

62

ID: 100927366 Annual events

63

ID: 100926776 None anymore,to many druggies

64

ID: 100927573 n/a

65

ID: 100927508 More stalls being used on market,waste of space at the moment

66

ID: 100927904 More theme packed events

67

ID: 100927816 Street markets

68

ID: 100927915 events to bring together people from all communities

69

ID: 100927430 Chocolate festival

70

ID: 100928603 street markets, childrens events

71

ID: 100928738 Markets

72

ID: 100928045 Community-based

73

ID: 100927550 Charity events, musical events

74

ID: 100929125 the street market. the xmas lights are a joke

75

ID: 100929297 Heritage events

76

ID: 100929586 More and easily accessible parking, late night opening events etc

77

ID: 100930038 Any events

78

ID: 100930077 Special food events.

79

ID: 100929946 sales in shops, victorian market, seasonal fayres, open days for
local business , brass bands, carol singing, musicians, art
exhibitions, craft shows (additional to the Methodist church's
excellent one), flower exhibits, livestock shows, agricultural
shows, (there's plenty of wide open spaces surrounding Hazzy,)
folk dancing
( whatever happened to the coconutters) etc etc.

80

ID: 100931282 Any, I live in haslingden and like to support our town

81

ID: 100930790 A decent farmers market that only sells field to fork quality
traceable produce.

82

ID: 100931724 Community events which include children of the town
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Respon
Respon
se
se Total
Percent
83

ID: 100932136 A decent market, cinema

84

ID: 100932348 Special markets (Christmas) fund days

85

ID: 100932598 st markets

86

ID: 100932779 Not sure tbh dont feel safe

87

ID: 100932960 Farmers market

88

ID: 100933461 I usually try to attend all the events - armistice day - Xmas lights
etc.

89

ID: 100933468 Markets, food, carnival.

90

ID: 100933937 Farmers markets, artisan market, some type of street festival.
Ramsbottom have the chocolate festival and pie festival. What
could Haslingden have? Street music festival? Cheese festival?

91

ID: 100934229 Popular ones

92

ID: 100931875 Farmers or craft market

93

ID: 100934553 a monthly farmers market in a town centre. don't charge the
traders for the first 12 month to help get it off the ground

94

ID: 100934781 writers, and poetry groups and readings art groups parades like
the lantern parade at Todmorden ans Stacksteads

95

ID: 100935390 Don't know

96

ID: 100935430 Proper Christmas market

97

ID: 100935551 Celebrate the town and people alot are decent people hallpween
events christmas market santa visiting

98

ID: 100936064 Decent market, shopping events

99

ID: 100936220 artisan market ,events that celebrate Haslingdens past

100 ID: 100935922 Events that celebrate anniversaries or special occasions. Food
fairs. Craft fairs. Family fun days.
101 ID: 100936517 More community events like a Sunday market or something
102 ID: 100936751 Watching dance groups.
103 ID: 100938061 Decent farmers/ craft market
104 ID: 100938728 Fairs, community events, attractive shops
105 ID: 100939360 Family friendly events. We need to tap into our rich multicultural
society maybe something a food and drink festival similar to the
chocolate festival in Ramsbottom.
106 ID: 100940040 I already attend
107 ID: 100940768 A decent market
108 ID: 100943368 N/A
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Respon
Respon
se
se Total
Percent
109 ID: 100943998 celebrating Chinese new year
More street fairs
110 ID: 100950093 I'd love to see a full Xmas Market event, with lots of stalls, music,
food etc.
111 ID: 100950672 I keep forgetting to go until it's too late or have been working. I
also worry that I won't be able to park because it will be busy.
Could do with a park and ride. (I know that's not feasible).
112 ID: 100955814 Christmas Market.
113 ID: 100961462 Good markets, reenactments or professional events.
114 ID: 100964637 fairs, markets
115 ID: 100979631 music events
116 ID: 100979579 Farmers market, Christmas markets etc A proper market.
117 ID: 100979645 Themed fairs
118 ID: 100979326 As said,previously
119 ID: 100980415 Child friendly events
120 ID: 100996861 Local gisttand walking events.
121 ID: 100998149 Markets
122 ID: 101002113 Street fair
123 ID: 101008696 All and everything - street entertainers, good buskers
124 ID: 101010282 Street fairs
125 ID: 101018042 Charity events.
More street fairs.
Improved bigger market.
126 ID: 101024173 Farmers markets, street market, outdoor music event.
127 ID: 101026771 Live bands
128 ID: 101030324 Music, drama events
129 ID: 101033027 More of the above
130 ID: 101034035 Food festivals, craft markets, Christmas market
131 ID: 101035545 .
132 ID: 101036321 ?
133 ID: 101014153 An outdoor 'pop up' sing along - with perhaps a band of some
description. Fun to join in!
Musical events that tie in with TV - ie Last Night of the proms or
pop concerts.
Jazz nights / blues
Classical musicsl recitals
Theatre/plays/poetry
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Respon
Respon
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Percent
Mixed 'Asian/White British' events such as cookery
demonstrations - real Asian cookery.
Night classes such as foreign languages.
Talks
'Spot On' events - look up their website.
Sorry ... run out of ideas but I'm sure there'd be lots of things. The
more whacky the better!!!

134 ID: 101041907 Not really into events
135 ID: 101043271 Food festivals, events featuring local organisations such as
schools, uniformed groups etc.
136 ID: 101054818 Craft fair
137 ID: 101058975 The events that are on are good. However if there were more of
them people would get used to coming into town. This seems to
work well in Ramsbottom where they have a regular programme
of events.... perhaps we can learn from them. Also advertise
more widely.
138 ID: 101059596 More free parking
139 ID: 101063538 Regular (ie Farmers) market
140 ID: 101063754 Create an annual events, e.g. Ramsbottom chocolate festival.
How about a garden/ flower / plant event and invite Garden
centres from accross the region to put on displays and sell plants
141 ID: 101064264 No idea
142 ID: 101087359 Decent activity for young and older people
143 ID: 101092897 Food market like the one in Ramsbottom town centre, selling
unusual foods.
144 ID: 101106044 Street fairs
145 ID: 101106283 Street fair
146 ID: 101115911 Decent market. Summer street fair. Winter market.
147 ID: 101116568 Not sure
148 ID: 101122482 Make it more cleaner ,and as I said before tidy up the shop fronts
149 ID: 101153703 Farmers markets. Street fair.
150 ID: 101153104 I like the idea of having a farmers market like they have in
Helmshore and Ramsbottom. I’ve seen pop up Christmas
markets work well in Bramhall with a brass band and various
events and stalls with handmade goods.
151 ID: 101155975 Any community based event
152 ID: 101163237 More community events that are inclusive of all ethnicys
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153 ID: 101165043 Markets
154 ID: 101183333 Street fairs, music events, anything really.
155 ID: 101183695 Mum and baby groups, choir practice, dance and yoga classes
156 ID: 101189451 Carnival event. Street stalls. Put the market in a traffic free
Deardengate.
157 ID: 101203497 Be nice to have a small theatre in the town so thing could
beputon like the one in Bacup
158 ID: 101208086 Food
159 ID: 101237426 All of the above if the town centre environment was more
attractive.
160 ID: 101258810 market
161 ID: 101264310 N/a
162 ID: 101266598 X
163 ID: 101281686 perhaps a farmer's market once a month or something like that.
164 ID: 101287133 A big open air screen to watch England lift the world cup in 2022 its coming home.
165 ID: 101287992 shopping, better quality markets.
Missed off previous section - the market needs investment and a
overhaul
166 ID: 101289400 More things to do.
167 ID: 101297748 Street fairs (themed), musical events, food & drink specialist
markets
A Christmas market
168 ID: 101301483 Arts and crafts events
169 ID: 101302927 Street markets say one weekend a month.
170 ID: 101330718 Eid Celebrations
171 ID: 101348977 only ability not to get in means not done
172 ID: 101354647 Culture
Food
173 ID: 101368304 A market
174 ID: 101389347 Market
175 ID: 101399531 things for children, proper x-mas markets, summer fetes maybe a
charity event like a santa dash or soap box derby day
176 ID: 101402072 Markets
177 ID: 101406712 Craft events at Church Hall. Street Fair, Victorian Market etc
178 ID: 101431478 street fayers ,markets concerts
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179 ID: 101432560 I can't think of anything at the moment
180 ID: 101432296 Christmas lights, Easter events, summer fair
181 ID: 101436516 Didn't know these happened... Better marketing!
182 ID: 101434653 Street Fair
Genuine farmers market
Amazing quality shops
183 ID: 101444911 Summer events, when the weather is good and the days longer.
184 ID: 101450274 Christmas events, charity events to support local charities
185 ID: 101450338 Better markets and fairs.
186 ID: 101452015 Not sure
187 ID: 101452780 Similar to the above.
The Facebook love Haslingden page isn't as proactive as in
previous years.
188 ID: 101456806 Festival such as the blues festival held in colne. Car boots.
Farmers market.
189 ID: 101457047 Later time for Christmas light switch on, not when many are still
at work & miss it!
street markets - no good at the present location.
190 ID: 101456888 Different types of markets
191 ID: 101459845 None
192 ID: 101460267 Music
193 ID: 101463691 More community events like the street fairs
194 ID: 101471786 Sports event
195 ID: 101475703 Street market - brass band concert at the big lamp
196 ID: 100861224 Classic Car shows.
197 ID: 100923564 Have a nice big Christmas tree because we went two years ago I
didn’t even know the lights had gone on after the count
down.Chocolate festival.Pie festival Motorbike show like they
used to have at Rawtenstall
198 ID: 101499257 Street markets. Themed events
199 ID: 101529139 It’s hard to say as we have farmers market in helmshore and
rawtenstall
200 ID: 101554806 .
201 ID: 101662820 sunday markets, car boot sales
202 ID: 101674398 Music festival
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203 ID: 101698807 Farmers markets.
Music events
A NICE pub instead of dives like The Commercial. The Bull. The
Green Squirrel
204 ID: 101908615 The street fair is a great idea but needs publicising better. Our
visits for the lights switch on have been enjoyable but it needs to
go back to Saturday, with a buzzing market offering a good range
of food and drinks. We really enjoyed it two years ago, last year
the market was a very disappointing pale impression (no mulled
wine?!) and this year Friday completely ruled us out. We were
working.
205 ID: 102160107 Courses in public places
Community link
Library
Health centre
Choir or bands
Computer clubs
Internet cafe
206 ID: 102188979 Street fairs sand entertainment
207 ID: 102292728 Market events, sporting events.
208 ID: 102299658 Better market and better quality stalls etc
209 ID: 102588978 car boot sales, market stalls, street traders etc. on upper
deardengate on saturdays
210 ID: 102666019 Perhaps a vegan food fair. I don't live in the borough so it would
have to be something I was particularly interested in to make me
come.
211 ID: 102954922 Arts/crafts fair.
Books/toys market.
212 ID: 100926330 Street fairs
213 ID: 101434661 Whatever didn't clash or duplicate other events on the same day
in Rossendale.
214 ID: 103902565 to do with food
215 ID: 103950858 Pop up markets, themed events,
216 ID: 104037040 To be honest, the events have not been that high quality and they
are infrequent.
Why not a Bolywood style one? A bravarian beer festival? or
something to give a nod to our heritage, make a day of it, close
Upper Deardengate and do it all along the shops. Why not a
big/large scale parade.
217 ID: 104046158 Not sure.
218 ID: 104049064 Not sure
219 ID: 104052143 Cycling
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Respon
se
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Percent
220 ID: 104054764 Food festival
221 ID: 104061331 Maybe farmers markets on deardengste once a month
222 ID: 104062739 Street fair
Festival I. E. Chocolates
European markets
War reenactment s
Historical events
223 ID: 104063492 Community events
224 ID: 104153609 Exhibitions/concerts/theatre productions.
225 ID: 105252576 Food events
Artisan Markets
226 ID: 106127395 Street markets and fairs, music events, cultural events - outdoor
theatre in the Summer, for example
227 ID: 106809727 Food fairs. Music events. Vintage vehicle shows.
228 ID: 109493052 Street fair. Farmers market.
229 ID: 111150932 Special events like carol concerts at Christmas with its own street
fair.
Vintage car show.
Exhibitions.
230 ID: 111491434 Summer holiday fun day
231 ID: 114946869 Street Fair, motorcycle show
232 ID: 114969768 Festive events, community events, family days, arts, kids groups
233 ID: 117204161 Themed events that offer something for all ages
234 ID: 115331092 Any of the above plus:
Vintage Fair
Makers' Market
Print / Art Fair
Art & Music Festival
Fun Dog Show
235 ID: 120626074 Maybe have a stall day where people bring stuff to sell
236 ID: 121580681 Public hangings.
237 ID: 122006907 A complete makeover of the town. There's nothing that could
make me go at the moment.
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17. How do you usually find out about events?
Respon
Respon
se
se Total
Percent
1

Word of Mouth

56.12%

133

2

Banners / Posters

27.00%

64

3

Newspapers

18.14%

43

4

Online

72.57%

172

5

Leaflets

13.50%

32

answere
d

237

skipped

2

Analys
is

Mean:

5.22

Std.
Deviation:

3.8
5

Varianc
e:

14.8
1

Std. Error:

0.2
5

Satisfaction
Rate:

83.7
6

Page 7
18. What suggestions do you have to make Haslingden more digitally
interactive?
Respon
Respon
se
se Total
Percent
1

Social Media Geofilter

30.90%

72

2

Town Centre Phone
App

24.46%

57

3

Instagram Account

16.74%

39

4

Backdrop for photos

11.59%

27

5

Town Centre website

59.23%

138

6

Other (all ideas
welcome):

20.60%

48

answere
d

233

skipped

6

Analys
is

Mean:

5.96

Std.
Deviation:

3.7
3

Varianc
e:

13.9
1

Std. Error:

0.2
4

Satisfaction
Rate:

86.5
2

Other (all ideas welcome): (48)
1

ID: 100850641 Digitise the town trail. Town centre management team could
promote things daily. Good news each day.
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2

ID: 100861448 Facebook

3

ID: 100880396 A Love Haslingden site that concentrates on more serious issues
affecting the town and has agreed monitoring links to the police and
council for reporting issues

4

ID: 100923719 Fuck all

5

ID: 100923379 Not bothered

6

ID: 100923437 LoveHaslingden Facebook is where I find out all my information

7

ID: 100923430 first of all spread awareness of existing resources

8

ID: 100923248 Link to others, eg visitlancashire

9

ID: 100925461 Not sure

10 ID: 100925553 Not sure but none of the above. Mainly use Facebook for events etc
so maybe a Facebook page for town centre
11 ID: 100925455 Facebook
12 ID: 100926451 Dog poo
13 ID: 100926421 Facebook
14 ID: 100925986 Facebook page with events
15 ID: 100929297
16 ID: 100929946 .....if there's not one already...how about a town crier??
17 ID: 100930790 The current visit Haslingden website is a mess- whoever designed
and implemented it is providing shockingly inaccurate and
misleading information! They haven’t even researched the
information accurately and are making lots of false claims. Whoever
did it was clearly incompetent and it should be removed and
replaced with something that is correct. I also know that the
associated leaflet was as bad until Haslingden Roots,complained
about and reminded by Haslingden Roots, Jackie Ramsbottom,
Chris Aspin and John Simpson
18 ID: 100932136 Not sure
19 ID: 100933468 Other than to communicate I would invest too much in this.
20 ID: 100933937 The Love Haslingden group is not a good advertisement for the
town due to the type of posts and trolling that goes on. Maybe a
better controlled marketing social media account for the town but I
don’t know how you would fund this.
21 ID: 100934553 FACEBOOK PAGE
22 ID: 100955814 Don't know.
23 ID: 100979326 Facebook page
24 ID: 101010282
25 ID: 101024173 Improve your social media presence. Engage with people!
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26 ID: 101035545 .
27 ID: 101043271 Work with established groups such as LoveHaslingden
28 ID: 101058975 Digitally Link to other local places so that people can find out
29 ID: 101122482 Don’t know
30 ID: 101287992 The council could better promote events - often staff are not aware
events/markets/ etc are occuring withih t he borough
31 ID: 101302927 Twitter
32 ID: 101330718 facebook
33 ID: 101432560 I don't use social media
34 ID: 101434653 A town centre website that is actually accurate unlike the current
shocker!!!
35 ID: 101444911 I have not ideas. Some of these suggestions could just be costly
red herrings!
36 ID: 101457047 facebook page
37 ID: 101662820 if I knew what the above were - I'd be able to tell you more
38 ID: 102160107 Internet cafe
39 ID: 102292728 Facebook
40 ID: 102588978 arrange for free press reporter to visit the town, to find out where it
is.
41 ID: 103902565
42 ID: 104037040 Create a large piece of community Art that can be on display so
people cn come from ad=far and tag it on Instagram, Get the shops
up to date online.
43 ID: 104052143 Shut the drug fronts
44 ID: 106809727
45 ID: 111150932 It doesn't have to be town specific but a 'What's on in Rossendale'
would be good, a brochure or website, this information is not widely
available and I tend to find out things have been on and I've missed
them.
46 ID: 114969768 Facebook used much much more
47 ID: 115331092 Online portals/directories at the library
48 ID: 121580681 Take it off Google Maps so no more people accidentally happen
upon the god forsaken place.
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19. Haslingden has a town centre website: www.visithaslingden.com,
do you ever visit it?
Respon
Respon
se
se Total
Percent
1

Yes

5.60%

13

2

No

82.76%

192

3

If yes, what do you use
it for?

11.64%

27

answere
d

232

skipped

7

Analysi
Mean:
s
Varianc
e:

2.0
6

Std.
Deviation:

0.4
1

0.1
7

Std. Error:

0.0
3

Satisfaction
Rate:

53.0
2

If yes, what do you use it for? (27)
1

ID: 100853286 community events

2

ID: 100923695 For events & group s

3

ID: 100924857 General info

4

ID: 100925232 didn't know it existed

5

ID: 100926004 i used to when it first came online just to see what was on it.

6

ID: 100926451 I don’t remember.

7

ID: 100926421 Never knew it existed

8

ID: 100926776 Catch up,

9

ID: 100927508 Catch up,

10 ID: 100929946 info for the library, docs surgery
11 ID: 100931282 I didnt know we had one
12 ID: 100930790 It’s a shocker- full of inaccurate and misleading information.
Furthermore it’s mainly not even mentioning Haslingden just claims
other places are Haslingden! If you want to promote Haslingden
then provide images and information about Haslingden. There’s no
problem mentioning Helmshore, Acre, Stonefold and Rising Bridge
but at least have the decency to use their names and not lie! Also
check your facts about when Haslingden got its market status
because whoever made up the nonsense on the website clearly has
no idea!
13 ID: 100934553 didn't know about it but do now!
14 ID: 100936064 Just to look
15 ID: 100935922 To find out what events are coming up.
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12. What else do you think could be done to have a positive impact on the town
centre?NB: please feel free to include ambitious ideas.
Respon
Respon
se
se Total
Percent
16 ID: 100938728 To see if there is anything going on
17 ID: 101026771 What’s on events
18 ID: 101035545 Didnt know about it
19 ID: 101064264 Curiosity
20 ID: 101183333 To see whats happening
21 ID: 101189451 Local news and information
22 ID: 101432296 Didn’t know it existed
23 ID: 101434653 I looked and was horrified- it’s ful of inaccurate information and
barefaced lies- whoever wrote that lot couldn’t even get facts and
grammar correct and should have been sacked!
24 ID: 101499257 Not a lot. The events page hasn't been updated since 2017 and the
home page is visually full ....like the town itself The town trail is
excellent.
25 ID: 102160107 Fb forum group
26 ID: 102188979 Information on what is going on in the town.
27 ID: 115331092 To look for events and for project planning

20. Do you think the website www.visithaslingden.com could be
improved?
Respon
Respon
se
se Total
Percent
1

Yes

5.47%

11

2

No

2.99%

6

3

Maybe

49.25%

99

4

If yes, what information would
you like to see?

42.29%

85

answere
d

201

skipped

38

Analysi
Mean:
s
Varianc
e:

3.2
8

Std.
Deviation:

0.7
7

0.5
9

Std. Error:

0.0
5

Satisfaction
Rate:

76.1
2

If yes, what information would you like to see? (85)
1

ID: 100844567 never actually used it

2

ID: 100861448 I didn't know there was already a website - much more publicity
needed about it

3

ID: 100880396 No Idea never looked
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12. What else do you think could be done to have a positive impact on the town
centre?NB: please feel free to include ambitious ideas.
Respon
Respon
se
se Total
Percent
4

ID: 100923293 Hadn’t heard of it!

5

ID: 100923430 no idea on content but I live here and had never heard of it. Improve
the digital presence and it's awareness

6

ID: 100924147 Better publicised. Never heard of it.

7

ID: 100924746 Never heard of it !!

8

ID: 100924480 More publicising the website.

9

ID: 100924597 Did not know it existed

10 ID: 100923248 More visibility
11 ID: 100924697 Advertizing it
12 ID: 100924446 Advertisement of it. I didn't know it existed.
13 ID: 100924857 Always room for improvement.
14 ID: 100925232 didn't know it was there
15 ID: 100925174 More publicity as I didn't know it existed!
16 ID: 100925553 Just looked - it’s really good. But I had no idea it existed and not
sure who would visit it. Maybe it needs publicising/linking to social
media pages.
17 ID: 100925188 I didn’t know about it! It needs to be advertised
18 ID: 100926004 more variety
19 ID: 100925943 Don't know about it so maybe informing residents
20 ID: 100926421 I didn’t know about it.
21 ID: 100925986 It's not been updated in months! Up to date info of events.
22 ID: 100926607 Let people know its their put it on all links get it in all shop windows
23 ID: 100927816 More history subjects
24 ID: 100927430 Tell the youth what bit offers them .Tell us last bus to Bury.and how
to get back to Haslingden if at Bury at 5.? It's not poss .so maybe
probs like this should be discussed .
Having to wait in Ramsbottom for second bus.online should be a
place to discuss probs and how we are limited to travel .
25 ID: 100927550 More links to provide better information e.g. shops, instead of just
mentioning a couple of shops provide a list of all the shops in the
area with links to to details of what they sell, opening hours, Web
site/ Facebook pages etc. Same for restaurants and bars and again
for amenities and tourist places. If people know what is available
where and at what times they will be more confident in visiting.
26 ID: 100931282
27 ID: 100930790 See above- it’s currently a pile of inaccurate and misleading
rubbish.
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12. What else do you think could be done to have a positive impact on the town
centre?NB: please feel free to include ambitious ideas.
Respon
Respon
se
se Total
Percent
Apart from the Halo it’s not even featuring images of Haslingden
and the town centre it’s supposed to be promoting is noticeable by
its absence!
The ‘our town’ page doesn’t really talk about the town and has no
image of the town
Get genuine local historians such as members of Haslingden Roots
who have specific research areas for Haslingden, Helmshore, Acre,
Stonefold, Sherfin and Rising Bridge to provide you with historicly
accurate information, text and images.
28 ID: 100932136 Never been on it
29 ID: 100932348 More public awareness that there is a website.
30 ID: 100933461 Didn't know there was one - will take a look.
31 ID: 100933468 Advertise it
32 ID: 100936220 did not know it existed
33 ID: 100938061 I didn't know about it.
34 ID: 100940040 I didnt know about it.
35 ID: 100943368 N/A
36 ID: 100943998 I didn't Evan know it had a website
37 ID: 100950672 I didn't even know it existed until I read it here.
38 ID: 100955814 Don't know
39 ID: 100961462 Promote it
40 ID: 100979579 By more advertising of its existence.
41 ID: 100980415 Never seen it- didn't know about it
42 ID: 101002113 Twitter/Facebook account
43 ID: 101033027 Didn't know it existed
44 ID: 101036321 Let people know it’s there. It’s the first I’ve heard of it.
45 ID: 101043271 Promote it via social media and local signage. Didn't even know it
existed.
46 ID: 101059596 It's past its sell by date
47 ID: 101063754 Publicise it
48 ID: 101092897 Didn't know about it.
49 ID: 101122482 Don’t use it sorry
50 ID: 101153104 I haven’t used it at all.
51 ID: 101163237 More publicity of the website
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12. What else do you think could be done to have a positive impact on the town
centre?NB: please feel free to include ambitious ideas.
Respon
Respon
se
se Total
Percent
52 ID: 101237426 Wasn’t aware a website existed until today. Perhaps more publicity
required?
53 ID: 101287133 Never used it!
54 ID: 101297748 A community page =- more investment / inclusion from the
community rather than Council
55 ID: 101301483 Don't know
56 ID: 101302927 Not yet visited as I wasn't aware of it. Is that the problem?
57 ID: 101330718 The information needs to be updated and needs to cover all places
opening times and events information. You also need to allow the
public to post adverts free such as selling goods and information
about stuff
58 ID: 101402072 Spend the money on town centre improvements instead
59 ID: 101406712 Not sure as I have never used it
60 ID: 101431478 needs promoting more
61 ID: 101432296 I will have to check it out
62 ID: 101434653 Truth would be a start
63 ID: 101444911 Do people know about it???
64 ID: 101450338 I have never seen the website. But probably yes.
65 ID: 101456806 Never used it
66 ID: 101460267 Didn’t know there was one
67 ID: 101499257 Comprehensive list of Community activites
68 ID: 101529139 I was not aware of one
69 ID: 101662820 Perhaps an advert somewhere telling folk that there is a website, I
consider myself computer savvy, but unless you know it exists you
cant think about using it!1
70 ID: 101698807 Mention it on www.lovehasli been.com
71 ID: 101908615 I didn't know it existed and most importantly is it updated?
72 ID: 102160107 Love haslingden
Share jobs
New shops
Crime
Help search for missing people or pets
73 ID: 102588978 let the community know you have one...........
74 ID: 102666019 n/a
75 ID: 104037040 It's really poor. I like the logo but the content has expired and it
doesn't get marketed anywhere.
76 ID: 104046158 I didn’t know it existed!
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12. What else do you think could be done to have a positive impact on the town
centre?NB: please feel free to include ambitious ideas.
Respon
Respon
se
se Total
Percent
77 ID: 104052143 Never seen ir
78 ID: 104062739 I have not visited it
79 ID: 104153609 More links to events on it.
80 ID: 105252576 Promote awareness of it
81 ID: 106127395 Less text copied from Wikipedia. Less text overall.
There are NO photographs of the town so absolutely nothing to
attract people here.
There's no index of traders of events in the town -the only things
listed are happening elsewhere.
Anything which mentioned/showed Haslingden would be an
improvement.
The contact information doesn't really say who you would be
contacting ...
82 ID: 109493052 N/A
83 ID: 111150932 Because I didn't even know it existed despite using a search engine
to try and find out what goes on in Haslingden.
When the tea rooms are open.
What shops there are.
What events are on or coming up.
84 ID: 115331092 Blog needs to be updated regularly. Also information about other
buildings and the history of Haslingden to give an online visitor a
more comprehensive flavour of the town. Pictures/links to the
individual shops and businesses.
85 ID: 121580681 By deleting it.

21. Would you support a micro-grants programme for local Haslingden
based community groups? i.e where a small pot of money from this
funding, is made available to support community groups with up to £3k
for Haslingden based planned activity.
Respon
Respon
se
se Total
Percent
1

Yes

92.54%

211

2

No

7.46%

17

answere
d

228

skipped

11

Analysi Mean:
s
Varianc
e:
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1.0
7

Std.
Deviation:

0.2
6

0.0
7

Std. Error:

0.0
2

Satisfaction
Rate:

7.4
6
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12. What else do you think could be done to have a positive impact on the town
centre?NB: please feel free to include ambitious ideas.
Respon
Respon
se
se Total
Percent

22. Please provide us with any other comments or ideas following this
survey.
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Open-Ended Question

100.00%

81

1

ID: 100850641 Town centre management team is key - for at least 10 year period
to make a real change.

2

ID: 100853286 lowewr shop rents

3

ID: 100861448 Whatever is decided, keep the community and shops involved at
every stage! We don't want to feel that outsiders are making
decisions on what is best for us!!

4

ID: 100880396 Sorry Megan sent it again just in case (hope it tallies :)
daveR

5

ID: 100923437 We need more street fairs - I love them

6

ID: 100923805 Very biased towards certain shops - haslingden is not only about
dearden tea rooms and ruby and daisy !!!

7

ID: 100923990 Haslingden needs a lot of work doing to it in order to improve it.
The police station should never have been closed and nor should
the pool.

8

ID: 100924147 Perhaps the money that was siphoned off from the baths could be
used to fund improvements.

9

ID: 100924480 The micro grants program would have to be very fairly and have
unbiased decisions made.

10 ID: 100923248 Just give us some funds. Not all going to rawtenstall via barnfield
construction. We need a swimming pool but all the funds go to
rawtenstall. The farmers market at helmshore and ramsbottom are
vibrant and fun, the one at rawtenstall is dead and no atmosphere.
Shows you can't just throw money at something. The whole valley
strategy needs rethinking. A new leadership with a less strong
attachment to one area of the valley would be a start
11 ID: 100924661 Also dog mess is a problem and the perception of Haslingden is its
full of druggies this need to be changed if you are to get people
coming out at night
12 ID: 100924697 Be proactive, rid the town of takeaways which litter the town
13 ID: 100924857 Get the Council to provide more cleaning. Instead of relying on our
wonderful volunteers. FINE PEOPLE for litter dropping, dog
fouling.
14 ID: 100925232 please make this place more sociable other than drinking alcohol
and takeout
15 ID: 100925174 It would be wonderful to see money invested into Haslingden as it
all seems to go to Rawtenstall
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12. What else do you think could be done to have a positive impact on the town
centre?NB: please feel free to include ambitious ideas.
Respon
Respon
se
se Total
Percent
16 ID: 100925188 The community spirit needs to be developed. Give us something to
be proud of. I wouldn’t go into the town centre in the evening
because I don’t feel safe there. We should make better use of our
location and heritage and develop tourism in Haslingden
17 ID: 100926004 in general I do like Haslingden but I don't go into town unless I
have to as some of the people who regularly are around town are
quite ignorant and feel like they own the town, walking past the
pubs with the clouds of smoke outside and being made to walk in
the road to get passed the smokers they wont move to allow you
passed so you must dodge the cars walking in the road. cars
double park everywhere and no one seems bothered that access
is blocked or its hard to get passed.
18 ID: 100926451 The dogs have to go. People shouldn’t keep animals enslaved in
their houses. It’s the poo I don’t like. Bleurgh.
19 ID: 100926421 Answering question 21, the council don’t have any spare money so
why ask ? Utterly bewildered with this question. Please feed back.
Would love to know the point of this survey .
20 ID: 100926607 Make the town dog friendly where all dog must be on leads water
and treat bowls outside shops
21 ID: 100926657 Help us increase the degree of contact we have with local MPs
and councillors. We as a town are being forgotten and abandoned.
It’s no wonder so many young professionals I know are leaving the
area. We simply cannot do all this on our own and I am losing
hope that Haslingden will make it without tearing itself apart
22 ID: 100927366 .
23 ID: 100926776 Get rid of idiots, not just from one end of town to another.
24 ID: 100927508 Get rid of idiots,suppose to be alcohol free zone,it's a joke.poor st
james church, gets them all, especially on a good dry day.
Summer is a joke
25 ID: 100927430 Youth group
Buses from bury to Haslingden vital for youth as they don't bother
now (becoming depressed ) they need free and accessible travel
up to 12 at night
26 ID: 100928045 Thank you that Haslingden is going to be helped
27 ID: 100929125 i think my answers say enough
28 ID: 100929586 Rather than invest in groups invest in the businesses and street
scene
29 ID: 100929946 can't think of anything else yet 'cept the back streets of the town
need clearing & cleaning, & fine anyone dumping rubbish &
household goods out there, they really are disgusting
30 ID: 100930790 I wholly support efforts to improve and enhance the area but
similar to other local historians get exasperated and distressed
when accurate research and facts are ignored and misleading and
inaccurate information given instead.
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centre?NB: please feel free to include ambitious ideas.
Respon
Respon
se
se Total
Percent
31 ID: 100932136 If people draw out their money they will want to spend it ie: in the
centre
32 ID: 100933461 Thank you for asking the questions - make the town safer at night.
33 ID: 100933937 Another idea would be to engage with Rossendale Leisure Trust
more. They bring visitors into Haslingden via the Adrenaline centre
so could they promote the town centre more?
34 ID: 100934553 as well as trying to draw people into town, we need to maybe
organise multicultural events for people already here as well.
something to make people feel a pride in our town.
35 ID: 100934781 Small amounts of funding must be part of a bigger plan so that the
impact is obvious.
36 ID: 100935922 Haslingden can be a safe and community driven place again if
enough people, funds, ideas and security are found. Good comes
when community spirit is felt by working to make things better.
37 ID: 100936751 Sorry can't think of anything else, think I've covered everything in
my answers on this survey.
38 ID: 100939360 We need to get people involved in their community. To take pride
in their town and pull the community together.
39 ID: 100940768 The town has become second class to Rawtenstall and
Ramsbottom. It needs to be more welcoming with a reason for
people to go there rather than just takeaway food.
40 ID: 100955814 Pleased Rossendale Radio is up and running again. That will keep
us up to date with what is happening in town.
41 ID: 100964637 n/a
42 ID: 100979631 stop the coucil allowing scroates from out town to rent propertys..
43 ID: 100979326 Good luck
44 ID: 101024173 Groups must show outcomes from Grant money.
45 ID: 101035545 .
46 ID: 101036321 Please no more take aways.
47 ID: 101014153 This survey had better load okay when I click finish. It's taken me
hours!!! 😊
Best of luck with your survey.
48 ID: 101043271 Please don't fritter away the money that is available. This may be
the last chance to save the town centre so please don't use this
scheme as political collateral, the town deserves better.
49 ID: 101054818 Free parking in Haslingden is excellent.
50 ID: 101059596 I don't trust thus council to spend my council tax
51 ID: 101064264 Continue to support Civic Pride and consult with them.(yes
declaration of interest- I am one of their volunteers)
52 ID: 101106044 Clean the town up
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Respon
Respon
se
se Total
Percent
53 ID: 101122482 Spend more money on making Haslingden look better .Some shop
owners are trying to improve the town while others can’t be
bothered.
54 ID: 101153703 The Civic a pride team do a fantastic job of litter picking and
planting. Possibly provide them with some funding for more flower
etc.
55 ID: 101183695 How will Rossendale Radio be involved? Their aim is to encourage
people to engage more in local activities
56 ID: 101189451 Hold competitions to get more ideas, especially with young people
across a variety of ages.
What about a theatre or cinema?
57 ID: 101289400 None
58 ID: 101297748 Good Luck!!!!
59 ID: 101302927 I see visiting Haslimgden as a necessary evil at present and will go
to Ramsbottom which is further away and has parking problems.
Sorry, would love to be able to recommend Haslimgden to my
family and friends.
60 ID: 101330718 I like to see more improvements and encouragements done by the
Rossendale Leisure Trust. They seen to do limited about the
center. I like them to build a sauna and steam room in Haslingden
Sports center and promote it in the town center.
61 ID: 101348977 we are a very mixed ethnics but I feel the Christianity is being left
out
62 ID: 101432560 Help for Community Groups might help
63 ID: 101432296 I can’t comment on #21 without knowing what the causes would be
and who would decide which groups got funding and how
accountable they would be.
64 ID: 101434653 Ensure historical research is accurate
65 ID: 101457047 Pot of money for community groups is a great idea because they
manage to do more for less money than public services. also have
creative ideas.
66 ID: 101499257 I'll have a think on that
67 ID: 101529139 People have done a lot to try to re open the swimming baths and
therefore may have lost enthusiasm
I’m not sure what people will want it depends on their families
68 ID: 101554806 .
69 ID: 101662820 I live in sheltered housing, if I hadn't got a car I couldn't get back to
my flat because of hills. It would be nice to have a bus that went up
bury road. People here have to get taxis because of this, and it is
not for some, a viable option.
70 ID: 101674398 Ask young people and get young people involved in the shaping of
the vision
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Respon
se
se Total
Percent
71 ID: 101908615 I have been coming to Haslingden for 30-odd years and, as with
many similar towns, the only changes in that time seem to be
detrimental, with shops, banks and pubs closing and ever more
through traffic and parked cars. We still enjoy some meals and
drinks out there in the evenings but there is very little to attract us
in the day.
72 ID: 102160107 Keep sharing the survey to all haslingden
73 ID: 102188979 More parking wardens
74 ID: 102588978 by involving the communities of churches, clubs, care homes,
scout type groups, as well as community centres to get a broader
base encompassing projects.
75 ID: 103950858 Need to vary the businesses in the town. The number of take
aways barbers shops and hairdressers is ridiculous.
76 ID: 104037040 This money is welcomed, please use it as an opportunity to
transform the town centre,
77 ID: 105252576 Support for local businesses
Encourage community spirit
Involve local businesses to help promote them
78 ID: 106127395 More than happy to be involved in helping to re-develop the town
centre and prominence of Haslingden.
79 ID: 111150932 I think I've now run out of ideas.
80 ID: 115331092 I had mixed emotions when visiting the website only to see
information about everything that was going on in Edenfield. We
should also be having a fete/summer fair in Haslingden!
81 ID: 122006907 Take inspiration from places like Ramsbottom and Rawtenstall.
Hassy has an interesting history, more about be geared towards
it's heritage and lovely cobbled streets - which could be cute!

answered

81

skipped

158

Events for Haslingden
1. In the past, Haslingden has held many thriving, large town centre based events.
These events have been organised by members of the community.Did you previously
attend any of those?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Yes
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1. In the past, Haslingden has held many thriving, large town centre based events.
These events have been organised by members of the community.Did you previously
attend any of those?
Response Response
Percent
Total
2

No

Analysis Mean:

1.29 Std. Deviation:

Variance: 0.21 Std. Error:

0.45 Satisfaction Rate:

29.27

29.27%

12

answered

41

skipped

1

0.07

If yes, which events have you been to? (27)
1

ID: 113983395 Street market, Christmas market

2

ID: 114057219 Street Fair
Christmas market and lights switch on

3

ID: 114111681 Communiy link Launch

4

ID: 114113451 Christmas markets and lights switch on events, craft / food markets

5

ID: 114114703 Christmas Light Switch ON.

6

ID: 114116966 Street fair
Food market
Xmas light switch on

7

ID: 114117414 Haslingden Street fair over the years

8

ID: 114117979 Street Markets

9

ID: 114120970 Street Markets

10 ID: 114123907 Street Fair, Carol Singing, Lights switch on. Christmas Market.
11 ID: 114120629 Christmas carols with brass band and Rossendale Male Voice Choir
Duke of Lancaster Regiment parade through the streets.
12 ID: 114131341 Haslingden Eid Bazaar
Street Fair
Haslingden Library Eid Fair
13 ID: 114132205 Street Market
14 ID: 114198088 Haslingden Street Fair
15 ID: 114283026 Street Fair, Xmas light switch on, Methodist Church craft fair
16 ID: 114308786 Markets, street fair, Christmas light switch on. Halloween event. Over many years.
17 ID: 114337984 In September there was a town fayre
18 ID: 114340042 Street fair
Cricket club fireworks

19 ID: 114345438 Scarecrow trail and beer festival.
20 ID: 114363233 Haslingden Community Street Fair
21 ID: 114409018 Haslingden street fair, remembrance sunday service and parade Christmas lights turn on
22 ID: 114421064 Victorian day, Christmas markets, street fairs.
23 ID: 114470081 Street fairs
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1. In the past, Haslingden has held many thriving, large town centre based events.
These events have been organised by members of the community.Did you previously
attend any of those?
Response Response
Percent
Total
24 ID: 114507723 Street fair. Traders tun day . Christmas lights turn on. At Peter s grannies attic. Various
events at veterans in the community. Various events at the Irish democratic league. Fun
days at at Mary's football club. Armistice Sunday. At James spring fair etc
25 ID: 114512157 Street fairs
26 ID: 114541009 Street markets, lighting of Christmas lights.yes
27 ID: 114597154 Haslingden Street Fair

2. Do you ever attend events outside of Haslingden?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Yes

90.48%

38

2

No

9.52%

4

answered

42

skipped

0

Analysis Mean:

1.1

Std. Deviation:

Variance: 0.09 Std. Error:

0.29 Satisfaction Rate:

9.52

0.05

Please tell us what events you typically go to? (35)
1

ID: 113983395 Helmshore farmers market. Helmshore museum craft and Christmas market,
Ramsbottom craft, chocolate and Dickensian market, many manchester events

2

ID: 114057219 Dinosaur in Bury
Kite festival in Lytham
40s weekend in Ramsbottom
Rawtenstall clog market

3

ID: 114111681 Lancashire sports awards

4

ID: 114112824 Music festival in Edgeside Park, Fair in Stubbylee Park

5

ID: 114113451 Christmas markets, farmers markets, Ramsbottom Chocolate Festival and similar events

6

ID: 114114703 artisan markets, food & drink event. Local History walks and talks.

7

ID: 114115755 Bonfires, Fireworks, dog shows

8

ID: 114116966 Ramsbottom chocolate festival
Crafty vintage events

9

ID: 114117414 Street events / Festivals/ Music/ Drama events

10 ID: 114117979 Markets and street markets
11 ID: 114120970 Markets and street markets
12 ID: 114111103 Bacup and Stacksteads Carnival
Rawtenstall Farmers Markets/Makers Markets
Rawtenstall Christmas Fair
13 ID: 114123907 Classic car shows, Theatre, 40s weekend, Music concerts, Gardens, Museum and Arts
days.
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2. Do you ever attend events outside of Haslingden?
Response Response
Percent
Total
14 ID: 114126053 Food festivals
15 ID: 114120629 Artisan and farmers markets. Art and craft events, theatre, concerts, parades. Art trail.
16 ID: 114131341 Rawtenstall Christmas Light Switch On
17 ID: 114132205 Local events such as Bacup Christmas Market, Rawtenstall Big Get Together etc
18 ID: 114136164 Darwen Live - free music event
Used to go to Arts in the Park in Blackburn, another free music event
19 ID: 114187201 Car boot sales
20 ID: 114189349 arts and crafts, antique fares, beer and food festivals
21 ID: 114198088 Food related events
22 ID: 114283026 Rawtenstall Annual Fair Xmas light switch on etc
23 ID: 114308786 Clitheroe food festival, agriculture fairs.
24 ID: 114337984 Country shows
Aritsan and handmade Markets- Makers Market
Family events, family festivals
Dog shows
25 ID: 114340042 Farmers market
Christmas Fair
Chocolate fair
26 ID: 114345438 Ramsbottom black pudding throwing and their chocolate festival
27 ID: 114363233 Farmers Market in Manchester
28 ID: 114387556 Accrington food and chocolate market
29 ID: 114409018 coconutters in bacup, 40s weekend in Rawtenstall bury and ramsbottom, food festival in
Accrington, chocolate festival in ramsbottom.helmshore farmers market, clog market in
Rawtenstall,
30 ID: 114421064 Chocolate festival, craft markets, themed family days. Farmers markets
31 ID: 114470081 Food fairs
Farmers markets
Gigs
32 ID: 114507723 Many
33 ID: 114512157 Ramsbottom chocolate festival
Helmshore farmers market
34 ID: 114541009 Yes. Rawtenstall, street markets, 60s revival in park and yes I attended those events
35 ID: 114597154 Bacup Easter Festival
Bacup Christmas Fair Rawtenstall Christmas Market
BASCO Carnival
Shows in Manchester and Blackpool
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3. What events would you like to see in Haslingden Town Centre? (please select your 4
x favourite)
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Flower Festival

40.48%

17

2

Victorian Street Fair

40.48%

17

3

German Beer Festival

38.10%

16

4

Craft and Arts Event

47.62%

20

5

Food Fair

73.81%

31

6

Farmers Market

50.00%

21

7

Music Event

52.38%

22

8

Sporting/ Leisure Event

19.05%

8

9

Christmas Lights Switch on

45.24%

19

10

Santa Dash

11.90%

5

11

Easter Event

23.81%

10

12

Antique Fair

26.19%

11

13

Other (please specify):

9.52%

4

answered

42

skipped

0

Analysis Mean:

28.4

Std. Deviation: 49.66 Satisfaction Rate: 196.83

Variance: 2466.15 Std. Error:

7.66

Other (please specify): (4)
1 ID: 114113079
2 ID: 114117979 Rossendale Hospice fundraiser
3 ID: 114120970 Rossendale Hospice fundraiser
4 ID: 114131341 Eid and Ramadan Fair

Feel free to add any other ideas here (8)
1 ID: 113983395 Sunday use of market stalls, collectibles second hand etc
2 ID: 114113079 It would be nice if we could bring back the Motorbike show - this was amazing when it was
in Rawtenstall and brought a lot of people to the area but also got the community involved.
Also it was a major boost for local businesses.
3 ID: 114116966 Haslingden needs something unique, something different from what other towns are
offering !
4 ID: 114117979 See (8) below
5 ID: 114120970 See (8) below
6 ID: 114123907 Motoring events.
7 ID: 114189349 lantern parade
8 ID: 114340042 Brass on the grass
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4. Out of the events you've been to in Haslingden, have there been any issues with on
the day facilities, such as parking, toilets, number of volunteers, road closures etc?NB:
please skip this question if you've never been to events in Haslingden
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Open-Ended Question

100.00%

28

1

ID: 113983395 Toilets only available in cafes, weather is main prob with outside events

2

ID: 114057219 No issues noted

3

ID: 114113079 I have never been to any events held in Haslingden. I find sometimes events are poorly
advertised so I never really find out about them until the last minute.

4

ID: 114113451 Not really - events have generally been well organised. People visiting who don't know
Haslingden may struggle to know where to park or where to find toilets.

5

ID: 114114703 parking.

6

ID: 114116966 The street fair could be much better , with sole traders being invited to have stalls ( less
jumble) , music could be a focus inviting local bands to take the stage .

7

ID: 114117414 No toilets previously

8

ID: 114117979 Poor toilet facilities

9

ID: 114120970 Poor toilet facilities

10 ID: 114123907 Loos
11 ID: 114131341 Not enough stalls
12 ID: 114132205 Parking - if you are from outside the area it is hard to find!
13 ID: 114189349 parking is an issue - whether an event on or not
14 ID: 114198088 None
15 ID: 114283026 Parking can be a problem, signage for toilets and availability
16 ID: 114308786 The xmas light switch on is too early at 4pm as most people haven't finished work.
17 ID: 114337984 No
18 ID: 114340042 None.
19 ID: 114345438 As we live In haslingden there has been no issues with parking. Beer festival was fab and
look forward to it again.
20 ID: 114363233 Lack of communication between the organisers and us. Other than that there are no
issues.
21 ID: 114387556 toilets
22 ID: 114409018 mainly toilets
23 ID: 114421064 None
24 ID: 114470081 Parking
High prices
25 ID: 114507723 The cost of traffic management
26 ID: 114512157 No
27 ID: 114541009 No problems at all
28 ID: 114597154 Lack of toilets. Not enough people attending to create a 'buzz'. Too many drunks
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4. Out of the events you've been to in Haslingden, have there been any issues with on
the day facilities, such as parking, toilets, number of volunteers, road closures etc?NB:
please skip this question if you've never been to events in Haslingden
Response Response
Percent
Total
answered

28

skipped

14

5. If Haslingden had 4 x signature events each year, what do you think they should be?
Where in the town centre do you think is the most practical place to hold them?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Open-Ended Question

100.00%

42

1

ID: 113983395 Christmas market, food market, antiques Faye, either use market stalls or church halls

2

ID: 114057219 Christmas market
Street fair
Food event
Based around the market site and Deardengate

3

ID: 114111681 Community link/Helmshore texiles

4

ID: 114112000 On deardengate.
The 4 mentioned above....

5

ID: 114112824 Food Festival
German Beer Festival
Antique Fair
Music Event
Haslingden Sports Centre or Anywhere in town cente

6

ID: 114113377 Upper deardengate with road closures

7

ID: 114113079 I think plenty of events could be held in Victoria Park or around the centre itself. Also the
Halo could be used for events. I think a 5k or 10k of Haslingden would be a nice thing.

8

ID: 114113451 Market type events with street stalls, food etc. always work well and attract people.
Events with a theme e.g. the Chocolate festival in Ramsbottom help to make events
stand out. Including activities for children helps to attract families and ensure events are
inclusive.
The market is probably the most practical place, however its hidden away so wouldn't be
obvious to people driving through etc. It would be good to close the top of Deardengate
by the Big Lamp and have street stalls.

9

ID: 114114703 Main Street, Market, Library.

10 ID: 114115483 Christmas Lights
Flower festival - involve churches
Farmers Market - deardengate/ community link car park
Food fair - all food venues around & about Haslingden, Helmshore, Edenfield
11 ID: 114115755 Motorbike show, flower show, easter show and Christmas market.
Victoria Park.
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5. If Haslingden had 4 x signature events each year, what do you think they should be?
Where in the town centre do you think is the most practical place to hold them?
Response Response
Percent
Total
12 ID: 114116966 Street fair should defiantly be there as it’s been a traditional for as long as I can
remember.
Food/ drink festival
Christmas light switch on but not so fragmented , just keep it to Deardengate so ppl can
stay in one place, carol singing under the big lamp , on the cobbles a real Victorian
Christmas , food sellars ect
13 ID: 114117414 If the top of Deardengate could be pedestrianized, then that would be an ideal location for
any events. It would also compliment the businesses at the top of the town (the tea
rooms, Room D, amongst others). A music event would be good as would a food fair. A
music event could be charity based and a different charity picked each year. A Christmas
market / fair would also be good
14 ID: 114117979 Refer to (3) above
15 ID: 114120970 Refer to (3) above
16 ID: 114111103 Lower Deardengate
The Market area
17 ID: 114123907 This is the problem, no central square or area to hold them. Take a leaf from
Barnoldswick and create a new area on Coal Hey accessed from Lower Deardengate. Or
at Helmshore museum which is a great and underused venue.
18 ID: 114126053 - Christmas Lights
- Food Fair
Different locations for different events. Greenfield Gardens would be a good location for
events, such as a music event. The old market is also a convenient and accessible
location.
19 ID: 114120629 Picnic in the park with live events
Cheese festival
Music festival (similar to Colne)
Summer street party
20 ID: 114129668 The ones I have selected.
In the town centre on higher Deardengate or at the market
21 ID: 114131341 1. Eid/ Ramadan Bazaar (need to get ALL takeaways involved including APNA). Higher
Deardengate.
2. Haslingden Street Fair.
22 ID: 114132205
Christmas market and lights witch on, local food market, Community Day - stall from local
groups promoting what they do. Held on Deardengate or the market area.
23 ID: 114136164 Music and Christmas Market events usually go down well.
24 ID: 114162915 Spread through the year-Christmas lights switch on, Easter event, Summer festival etc.
Should be as central as possible to benefit local businesses with added footfall
25 ID: 114187201 The high street or market for all Beer festival
Food festival
Farmers market
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5. If Haslingden had 4 x signature events each year, what do you think they should be?
Where in the town centre do you think is the most practical place to hold them?
Response Response
Percent
Total
26 ID: 114187904 Deardengate
27 ID: 114189349 arts and crafts,
deardengate, winfields car park, church grounds on Manchester road
28 ID: 114198088
Music event
Higher Deardengate would be the most obvious choice but perhaps a bit of a treasure
hunt could involve other areas and food events would be good to be held at the food
outlets around the town. Maybe on a roving basis. Main meals in one place puddings in
another
29 ID: 114283026 September Street Fair linked with 60's festival
Easter food fare
Xmas lights/Santa run
Sunday market (monthly)
30 ID: 114308786 Higher Dearden- xmas light switch on and market, farmers market. An historical event.
Halloween event.
31 ID: 114337984 Close Deardengate and do down the main Street.
1).Christmas switch on
2).May Day fayre linked to local history of by-gone times
3).Arts, crafts and linked to general Markets- August Bank holiday
4).Halloween family street party
32 ID: 114340042 Town centre
Music in Victoria Park (Brass on the Grass)
33 ID: 114345438 Helmshore textile museum
Park
34 ID: 114363233 Haslingden Street Fair
Flower Festival
Music Event
Christmas Lights
35 ID: 114387556 The market place - chocolate festival, food market, antiques stalls
36 ID: 114409018 deardengate can be shut off. and still have access to parking behind the library from bury
road
37 ID: 114421064 Focus around the history of the town such as Victorian street fairs with carriage trips to
other places like the textile museum.
38 ID: 114470081 Christmas market
Beer festival
International street fair - integrating community
Hassy Fest - bands & beer
St.Mary's
Higher deardengate
39 ID: 114507723 There are many places if you fail to organisation s in Haslingden don't leave any of the
community groups out talk to them
40 ID: 114512157 Farmers market
Beer festival
Food fair
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5. If Haslingden had 4 x signature events each year, what do you think they should be?
Where in the town centre do you think is the most practical place to hold them?
Response Response
Percent
Total
Sporting event
Sports centre car park/field
Market area
41 ID: 114541009 Street market and fair in deardengate
42 ID: 114597154 The most practical locations will depend on the type of event. Deardengate is a good
location as it can be closed off without too much disruption. However, things need to be
close to each other and not hidden around corners as people do not venture away from
the main focus of an event to see what is on the fringes.
Could Victoria park be used? Does it have enough parking?

answered

42

skipped

0

6. How do you usually find out about events?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Facebook

80.95%

34

2

Twitter

14.29%

6

3

Instagram

4.76%

2

4

Posters

52.38%

22

5

Banners

26.19%

11

6

Word of Mouth

66.67%

28

7

Newspapers

33.33%

14

8

Leaflets

33.33%

14

9

Other (please specify):

9.52%

4

answered

42

skipped

0

Analysis Mean:

14.5

Std. Deviation: 18.48 Satisfaction Rate: 141.07

Variance: 341.42 Std. Error:

2.85

Other (please specify): (4)
1 ID: 114116966 This is the issue hardly ever
2 ID: 114123907 Rossendale Radio
3 ID: 114308786 Haslingden Library
4 ID: 114507723 I have been involved with many
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7. Do you feel connected to Haslingden's Heritage?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Yes

42.86%

18

2

No

57.14%

24

answered

42

skipped

0

Analysis Mean:

1.57 Std. Deviation:

Variance: 0.24 Std. Error:

0.49 Satisfaction Rate:

57.14

0.08

Comments: (12)
1

ID: 113983395 Many locals are not born here

2

ID: 114116966 As a resident it’s only since owning a buisness that I’ve felt ore of a need to play a part in
this

3

ID: 114117414 I was born in Haslingden and only moved away recently. All my family are still living in
Haslingden

4

ID: 114111103 Do not live in Haslingden and do not visit but feel the town would definitely benefit from
funding to restore the character of the high street and enhance the public realm to make
the town more friendly and welcoming and reflect the diverse mix of populations.

5

ID: 114123907 Haslingden has some very dedicated people working behind the scenes on heritage eg
Jackie Ramsbottom

6

ID: 114120629 I have always loved and appreciated old buildings and love to see them brought up to
date to make them current, without compromising on their wonderful features. Hasligden
has a multitude of exceptional heritage buildings which deserve to be preserved and
cherished.

7

ID: 114132205 Yes, but would like to know more

8

ID: 114136164 I don't reside in Haslingden

9

ID: 114189349 textiles but not much other knowledge the heritage

10 ID: 114308786 Nothing mentioned about it
11 ID: 114470081 I love being part of haslingden community!
12 ID: 114541009 Yes, lived here for last 60 years.

8. What ideas do you have to promote Haslingden's heritage through events?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Open-Ended Question

100.00%

42

1

ID: 113983395 Monthly walks from the library starting with a short talk

2

ID: 114057219 Sorry, no ideas!

3

ID: 114111681 Poster blitz

4

ID: 114112000 More interaction with local communities and local businesses to ensure the needs of the
people are being met.

5

ID: 114112824 See question 6
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8. What ideas do you have to promote Haslingden's heritage through events?
Response Response
Percent
Total
6

ID: 114113377 Street market

7

ID: 114113079 I don't really have any ideas.

8

ID: 114113451 Victorian markets and other themed events, heritage trails as part of events, treasure
hunts focussed on finding heritage details etc.

9

ID: 114114703 More use of the town guide and trail

10 ID: 114115483 food?
library/
11 ID: 114115755 I don't know.
12 ID: 114116966 Historical guided walks, educated talks in schools , exhibitions , competitions in schools
working with all ages within our community .
13 ID: 114117414 A lot of events are currently held at St Marys football club. The club has a long standing
connection with Haslingden. There is also the Haslingden Old and New FB page which is
run by a former Haslingden chap who now lives in the Lakes. A lot of old photos and
information about Haslingden's heritage is found on there. Might be worth contacting
Bryan Yorke (the FB page holder)
14 ID: 114117979 TRIP DOWN MEMORY LANE WITH LOCAL CLUB / PUB INVOLVEMENT
EVENT VIDEOD AND PHOTOGRAPHED FOR LOCAL AND WIDER ' CONSUMPTION '
Old time music and dress event ....themed on 1940 / 1950 s
Music and talks played out over tannoy systems ....with older residents closely involved ...
Ideally a Saturday daytime / evening event ..
15 ID: 114120970 TRIP DOWN MEMORY LANE WITH LOCAL CLUB / PUB INVOLVEMENT
EVENT VIDEOD AND PHOTOGRAPHED FOR LOCAL AND WIDER ' CONSUMPTION '
Old time music and dress event ....themed on 1940 / 1950 s
Music and talks played out over tannoy systems ....with older residents closely involved ...
Ideally a Saturday daytime / evening event ..
16 ID: 114111103 Heritage open days on some of the more historical buildings
Trail throughout the town and onto the Halo
Archaeological digs - Haslingden mosaic
Go into the schools and do trails with them/work shops/do before and after drawings of
the town/Haslingden timeline in pictures
See if there are any womens groups to work with
17 ID: 114123907 I would think it difficult to have events on weaving, spinning, and stone masonry.
18 ID: 114126053 Traditional markets
Public speakers
Ghost walks (they focus on an area's history)
19 ID: 114120629 I think it would be lovely to enter Britain in Bloom to unite businesses and the community
in general and this would in turn give our wonderful heritage buildings more prominence.
Maybe an inclusive heritage trail.
20 ID: 114129668
21 ID: 114131341 Get all businesses involved.
22 ID: 114132205 Guided Town Trail - having someone who knows about the building take a guided walk
along the Town trail, as the leaflet gives very little information. Perhaps a virtual tour of
the rail available on line?
23 ID: 114136164 None
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8. What ideas do you have to promote Haslingden's heritage through events?
Response Response
Percent
Total
24 ID: 114162915 Events celebrating historic events/figures-actvities/costumes etc for kids maybe?
25 ID: 114187201 Unsure
26 ID: 114187904 None
27 ID: 114189349 involve school children, works shops - multicultural, and the usual publicity channels
28 ID: 114198088 Nothing specific but would be good to include a display of old photos/equipment
demonstrating the textile connection
29 ID: 114283026 Posters and more posters, facebook etc
30 ID: 114308786 I'm not an event organiser so cant help
31 ID: 114337984 Old photos blown up on boards and information on industry, how people lived
32 ID: 114340042 I dont know enough about the heritage to answer this, but perhaps there are some old
traditions that could be revived?
33 ID: 114345438 Unsure
34 ID: 114363233 None
35 ID: 114387556 rossendale borough council and any community organisers.
36 ID: 114409018 Haslingden old and new
37 ID: 114421064 Don’t know
38 ID: 114470081 Na
39 ID: 114507723 There are very many people in Haslingden with historical stories which will enhance the
historical interest in the town hold a meeting and invite these people to it to get an
exhibition together
40 ID: 114512157 Council to prioritise haslingden over Rawtenstall for a couple of years
41 ID: 114541009 Clean up the streets and people.
42 ID: 114597154 I don't know a lot about Haslingden's Heritage so struggling with this question.
A heritage weekend could include guided tours explaining some of the heritage and
pointing out sites of interest.

answered

42

skipped

0

9. Would you be interested in helping organise any events in Haslingden Town
Centre?This can be anything from designing a poster to helping on the day,
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Yes

26.19%

11

2

No

45.24%

19

3

Maybe

28.57%

12
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9. Would you be interested in helping organise any events in Haslingden Town
Centre?This can be anything from designing a poster to helping on the day,
Response Response
Percent
Total
Analysis Mean:

2.02 Std. Deviation:

Variance: 0.55 Std. Error:

0.74 Satisfaction Rate:

51.19

answered

42

skipped

0

0.11

10. Do you have any other comments about events in Haslingden Town Centre, the
promotion of them and how we can encourage more people to be involved?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Open-Ended Question

100.00%

20

1

ID: 113983395 Free press is not widely purchased now, flyers, posters etc, in plenty of time, also in
Rawtenstall, bacup , Accrington etc

2

ID: 114112000 As long as the community is involved I think most events can work. Not everything will
suit everybody but I think if businesses could see the benefits of events it would make a
big difference.

3

ID: 114113451 Work with community groups and town centre businesses. Build on existing events /
groups e.g. Haslingden Street Fair. Involve the Leisure Trust, Veterans in Communities,
Haslingden Civic Pride, Haslingden Community Link etc.

4

ID: 114115483 make them interesting to different audiences

5

ID: 114115755 No.

6

ID: 114116966 Leadership has been an issue in the past and a common shared goal , without hinder
agendas .

7

ID: 114117414 See above re the Haslingden Old and New FB page - it is a closed group but has almost
3.5 thousand members

8

ID: 114117979 Lots of leaflets / social media involvement ..questions to local residents .
Input from town centre residents ...otherwise they comment " it's nowt to do with us "
Stalls involving local businesses and organisations .
Guarantee good weather !!!!

9

ID: 114120970 Lots of leaflets / social media involvement ..questions to local residents .
Input from town centre residents ...otherwise they comment " it's nowt to do with us "
Stalls involving local businesses and organisations .
Guarantee good weather !!!!

10 ID: 114111103 Promote in the schools to engage with the children - pester power work!!
11 ID: 114126053 Advertise on public notice boards (e.g. if there are any in Greenfield Memorial Gardens)
and to distribute leaflets to local schools, the sixth form, public places e.g. library and
sports centre.
Noticeboard announcements and leaflets in nursing homes.
Advertise more in local newspapers - Rossendale Free Press and the Telegraph.
Contact local businesses, big and small, particularly family focused ones, e.g. nurseries.
Contact own friends and family.
12 ID: 114120629 Asking community groups such as schools, scouts, karate club, football team etc as well
as all ethnic and religious groups to participate in the event would guarantee ownership
and pride in the area.
13 ID: 114187201 No
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10. Do you have any other comments about events in Haslingden Town Centre, the
promotion of them and how we can encourage more people to be involved?
Response Response
Percent
Total
14 ID: 114198088 Raise awareness well in advance of the event.
Uncertain whether or not the street fair was happening
Encourage shop owners/doctors/dentists etc to display posters in advance
15 ID: 114308786 Trying to connect with people more on social media like fb, Twitter etc
16 ID: 114340042 Haslingden doesn't have a great reputation at the moment, this puts me off attending
events - I would avoid the town centre because of the rough pubs there. It would be great
to encourage family friendly events.
17 ID: 114363233 None
18 ID: 114409018 publicise it more ask for volunteers
19 ID: 114470081 for the community, by the community.
Local pubs & businesses to be involved!
Recent events such as Gemma Greenwood event show how well the community can
come together!
20 ID: 114541009 The town needs money spending on it by the council. Like Rawtenstall and Bacup. We
have been forgotten or just ignored for last 2 decades in my opinion. I am sure most
people from the town feel the same.

answered

20

skipped

22

Haslingden Schools Town Centre Survey
Consultation
Page 1

1. What is your ethnic group?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

White

75.09%

404

2

Mixed

5.76%

31

3

Black British

1.12%

6

4

Asian or Asian British

13.57%

73
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1. What is your ethnic group?
Response Response
Percent
Total
5

Chinese

0.74%

4

6

Black or Black British

0.19%

1

7

Not Stated

3.53%

19

answered

538

skipped

0

Analysis Mean:

1.74 Std. Deviation:

Variance: 2.22 Std. Error:

1.49 Satisfaction Rate:

12.3

0.06

2. How frequently do you go to Haslingden Town Centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Everyday

16.17%

87

2

Weekly

32.53%

175

3

Monthly

24.16%

130

4

Once or twice per year

16.36%

88

5

Never

19.52%

105

answered

538

skipped

0

Analysis Mean:

3.17 Std. Deviation:

Variance: 1.98 Std. Error:

1.41 Satisfaction Rate:

52

0.06

3. What puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Open-Ended Question
1

ID: 98806250
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100.00%

538

3. What puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
2

ID: 98806563

Lovely area

3

ID: 98806272

The litter and the drugs

4

ID: 98806889

Nothing, just don’t need to go.

5

ID: 98806496

It is nothing new and nothing to do, as I have been seeing the same town centre my
entire life

6

ID: 98806928

Nothing

7

ID: 98806856

Groups of people with alcohol and drugs

8

ID: 98807040

Bury

9

ID: 98806517

There is not much of a variety of things to do and there is little attraction to go there.

10

ID: 98806844

How busy it is

11

ID: 98806845

I lives 1 hour 1/2 away

12

ID: 98807519

Litter

13

ID: 98806467

Litter, noise, abandoned/rundown shops

14

ID: 98807478

It is not the nicest place to visit, and I prefer to go to places such as The Rock in Bury or
The Trafford Centre in Manchester.

15

ID: 98807788

Litter, lack of things to do and lack of different types of shops.

16

ID: 98808230

Didnt know we had one

17

ID: 98808062

Local idiots who try and make secenes
And the constant smell of drugs

18

ID: 98807987

Its hanging m8

19

ID: 98807874

Isn't a very pleasant area

20

ID: 98807669

busy at home/work/school

21

ID: 98808529

It gets really busy
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3. What puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
22

ID: 98808631

Maybe the litter and the cleanliness of it
It’s not really a mixed race society

23

ID: 98808551

most of the computers are too old

24

ID: 98806883

It can be very messy, which could be down to the council,
who do not prioritise haslindgen

25

ID: 98809335

It’s just really scruffy

26

ID: 98809347

The people who are there and there isn’t anything to do

27

ID: 98809462

Everything

28

ID: 98809775

There’s nothing there

29

ID: 98809800

How busy it is

30

ID: 98809499

Because of the rubbish and the dirt on the town floor also I think we need to brighten it
up more and put some trees about as well. I think we should have more stores .

31

ID: 98809832

Traffic lights that don’t work

32

ID: 98810119

Looks abit scruffy and it has a lot of people either drunk or on drugs

33

ID: 98810074

I live in Rawtenstall.

34

ID: 98810335

Nothing

35

ID: 98810555

Bad people

36

ID: 98810801

scruffy people/ roadmen

37

ID: 98810502

Silly teenagers messing about

38

ID: 98810209

It’s busy, old and no parking spaces.

39

ID: 98810913

Nothing to do

40

ID: 98810593

Doesn’t seem like a pleasant place to go.
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3. What puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
41

ID: 98811217

dont like it boring cant buy energy drinks

42

ID: 98811319

nothing

43

ID: 98811551

don’t live near there

44

ID: 98810317

There aren’t enough shops that have the things we need

45

ID: 98810336

I live in Rawtenstall so I meet my friend (violet) in Rawtenstal and there are many shops
in Rawtenstall.

46

ID: 98813005

Lots of scruffs

47

ID: 98812994

no seshes

48

ID: 98813540

not much there

49

ID: 98813399

Not many shops. All shut down

50

ID: 98813968

People. Was about alot

51

ID: 98814128

JUST DONT LIKE IT APART FROM MANNINGS AND GREGS

52

ID: 98812128

Not much to do - Mainly go to the town centre because of events but even then there's
isn't much to do/participate in.

53

ID: 98814671

There’s no KFC

54

ID: 98814858

All the methheads

55

ID: 98815800

Never really think about going

56

ID: 98817140

Environment bad

57

ID: 98817551

Sometimes difficult to park

58

ID: 98817660

Need to revise or coursework needs doing and I feel that’s a tad more important than
visiting the town centre

59

ID: 98818198

Lack of cleanliness on the streets

60

ID: 98818809

It’s a bad place
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3. What puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
61

ID: 98819232

How rough it can be like when England were in the World Cup and people were being
so silly and not well behaved and sometimes can be the rubbish on the floor

62

ID: 98819275

We don't really need to go

63

ID: 98819618

The tight paths and roads

64

ID: 98816344

The cobble road

65

ID: 98815523

The amount of drug dealers hanging round there

66

ID: 98819623

The people that shout and swear and say rude stuff to passerby’s.

67

ID: 98821752

Litter

68

ID: 98821720

Lack of parking

69

ID: 98824552

everything

70

ID: 98824947

The place

71

ID: 98825652

Nothing interesting

72

ID: 98826251

scruffy

73

ID: 98826893

The emount of young people lingering around and coursing truble like a few days ago
when thay where throwing fire works at each other as me and my friends could of been
caught up in them

74

ID: 98826906

Getting to the town center is quite hard for me.

75

ID: 98828651

it looks horrible

76

ID: 98828567

Some different people

77

ID: 98829571

Dirty Streets, Vehicle Congestion

78

ID: 98829990

theres no reason for me to

79

ID: 98830965

There’s lots of people who are scruffy.

80

ID: 98830407

I don’t know
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3. What puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
81

ID: 98830639

I don’t live round here

82

ID: 98831561

Nothing puts me off.

83

ID: 98831969

Smoking and drinking on the streets

84

ID: 98832145

Nothing really puts me off

85

ID: 98832230

people in the town who aren't as friendly as others

86

ID: 98831862

It is boring

87

ID: 98835112

The traffic and because I don't usually need to go to the Town Centre.

88

ID: 98821337

If the weather is unpleasant, I am most likely not to visit Haslingden town centre.

89

ID: 98832417

When lots of people are smoking or drinking alcohol and I would like if there was more
of a variety of shops there

90

ID: 98836675

Lack of new shops

91

ID: 98837122

Too many misbehaving children/ doggy looking people, nit many interesting shops

92

ID: 98837181

Amount Of Litter And Drunk People On The Streets At Weekends.

93

ID: 98838791

Hard to get to

94

ID: 98840097

Litter

95

ID: 98843441

There’s nothing to accommodate teenagers/ young adults

96

ID: 98843946

It’s dirty

97

ID: 98844709

The business

98

ID: 98846210

There isn’t much to do

99

ID: 98846366

Don’t live near there

100

ID: 98845661

Lack of variety in shops and other things to do
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3. What puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
101

ID: 98845198

I don’t like any shops and I don’t usually choose to go there. Bury, Manchester and
Trafford have better options.

102

ID: 98848876

Some people fly round corners and we almost crash

103

ID: 98849603

Rowdy behaviour
Drunk people during the day

104

ID: 98851261

I dont live in has

105

ID: 98851561

Nothing I just don’t need to go and people smoke and drink on the streets in Haslingden

106

ID: 98856288

No need to go there

107

ID: 98856205

The rubbish on the floors.

108

ID: 98856134

Can be a bit grotty in a lot of areas. Doesn’t look good how there are lots of boardered
up shops.

109

ID: 98853963

There is not anything there that interests me.

110

ID: 98857395

I don’t live near it

111

ID: 98857408

I just don’t have the time

112

ID: 98858735

It looks rather scruffy, isnt visually appealing

113

ID: 98859516

There is nothing to do especially for teenagers or young people.

114

ID: 98860078

Nothing interesting there. All the shops are the same.

115

ID: 98860875

Not enough anime

116

ID: 98861524

The shops

117

ID: 98861774

I don’t need to go everyday as I don’t really visit anywhere there

118

ID: 98862461

Not enough anime

119

ID: 98863056

All the gangs.

120

ID: 98863435

Nothing there
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3. What puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
121

ID: 98862977

It's comparable to walking in to a third world country, with the addition of likely being
stabbed

122

ID: 98863943

Boring, repetitive makes it boring, nothing really to do over there except buy stuff, not
fun, not meant for youngers due to the services except some like hair dressers, eating,
and Greg’s. Sometimes it’s the people, someone of which you hate might be seen there
and annoy you. Old fashioned. You visit, buy stuff, then get back to your normal routine.
Nothing special going on their except paraids and marches which you walk besides
them while they instrument and walk around haslingden on the roads.

123

ID: 98866823

I don’t need to go there and it’s not a place that I would choose to go to

124

ID: 98866548

There are three pubs there and if people have been kicked out of one pub then they got
to the next pub maybe the could lower it down to two pubs especially when it near the
World Cup

125

ID: 98866833

I just don’t have the time or need to go to the town centre

126

ID: 98869220

How busy and noisy it gets most days.

127

ID: 98869369

Other shops are closer

128

ID: 98869566

Don’t live locally

129

ID: 98870318

The amount of takeaways

130

ID: 98871372

All the takeaways and tacky signs and shops.

131

ID: 98873255

I live about 3 miles away

132

ID: 98882438

Litter and run down shops

133

ID: 98883848

It’s really busy on Saturday and sundays

134

ID: 98887769

No reason for me to visit more often

135

ID: 98887731

Not really any reasons to go

136

ID: 98888068

Don’t really like Haslingden town centre.

137

ID: 98888233

Busy and the unpleasant look of haslingden and people

138

ID: 98888379

Location
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3. What puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
139

ID: 98888205

nothing puts me off but I live in rawtenstall so it’s easier to go into rawtenstall than
haslingden.

140

ID: 98885954

There’s nothing to go for.

141

ID: 98888326

There’s nothing there

142

ID: 98888218

It puts me off because of so much litter on the floor

143

ID: 98888249

No good shops

144

ID: 98888511

No reason to go

145

ID: 98888479

Bus fares

146

ID: 98888259

The intimidating people and the scruffy look of the buildings/shop fronts

147

ID: 98888298

There isn't much there and I have no reason to go.

148

ID: 98888236

Nothing

149

ID: 98888389

My ability to not go out because I’m irresponsible.

150

ID: 98888385

I don’t live round there

151

ID: 98888501

Cleanliness

152

ID: 98888423

Don’t live in Haslingden. I’d have to walk from rawtenstall.

153

ID: 98888339

The lack of accessible facilities

154

ID: 98888392

Late night drunks

155

ID: 98888242

Not enough anime

156

ID: 98888307

I can be really busy

157

ID: 98888415

It is far away from my house

158

ID: 98888264

I don’t live that near.

159

ID: 98888417

Too far away
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3. What puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
160

ID: 98888841

Nothing

161

ID: 98888276

Nothing

162

ID: 98888395

Dirty and not enough nice shops.

163

ID: 98888801

Don’t need to go

164

ID: 98888616

I don’t need to go there for anything.

165

ID: 98888739

Scruffs

166

ID: 98888548

Don’t need to go

167

ID: 98888754

The litter and potholes

168

ID: 98888605

Nothing

169

ID: 98888849

The teenagers themselves make me, as a girl, feel uncomfortable- the heckling of the
lads and the underage drinking in commercial genuinely makes me sick lmaooo

170

ID: 98888889

People, nothing there

171

ID: 98888817

Nothing

172

ID: 98888692

litter

173

ID: 98888445

The usual appearance of the buildings and roads, apart from the library.

174

ID: 98888768

I’ve never seen it for me to be put off

175

ID: 98888341

Nothing appeals to me there

176

ID: 98888199

Have no interest what so ever in visiting the town centre

177

ID: 98888203

it far away from where I live and I nothing appeals to me there

178

ID: 98889081

The rain

179

ID: 98888414

The amount of litter, also the state of the footpath / sidewalk

180

ID: 98888266

Nothing
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3. What puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
181

ID: 98888623

Lack of things to do

182

ID: 98888985

I don‘t live near it.

183

ID: 98888812

its shit

184

ID: 98888944

The walk

185

ID: 98889105

there is too many takeaways and drunk and disorderly people on the streets

186

ID: 98888241

Playing football, PS4 (video game)

187

ID: 98889140

Nothing

188

ID: 98889108

There’s no point

189

ID: 98888487

The chavs, Rubbish everywhere and the only good thing there is greggs

190

ID: 98889113

Dont want to and don’t live near it

191

ID: 98889191

Nothing really I just don’t go that often

192

ID: 98888391

Nothing

193

ID: 98888860

Nothing

194

ID: 98889192

Don’t live near Haslingden

195

ID: 98888795

Security

196

ID: 98889001

Not much there that really interests me. Limited businesses and I'm fairly antisocial so
why bother travelling a few miles to go to a town centre full of people I either don't know
or don't like.

197

ID: 98889412

Don’t live near it

198

ID: 98888998

~ young intimidating children
~ traffic is bad
~not a very nice atmosphere
~very messy and full of litter
~really loud
~unwanted smells eg drugs, car fumes, takeaways
~nothing interesting to visit (all shops are the same)
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Response Response
Percent
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199

ID: 98889234

It being dirty and unkept

200

ID: 98889093

Nothing

201

ID: 98888137

I live closer to a different town so its more convenient to visit there if I need anything,
plus there's not a lot in Haslingden's town centre.

202

ID: 98889356

The people.

203

ID: 98889101

Not having a swimming pool

204

ID: 98888997

Well I don't even live near the town centre so I don't have any real reason to go but its
pretty dirty most of the time with rubbish everywhere, the shops aren't that nice but you
can't really change that.

205

ID: 98890176

Nothing

206

ID: 98890673

litter
drugs
not enough shops

207

ID: 98889014

Don't live near it

208

ID: 98890352

No one really

209

ID: 98895998

Doesn’t have the shops me and my mum need

210

ID: 98898468

There are nicer places to spend my time.

211

ID: 98889626

People annoying me

212

ID: 98889469

No Christmas lights

213

ID: 98907180

Chavs

214

ID: 98908087

Not a lot shops

215

ID: 98908042

chavs and drug dealers

216

ID: 98910212

I never need to go there

217

ID: 98910630

It’s untidy
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3. What puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
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Total
218

ID: 98910330

I just think sometimes that it isn’t friendly

219

ID: 98910242

I don’t go that often. Not as much litter.

220

ID: 98910243

Nothing does I just don’t go there much.

221

ID: 98910846

Nothing

222

ID: 98910801

nothing but i just dont go there very much

223

ID: 98910727

Nothing does. I just don't have time and my parents don't let me out by myself.

224

ID: 98910709

We don't have any real reason to go.

225

ID: 98911102

Too busy

226

ID: 98910220

Too busy and a bit rough

227

ID: 98911680

Too loud and busy.

228

ID: 98911170

its busy and a bit rough

229

ID: 98910850

nobody I go when I want to go

230

ID: 98911202

smoking, litter

231

ID: 98910640

Nothing does. I just never really go that much because we only go there when my mum
probably need to get a new dress.

232

ID: 98910863

i do not live near Haslingden so I do not go there

233

ID: 98911537

nothing

234

ID: 98912073

thre not nnniiiiiiiiice people

235

ID: 98911445

I live in Rawtenstall and rarely need to go.

236

ID: 98912183

It’s really dodgy

237

ID: 98923724

people

238

ID: 98924013

live far away from it
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3. What puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
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239

ID: 98926568

Can’t be bothered

240

ID: 98928692

full of pudus

241

ID: 98928109

scruffy, chavy and scary. I'm scared of being alone here.

242

ID: 98889180

Nothing

243

ID: 98930930

The type of people

244

ID: 98930610

Busy

245

ID: 98939955

Busyness

246

ID: 98942510

Nothing

247

ID: 98944636

It’s to noisy and to many drunk people from the pubs.

248

ID: 98948440

Littering

249

ID: 98948051

Not very clean, nothing to do there

250

ID: 98950625

Doesn’t have many branded shops/many shops at all

251

ID: 98954375

- not many shops available
- if shops are available they're over price
- run down shops
- only good shop there is are Greggs or pound store

252

ID: 98957677

Chavvy people - thug like people who hang around in big congregations making it
intimidating and drunk people from nearby pubs shouting abuse

253

ID: 98960949

Cleanleness

254

ID: 98960900

The dirty environment and I live in Rawtenstall so I’d have to go by car

255

ID: 98961968

It’s a bit scruffy

256

ID: 98967601

I don’t live there

257

ID: 98967487

I don’t live in haslingden and I don’t need to go there I only go there if I have a dentist
appointment
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3. What puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
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258

ID: 98972916

There isn’t anything that I need to go to Haslingden for apart from a club that I attend
twice a week

259

ID: 98973930

It’s quite busy and if we don’t need to got there then we are busy and have other things
to do

260

ID: 98975742

the safety of the centre and the rubbish and graffiti found in most of the areas

261

ID: 98976069

The state of buildings

262

ID: 98977455

It isn't very pretty, I only go to the Town Centre if I'm passing through

263

ID: 98979798

Not enough proper shops. Mostly charity shops and takeaways

264

ID: 98981229

People messing about

265

ID: 98993095

Nothing

266

ID: 98996518

Litter, boring shops

267

ID: 98996500

I don’t live near

268

ID: 98996396

Litter and it’s very dirty.

269

ID: 99036577

Either rain or a lot of liter

270

ID: 99057894

There always seems to be a lot of trouble and fighting

271

ID: 99059722

intimidating and judgemental people

272

ID: 99065423

Too many takeaways and hairdressers in the area

273

ID: 99093179

There seems to be a lot of rubbish on the pavement

274

ID: 99106808

I don't live near it

275

ID: 99106847

There is no good shops and it’s scruffy

276

ID: 99106827

I live in stacksteads so I don’t visit it

277

ID: 99106817

I go to ruby and daisy
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278

ID: 99107084

Nothing I go there all the time

279

ID: 99106805

Nothing

280

ID: 99106832

I don’t need to go so I don’t go

281

ID: 99107129

The people are abit dodgy

282

ID: 99106819

There isn't a reason why I don't go, I go everyday

283

ID: 99106886

It’s not clean

284

ID: 99106811

Don’t live there

285

ID: 99106788

There is no reason to go.

286

ID: 99106982

It’s a very dodgey area

287

ID: 99106807

Nothing really. It’s fine for me

288

ID: 99106890

Haslingden is rough and dodgey and isn't very nice

289

ID: 99107229

The shops are not as good as rawtenstall town centre.

290

ID: 99127012

how there is litter everyone around town

291

ID: 99144153

how busy it is and the type of people that are there

292

ID: 99144354

293

ID: 99162438

Distance from home, lack of personal funds, and disinterest in any of the shops or
services provided there.

294

ID: 99212684

It’s dirty and a lot of litter. I stood on chewing gum in my new shoes.

295

ID: 99213266

All the children smoking on the streets

296

ID: 99260168

There isn't much to do

297

ID: 99274491

rubbish
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298

ID: 99301139

Rubbish on the street
Having graffiti on walls

299

ID: 99302548

Nothing

300

ID: 99315098

Graffiti

301

ID: 99344477

Not many shops

302

ID: 99465759

The badly behaved people

303

ID: 99480409

We don’t have much time and are often not that interested in many things there

304

ID: 99489848

It’s dirty

305

ID: 99489843

I don’t live near it so I don’t need to go there

306

ID: 99489836

The area itself

307

ID: 99489825

Weekends

308

ID: 99489827

It’s very untidy

309

ID: 99489900

I don’t live near it

310

ID: 99489914

Nothing, I just don’t live close enough for me to go everyday

311

ID: 99489917

How dirty and scruffy it is.

312

ID: 99490139

I’m busy at home

313

ID: 99490112

The cobbles on the ground and old fashion buildings

314

ID: 99490100

Some of the shops

315

ID: 99489833

Dodgy people hanging around smoking and doing drugs
Dirty litter everywhere

316

ID: 99489901

I don’t live near it, and there is no reason for me to go there. If I lived there I would go,
but seen as I live miles away, going there on a regular basis would be a major
inconvenience to me.

317

ID: 99489925

There’s nothing there but takeaways
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318

ID: 99490011

Not enough variety of shops

319

ID: 99489942

Nothing really I just sometimes don’t have the time to go there

320

ID: 99490557

Living in a different area

321

ID: 99489943

I dont have a reason to shop. The shops aren’t to my choice.

322

ID: 99490455

Variety of shops. Too many takeaways. Needs smartening up, modernising.

323

ID: 99490498

They could have better shops.

324

ID: 99490753

Scruffy, poor selection of shops, poor choice of cafes

325

ID: 99489815

All the rubbish and dodgy looking pubs and shops

326

ID: 99490609

Nothing I just don’t need to go

327

ID: 99491088

Litter

328

ID: 99491413

I don’t usually need to go that way

329

ID: 99490871

Not much variety of shops etc.

330

ID: 99491419

I live in a different town and that the shops don’t have many appealing things to me.

331

ID: 99491538

Don’t have any interest of going in it

332

ID: 99491808

The weather

333

ID: 99492217

The large amount of pubs andmaybe not a as safe environment as I would I hope their
to be

334

ID: 99492581

Do not live close

335

ID: 99492827

it is a bit dirty and there arent alot of things to do

336

ID: 99490850

there is no point

337

ID: 99493342

The amount of takeaways located in one area, the scruffy looking streets with rubbish
on the floor
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3. What puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
338

ID: 99494224

It's not that local to me

339

ID: 99494940

It is dodgy

340

ID: 99494883

I don’t usually go there as it is far from me.

341

ID: 99495009

How clean it is

342

ID: 99495468

Don’t need to go

343

ID: 99494598

Because it can get busy and there are a lot of shops. I also prefer to stay at home and
read and chill out with my friends and family

344

ID: 99495527

it’s a pile of shit

345

ID: 99495086

Stuff what happens that are dangerous

346

ID: 99497214

The people

347

ID: 99497023

Not got a variety of shops they could include a cinema and also I don’t go there because
you can’t get your week shopping there

348

ID: 99497627

The amount of people that smoke in that area

349

ID: 99498231

I don’t live in haslingden

350

ID: 99498956

It’s old and is not good shops

351

ID: 99499504

Nothing,I just don’t visit there often

352

ID: 99500289

353

ID: 99501027

I didn’t even know there was one

354

ID: 99501558

Not much

355

ID: 99501609

No need to.

356

ID: 99503020

No shops for my age group really

357

ID: 99503496

Scruffy areas and drugs
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3. What puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
358

ID: 99503789

Loads of drunk people

359

ID: 99503862

Everything and everyone

360

ID: 99504559

Nothing

361

ID: 99505117

I live far away.

362

ID: 99505235

Its not my local area so I don’t go often

363

ID: 99506896

Range of shops

364

ID: 99506843

There’s no branded shop

365

ID: 99508265

It is dodgy place to go

366

ID: 99508231

It's not as pleasant as elsewhere nearby and has little attraction.

367

ID: 99508580

Not many shops

368

ID: 99509352

I live in Accrington so it never comes to mind o for a place to shop or look around

369

ID: 99504115

Chavs

370

ID: 99510340

People

371

ID: 99510566

I don’t live anywhere near it and it’s scruffy

372

ID: 99512096

There's some dodgy people and it's quite scruffy

373

ID: 99512230

There isn't much to do there and the overall conditions of shops and buildings in
Haslingden is not great

374

ID: 99513646

Scruffy, don’t feel safe there

375

ID: 99523637

Nothing

376

ID: 99523732

The traffic

377

ID: 99524817

No need to go Ramsbottom is quicker

378

ID: 99528546

I don’t have time and I don’t live nearby
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3. What puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
379

ID: 99528480

Nothing I just don’t live in the area.

380

ID: 99528449

Don't live in the area

381

ID: 99528522

It's dirty, the shops seem unhygienic, people are threatening

382

ID: 99528623

Nothing

383

ID: 99528872

I don’t live in Haslingden.

384

ID: 99528808

I live far away

385

ID: 99528886

I live in Rawtenstall

386

ID: 99528957

Not aware of what shops are there.

387

ID: 99528878

Me not living here

388

ID: 99528815

Don’t really need to go there

389

ID: 99528992

It’s horrible, dirty and deprived

390

ID: 99528856

The rubbish and people

391

ID: 99528783

Nothing much, I don’t live near the town centre, and only really go to see friends and
such or to go to some shops

392

ID: 99528904

Don’t like town centres

393

ID: 99528906

Because it’s in Haslingden and I live in stacksteads.

394

ID: 99528793

No shops that interest me

395

ID: 99528786

Just a bit dodgy.

396

ID: 99528788

I don’t really live that close to Haslingden Town Center

397

ID: 99528794

The drunken people roaming the streets. And there is nothing really to do in the town
centre.

398

ID: 99528818

Can be a bit busy.
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3. What puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
399

ID: 99528792

Idk

400

ID: 99528933

It's boring

401

ID: 99528820

I don’t get put of .

402

ID: 99528833

I live in Rawtenstall.

403

ID: 99529023

Full of chavs

404

ID: 99528942

It's a dirty place full of people who don't care about their town

405

ID: 99529018

Money for the bus

406

ID: 99528920

I don’t live around here

407

ID: 99528979

I don’t live there

408

ID: 99529080

I have better things do

409

ID: 99529107

It’s Haslingden

410

ID: 99529036

No need to go

411

ID: 99529058

I don't have the time to do so

412

ID: 99529022

It is in the public and pretty much anything could happen. And it’s worse because of my
anxiety

413

ID: 99528953

Dirty

414

ID: 99529197

Nothing really I just live half time with mum and dad so I visit t rarely but there is
mnothing putting me off

415

ID: 99528936

I don’t live near the town center

416

ID: 99528861

Playing video games going to the park

417

ID: 99528784

too Many birds

418

ID: 99528759

It can be busy
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3. What puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
419

ID: 99529344

Nothing dont have a reason to do frequently

420

ID: 99529361

I don’t live anywhere near Haslingden

421

ID: 99528766

It is messy

422

ID: 99528952

I don’t live close to this area

423

ID: 99529038

It’s not clean and is very busy on a daily basis.

424

ID: 99529311

I have no reason to

425

ID: 99528805

It can sometimes be a lot of rubbish lying about

426

ID: 99528802

Nothing I just don’t have time.

427

ID: 99529019

I don’t live near the town centre

428

ID: 99528935

Its busy and crowded

429

ID: 99529202

Nothing

430

ID: 99529156

The roads are bumpy and there is lots of rubbish

431

ID: 99529186

Some gangsters that smoke weed and think they are hard I.e Kian halstead even tho
they will get banged out by people younger them like shujaa

432

ID: 99529052

Too much effort to travel

433

ID: 99528785

That when I go then that is when I deserve loads of litter spread on the floor

434

ID: 99529068

Rubbish on the floor and drunk people running around the town at night and boxes
covering up the pavement outside of the pound shops
And the traffic lights outside of the black bull, they are broken and it’s hard to get in to
the town centre.

435

ID: 99529322

It’s a bit scruffy

436

ID: 99529319

It’s scary

437

ID: 99530687

doesn't have much to offer

438

ID: 99531094

It smells
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3. What puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
439

ID: 99533756

When I hear bad news

440

ID: 99535323

I’m busy

441

ID: 99536370

Id rarther stay at home and it has a lot of litter

442

ID: 99536557

Extremely boring with very little to do and very few shops. Doesn't feel like a town centre
but more like a busy street.

443

ID: 99537410

Nothing to do
Limited shops no variety
boring, nothing exciting or niche about it

444

ID: 99538553

Don’t live in the area

445

ID: 99539083

roadmen that smoke weed and act like they are hard when they really aren't

446

ID: 99541254

There is litter and scruffy

447

ID: 99541271

Scruffy

448

ID: 99541224

There is litter and the place is scruffy

449

ID: 99541252

Because there's litter, charity shops and its scruffy.

450

ID: 99542816

Don’t live near it and usually doing something else

451

ID: 99545372

The quality of shops and how poor the inviroment is kept

452

ID: 99529674

Activities

453

ID: 99547313

I go to school in haslingden Monday to Friday but on weekends I don't have the money
to go

454

ID: 99547640

.

455

ID: 99553928

It doesn’t have that much stuff

456

ID: 99558512

Nothing, rawtenstall centre is more convienient

457

ID: 99566942

I don’t know because I don’t go

458

ID: 99576520

I don’t live near the centre
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3. What puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
459

ID: 99577597

Because there is never a reason to go

460

ID: 99578812

What puts me of is the rubbish and grafeety on some walls.

461

ID: 99579020

Not many things to do and shops that I like.

462

ID: 99579636

Its quite messy

463

ID: 99581803

nothing

464

ID: 99582048

Scroats

465

ID: 99590454

Limited shops
Nothing appealing

466

ID: 99593126

Being busy

467

ID: 99598605

The rough enviorement

468

ID: 99600968

Nothing I like visiting the town center

469

ID: 99607941

Nothing I’ve just never really been

470

ID: 99613723

Busy cars because there isn’t a safe place to cross the road

471

ID: 99615292

Nothing

472

ID: 99628868

I never go there and I don’t like the people there when I did go there.

473

ID: 99629275

Cleanliness

474

ID: 99630609

.

475

ID: 99630702

I don’t need to go there

476

ID: 99630310

It’s dirty

477

ID: 99631090

Not much to do

478

ID: 99630571

Nothing

479

ID: 99631179

Can’t be bothered going I’ll just go bury and I really don’t want to go
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3. What puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
480

ID: 99641835

Scary walking down the streets

481

ID: 99658685

Pubs and people smoking and drinking on streets

482

ID: 99659315

There is always a few parts of litter around

483

ID: 99663632

Bc it’s full of weird people

484

ID: 99663655

Because it’s full of weird people.

485

ID: 99568834

the fact that it's so dirty and worn down

486

ID: 99717583

The litter and the messiness

487

ID: 99720683

Nothing I just don’t have the time

488

ID: 99722405

Live to far away

489

ID: 99731722

I honestly don’t care I didn’t even know there was a town center in hassi I thought there
was just houses and a few shops. No one cares

490

ID: 99746245

Don’t live near it

491

ID: 99746244

Not very clean
Busy
Not nice area

492

ID: 99746207

I don’t enjoy going out of my house. I like my house. It has everything I need. A bed,
warmth, coldth (when it’s too warm), family and most importantly; Fortnite:Battle
Royale!!

493

ID: 99746900

I live too far away

494

ID: 99746671

To far to go from where I live

495

ID: 99746745

The people who live there.

496

ID: 99767541

Litter

497

ID: 99787677

I not outdoors-y

498

ID: 99787601

Not that many big shops like they is in other areas and some people say it’s quite rough
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3. What puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
499

ID: 99787716

It’s a bit schetchy

500

ID: 99787712

I have nothing to do there

501

ID: 99787740

Nothing

502

ID: 99787661

It is too busy

503

ID: 99787858

My now house

504

ID: 99787718

There is not enough things going on

505

ID: 99787745

Nothing

506

ID: 99788116

Litter

507

ID: 99787714

It is not interesting

508

ID: 99788233

I don’t live by there

509

ID: 99787845

Never been

510

ID: 99788078

I don’t know

511

ID: 99787973

There are a lot of cars and there is no point of going every single day when you can get
the things you need in one day

512

ID: 99787633

My parents do not have time to take me on a regular basis

513

ID: 99787890

I do not live near haslingden

514

ID: 99788284

Nothing, it’s just that I have to do other things

515

ID: 99788376

On Where I live, and because of all the pubs

516

ID: 99788204

There is not a lot of parking and there is a lot more shops and things in Manchester and
Blackburn

517

ID: 99787978

Seeing rubbish on the floor.

518

ID: 99790374

It’s a bit sketchy
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3. What puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
519

ID: 99815558

Road men smoking weed

520

ID: 99823686

Don’t live near or go that way home.

521

ID: 99746744

Nothing

522

ID: 99833235

Not enough facilities

523

ID: 99861972

It appears run down and scruffy

524

ID: 99900362

Not good shops there is mostly charity shops for elders

525

ID: 99914279

there's not much to do, most of the shops are pound shops, bakery's or charity shops,
nothing to do in town for families

526

ID: 99915829

Busy

527 ID: 100096251 How run down it is
528 ID: 100146826 Nothing
529 ID: 100246098 Haslingden high school
530 ID: 100322555 Not enough shops
531 ID: 100323637 N/A
532 ID: 100345755
533 ID: 100388418 Some of the people in haslingden
534 ID: 100493725 The shops aren’t very exciting
535 ID: 100525791 It’s too cold boring if no one comes with me
And I play video games
536 ID: 101189031 Too many take away
537 ID: 101276283 everthing
538 ID: 101653740 I don’t really know
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3. What puts you off visiting the town centre on a regular basis?
Response Response
Percent
Total
answered

538

skipped

0

Page 2

4. What do you go to Haslingden Town Centre for?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Shopping / cafes

38.10%

205

2

Library

13.94%

75

3

Market

7.43%

40

4

Events

13.38%

72

5

Go to appointments

26.77%

144

6

Something to do

13.94%

75

7

Don't really go

30.67%

165

8

Other (please specify):

20.63%

111

answered

538

skipped

0

Analysis Mean:

7.39 Std. Deviation:

Variance: 24.5 Std. Error:

4.95 Satisfaction Rate:

82.02

0.21

Other (please specify): (111)
1

ID: 98806250

Live Lounge

2

ID: 98806563

have to live there

3

ID: 98806272

Work
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4. What do you go to Haslingden Town Centre for?
Response Response
Percent
Total
4

ID: 98806845

Never been

5

ID: 98807987

Drugs

6

ID: 98807874

food and going out drinking

7

ID: 98807669

food and the odd thing from the pound shop

8

ID: 98809499

Hang out with friends

9

ID: 98810502

Park

10

ID: 98810209

Music lessons

11

ID: 98810317

Drive through and go to restaurant

12

ID: 98812994

seshing

13

ID: 98813540

Live lounge

14

ID: 98814671

Dominoes

15

ID: 98814858

16

ID: 98815800

I don’t

17

ID: 98819623

I have to kind of go through it to go to my home.

18

ID: 98821752

19

ID: 98824552

walk home

20

ID: 98830407

Meet up with friends

21

ID: 98831561

The local gym

22

ID: 98832417

On a walk

23

ID: 98846210

Food

24

ID: 98862977

To get to Helmshore
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4. What do you go to Haslingden Town Centre for?
Response Response
Percent
Total
25

ID: 98863943

26

ID: 98866833

School, music

27

ID: 98873255

Go to my parents

28

ID: 98888233

Sister lives there

29

ID: 98888259

Butchers or drive through the centre

30

ID: 98888339

meeting up with friends

31

ID: 98888739

Tour guide

32

ID: 98888849

college

33

ID: 98888203

work

34

ID: 98889081

Normal go for a beer

35

ID: 98888414

Greggs/food

36

ID: 98888266

Seeing family

37

ID: 98888812

seshing

38

ID: 98888944

Chilling

39

ID: 98888241

Mosque

40

ID: 98888487

Its my route to school

41

ID: 98888860

Go to mates

42

ID: 98889192

To meet with friends

43

ID: 98888998

visit family

44

ID: 98889356

Greggs

45

ID: 98898468

Meet my friends
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4. What do you go to Haslingden Town Centre for?
Response Response
Percent
Total
46

ID: 98889469

To see if they have Christmas lights yet

47

ID: 98910330

Get my hair cut

48

ID: 98910242

Co-operative, to a beauty salon

49

ID: 98910709

Sometimes to hike to the Halo.

50

ID: 98910640

My mum getting a dress

51

ID: 98911445

If I'm passing through

52

ID: 98926568

Haircuts

53

ID: 98928692

to get the best fade in England

54

ID: 98928109

get on the bus through it

55

ID: 98930610

Day out

56

ID: 98939955

Barbers

57

ID: 98972916

An activity

58

ID: 99065423

Butchers

59

ID: 99106817

Doctors

60

ID: 99106805

Go to get a drink

61

ID: 99106886

I live there

62

ID: 99106807

I cross there when going out with mates

63

ID: 99106890

My friend lives there

64

ID: 99315098

I live there

65

ID: 99489917

See my grandparents.

66

ID: 99490557

Mates house
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4. What do you go to Haslingden Town Centre for?
Response Response
Percent
Total
67

ID: 99495009

Meet friends

68

ID: 99497214

Rob shops

69

ID: 99497023

Parade

70

ID: 99503862

FIza boutique

71

ID: 99504559

School and park

72

ID: 99508231

Zinlinnas italian and DT Laws

73

ID: 99504115

Takeaway

74

ID: 99510340

Drive threw to other places

75

ID: 99528546

Personal trainer

76

ID: 99528522

Drive through on way to and from school

77

ID: 99528623

78

ID: 99528886

To meet up with friends

79

ID: 99528992

I live there

80

ID: 99528786

Meeting my mates.

81

ID: 99528818

Go past for school.

82

ID: 99528833

Go to mates house

83

ID: 99529018

See my mates

84

ID: 99528784

I walk through it in the morning and get food and presents for people

85

ID: 99528952

School

86

ID: 99529156

My mum works in ruby and Daisy’s on deardengate road

87

ID: 99529186

To chill like a gangster
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4. What do you go to Haslingden Town Centre for?
Response Response
Percent
Total
88

ID: 99529319

Only to go through, to get to my grandparents house

89

ID: 99531094

Go to the post box

90

ID: 99537410

to walk

91

ID: 99539083

to chill and walk around

92

ID: 99541271

Charity shops

93

ID: 99545372

94

ID: 99547313

95

ID: 99547640

96

ID: 99553928

Food

97

ID: 99579636

Music lessons

98

ID: 99600968

School

99

ID: 99630609

.

100

ID: 99631090

Hair cut

101

ID: 99630571

Hairdressers

102

ID: 99641835

I work in haslingden

103

ID: 99731722

Meet up with friends but not in hassi like we go to snig hole not to hassi

104

ID: 99746207

I like seeing my friend Liam, we always talk about; Fortnite:Batltle Royale

105

ID: 99787745

Haircut and cissy greens pies

106

ID: 99787973

The Hair Dressers

107

ID: 99787890

Hairdressers, food shopping

108

ID: 99788376

Friends house
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4. What do you go to Haslingden Town Centre for?
Response Response
Percent
Total
109

ID: 99823686

Charity shops

110

ID: 99914279

go out with friends

111 ID: 101276283 nothing

5. If you were to go to Haslingden Town Centre, how would you usually get there?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Car

70.07%

377

2

Bus

13.75%

74

3

Bike

6.69%

36

4

Walk

39.22%

211

5

Other

3.35%

18

answered

538

skipped

0

Analysis Mean:

2.91 Std. Deviation:

Variance: 3.29 Std. Error:

1.81 Satisfaction Rate:

39.54

0.08

6. Do you think Haslingden Town Centre could be improved?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Yes

67.10%

361

2

No

8.92%

48

3

Maybe

31.23%

168

answered

538
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6. Do you think Haslingden Town Centre could be improved?
Response Response
Percent
Total
Analysis Mean:

1.79 Std. Deviation:

Variance: 0.88 Std. Error:

0.94 Satisfaction Rate:

skipped

35.69

0

0.04

7. What ideas do you have to improve the Town Centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Open-Ended Question

100.00%

538

1

ID: 98806250

More local businesses.

2

ID: 98806563

nothing

3

ID: 98806272

Clean up

4

ID: 98806889

Regenerate/ refresh the shops.

5

ID: 98806496

More fairs will be nice

6

ID: 98806928

Don’t know

7

ID: 98806856

Better ‘parks’

8

ID: 98807040

Bad

9

ID: 98806517

Make the centre more visually appealing as that will attract more people of any age
group as well as attract more businesses

10

ID: 98806844

Make it seem more welcoming

11

ID: 98806845

.

12

ID: 98807519

Litter pickers?

13

ID: 98806467

More varied shops, less trafic, a place to sit

14

ID: 98807478

Smarten the town up and refurbish run down places.
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15

ID: 98807788

More popular and mainstream shops.

16

ID: 98808230

I don't know

17

ID: 98808062

Better shops and regular police patrols

18

ID: 98807987

Demolish it

19

ID: 98807874

More colourful, less pound shops, more useful shops. Needs a good tidy up to look
more modern.

20

ID: 98807669

maybe more shops? not just charity shops
not so many hairdressers maybe?

21

ID: 98808529

I don’t know

22

ID: 98808631

Maybe have a few litter pickers and perhaps put some posters up saying that hasst town
center is the place where you would go often

23

ID: 98808551

Need new computers for library

24

ID: 98806883

Modernise the town
Improve the Shops

25

ID: 98809335

I’m not sure

26

ID: 98809347

Better shops instead of takeaways

27

ID: 98809462

The library

28

ID: 98809775

I don’t know

29

ID: 98809800

Make it cleaner

30

ID: 98809499

Brighten it up with more lights and to clean the streets as well also to put trees in as well

31

ID: 98809832

Working traffic lights
A cheap cafe

32

ID: 98810119

More security

33

ID: 98810074

More cleaner
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34

ID: 98810335

New buildings/ architecture

35

ID: 98810555

None

36

ID: 98810801

get rid of roadmen

37

ID: 98810502

More shops and better park equipment

38

ID: 98810209

Parking spaces
Paint
Make it more fun or child friendly

39

ID: 98810913

More shops and cafes, maybe a temperance bar

40

ID: 98810593

Cleaner streets

41

ID: 98811217

no

42

ID: 98811319

less take aways

43

ID: 98811551

cleaner

44

ID: 98810317

Make it look a bit less dodgy

45

ID: 98810336

Should have more shops and should have more flowers to make it look nicer.

46

ID: 98813005

Everything

47

ID: 98812994

weekly raves

48

ID: 98813540

Not sure

49

ID: 98813399

Add more shops so it’s more appealing

50

ID: 98813968

Don’t know

51

ID: 98814128

GET A KFC

52

ID: 98812128

The area itself could be improved, therefore more people would spend time in the town
centre rather than hanging around parks and the like.

53

ID: 98814671

get a KFC and a theme park
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54

ID: 98814858

Yes no maybe

55

ID: 98815800

None

56

ID: 98817140

Better environment and cleaning streets

57

ID: 98817551

Better parking

58

ID: 98817660

Make it cleaner

59

ID: 98818198

Cleaner streets

60

ID: 98818809

Make a vr room lol

61

ID: 98819232

We could have a go green set up to make it cleaner and have more cafes and different
shops.

62

ID: 98819275

Maybe get it back up to date in fashion and arcitecture and maybe add something
atractable like a bowling alley

63

ID: 98819618

Wider roads

64

ID: 98816344

Change the cobble road
Add more car parking space

65

ID: 98815523

More things around to do.

66

ID: 98819623

Make it more safe like not letting people go to the pub at like 11 o’clock at night and
shout all night. I don’t really live there but my friends do and they tell me about stuff like
this.

67

ID: 98821752

More modern

68

ID: 98821720

Build a swimming pool. It was the main reason I used to go to haslingden.

69

ID: 98824552

clean it / new buildings

70

ID: 98824947

clean it

71

ID: 98825652

Tidier and nicer shops

72

ID: 98826251

nicer shops
tidier
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73

ID: 98826893

Make shore more police are there to stop young people coursing problems

74

ID: 98826906

Get more shops and a shopping center

75

ID: 98828651

it needs to be cleaned up a lot

76

ID: 98828567

?

77

ID: 98829571

-

78

ID: 98829990

idk

79

ID: 98830965

Don’t know.

80

ID: 98830407

Cleanier area

81

ID: 98830639

Clean litter

82

ID: 98831561

Newer and better shops and better decorations at Christmas.

83

ID: 98831969

Stop smoking

84

ID: 98832145

Just add a few more facilities to the area

85

ID: 98832230

keep the town clean and inviting for all.

86

ID: 98831862

Add a skate park in memorial gardens

87

ID: 98835112

Maybe more parking spaces.

88

ID: 98821337

Maybe try to make it more bigger and add new shops.

89

ID: 98832417

More non smoking areas and more variety of shops

90

ID: 98836675

Open some better shops and a few cafes that you can get a nice drink and some food

91

ID: 98837122

More interesting shops
A bit of a modernisation
More car parking spaces

92

ID: 98837181

Limit Number Of Takeaways.
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93

ID: 98838791

More roads to the town centre

94

ID: 98840097

Cleaner space

95

ID: 98843441

Something entertaining for teenagers/ young adults

96

ID: 98843946

Clean it

97

ID: 98844709

Have somewhere that pedestrians can walk without any cars coming the same way

98

ID: 98846210

clean it up , brighten it up somehow (eg plants, paint walls etc) cafes

99

ID: 98846366

More things for young people

100

ID: 98845661

Maybe a couple more book or comic shops

101

ID: 98845198

More range of night street shops. Nicer restaurants and multi story parking.

102

ID: 98848876

Make the lights a bit quicker

103

ID: 98849603

Too many pubs with people smoking and drinking outside on the streets during the day
More parking facilities

104

ID: 98851261

Happy to help

105

ID: 98851561

Stop smoking

106

ID: 98856288

More activities

107

ID: 98856205

Pick up litter and make new smooth roads

108

ID: 98856134

Clean it up and make it look better.

109

ID: 98853963

Fill the empty shops.

110

ID: 98857395

I do not know as I don’t visit often

111

ID: 98857408

Make it more festive and more appealing

112

ID: 98858735

regeneration
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113

ID: 98859516

Things for teenagers and young people to do.
More choice of shops appropriate for all ages.

114

ID: 98860078

Just more varied shops, more places to sit in and eat.

115

ID: 98860875

We need more anime shops and merch being sold in the town

116

ID: 98861524

More lively

117

ID: 98861774

Add more shops like clothings shops

118

ID: 98862461

More Anime and Niche stores and hobby stores

119

ID: 98863056

Clean the streets up.
Re open shut down shops as something new
Shops that are open make there outer appearance nicer

120

ID: 98863435

Nicer shops, cafes restraints, less takeaways

121

ID: 98862977

At this point I'd recommend full nuclear destruction and maybe when the radiation
settles build a new town centre, but if this is too inconvenient maybe consider cleaning it
up a little. Such as by removing rubbish, including but not limited to actual rubbish and
the numerous takeaways.

122

ID: 98863943

Make it more fun especially for youngsters and kids, since, e.g.
There’s a family, with 2 kids, and went to go shopping, the 2 kids are fascinated of the
other items And one of them prefers to go to this area, after purchasing the products,
they came out of the shop Andy was about to head phone by foot. And one of the kids,
let’s say Bob:
"Ohhh. CAN I GET THIS MAH?" Said Bob happily, the mother, let’s say Blessings:
"Fine, but only this one time" sighed Blessings, once they purchased it, the other kid,
let’s say roadman said desperately:
"OH LOOK, LOOK, MAH, CAN I BUY THIS FiDgEt SpInNeR?" Blessings replied with a
angry tone:
"No. Roadman"
"PLEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAASSSSSSEEEEE, PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE MY I BUY
THAT 3 SIDED, with the radius of 6cm with a glistening shining FiDgEt SpInNeR?"
"FfffffffffffiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNnnnnnnnNNNNNNNnnnnNnnnnnnnEEEEEEEEEEEEE"
See, EZZ PROFIT, EZZ MONEY FOR THE BUSINESS people and happy days for the
grownups.

123

ID: 98866823

Not really sure

124

ID: 98866548

Mentioned in the part where I don’t put why I don’t go to haslingden town centre on a
daily basis
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125

ID: 98866833

It is a bit dull and grim.
It is not really a fun place to be, not terrible, just not interesting

126

ID: 98869220

Create more parking areas and try and quieten the area.

127

ID: 98869369

Make it tidier

128

ID: 98869566

I have none as I have never been

129

ID: 98870318

Better lighting and less takeaways

130

ID: 98871372

More places like ruby and daisy, dearden tea rooms and spectrum making it a nicer
place.

131

ID: 98873255

Varied shops instead of multiple takeaways that’re so unnecessary

132

ID: 98882438

Tidy it up, clean up the shops

133

ID: 98883848

Don’t know

134

ID: 98887769

More parking

135

ID: 98887731

Sort out the people who live there

136

ID: 98888068

Don’t know

137

ID: 98888233

Cleaner

138

ID: 98888379

Train

139

ID: 98888205

I don’t really knowq

140

ID: 98885954

There is only newsagents as shops there are no major retailers.

141

ID: 98888326

Everything, new shops

142

ID: 98888218

Make sure no one is littering

143

ID: 98888249

Cheaper better shops

144

ID: 98888511

Different shops
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145

ID: 98888479

More shops

146

ID: 98888259

make the shops look more appealing and more up- market cafes and bars come. m

147

ID: 98888298

Plant trees

148

ID: 98888236

Nothing

149

ID: 98888389

Better shops like pound bakery

150

ID: 98888385

I don’t know

151

ID: 98888501

Cleanliness

152

ID: 98888423

Not sure don’t go there alot

153

ID: 98888339

Make facilities more accessible for the physically disabled, wheelchair ramps, etc.

154

ID: 98888392

Proper clothes shops like JD or something

155

ID: 98888242

Have more anime and Japanese related shops in the town and also have more anime
related events

156

ID: 98888307

.

157

ID: 98888415

Better shops

158

ID: 98888264

More bins so less litter

159

ID: 98888417

Create new shops.

160

ID: 98888841

Not sure

161

ID: 98888276

Cleaner maybe

162

ID: 98888395

Clean it and improve shops

163

ID: 98888801

None

164

ID: 98888616

I’m not certain as I don’t go there regularly enough.

165

ID: 98888739

Remove Kyle
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166

ID: 98888548

Having something to do for young people

167

ID: 98888754

Clean up litter and fill in potholes

168

ID: 98888605

More car park spaces

169

ID: 98888849

Ban the edgy 14 year olds

170

ID: 98888889

Nicer shops

171

ID: 98888817

Clean

172

ID: 98888692

more things to do

173

ID: 98888445

Refurbish some of the buildings and improve the appearance of the market area.

174

ID: 98888768

175

ID: 98888341

McDonald's, cinema, clothes shops (not charity shops) resteraunts

176

ID: 98888199

Get rid of all the takeaways that flood the streets and open up more businesses.

177

ID: 98888203

more clothes shops that aren't charity shops and maybe some nice restaurants

178

ID: 98889081

Just needs to be cleaner and abit brighter

179

ID: 98888414

Improve parking so the road looks more organised and cleaner also improve the public
footpath and reduce litter

180

ID: 98888266

More fairs, more useful shops

181

ID: 98888623

Make more activities and reasons to go there.

182

ID: 98888985

None

183

ID: 98888812

more drugs on offer

184

ID: 98888944

Build new takeaways

185

ID: 98889105

get rid of takeaways

186

ID: 98888241

Add sports shops
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187

ID: 98889140

Hygeine
More shop variety

188

ID: 98889108

Make it look nicer

189

ID: 98888487

Idk

190

ID: 98889113

Idk

191

ID: 98889191

Nothing

192

ID: 98888391

Fairs

193

ID: 98888860

Clean it up

194

ID: 98889192

Yeet

195

ID: 98888795

Make it clearer
More of a happy area
And more attractive shops to go into

196

ID: 98889001

More businesses (and more variety of businesses), expanding council services in
general (so as to make the area more desirable for people to live in and to work on
poverty in the area)

197

ID: 98889412

Christmas lights

198

ID: 98888998

organised traffic
less of the same shops
places for young children to go
places for teens to hang out instead of on the street
less takeaways

199

ID: 98889234

To make it more clean

200

ID: 98889093

More parking spaces near the food shops.

201

ID: 98888137

Try to clean up the town centre, and make it more family friendly. The drinking outside of
pubs and often rowdy drinkers, makes the town centre much more unappealing

202

ID: 98889356

Past the point of improvement

203

ID: 98889101

Fix the swimming pool
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204

ID: 98888997

Nothing :(

205

ID: 98890176

Nothing

206

ID: 98890673

extend it

207

ID: 98889014

Improve the roads

208

ID: 98890352

Bigger walking space

209

ID: 98895998

More cleaner

210

ID: 98898468

Better transport links

211

ID: 98889626

None

212

ID: 98889469

Lots more Christmas lights

213

ID: 98907180

Pet shop
Fun fair

214

ID: 98908087

If they were more shops

215

ID: 98908042

more police more shops more local jobs with some fucking decent pay
thankyou

216

ID: 98910212

There could be a garden area

217

ID: 98910630

Better shops more tidy area

218

ID: 98910330

Maybe include child friendly areas there

219

ID: 98910242

They could maybe make a big shopping centre, with loads of different clothing shops.
Eg. New look, top man, next....

220

ID: 98910243

Less liter

221

ID: 98910846

I don’t know

222

ID: 98910801

i dont have any

223

ID: 98910727

More things do to and varied shops.
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224

ID: 98910709

Less litter.

225

ID: 98911102

Don’t know

226

ID: 98910220

I don’t know

227

ID: 98911680

Make more parking areas and try and quieten people down.

228

ID: 98911170

don't know

229

ID: 98910850

make new shops instead of going to the same shops for years.

230

ID: 98911202

to fill in some of the roads because i usually see old roads around there and for people
on bikes it can be hard

231

ID: 98910640

Improve the buildings, because all the glass on most of the buildings have bullet hole in
them or something.

232

ID: 98910863

Shopping mall so you can get what ever you whant

233

ID: 98911537

dont have any

234

ID: 98912073

no

235

ID: 98911445

More bins and toilets

236

ID: 98912183

Get rid of the commercial

237

ID: 98923724

cleaner

238

ID: 98924013

less litter and cleaner

239

ID: 98926568

Clean up

240

ID: 98928692

kick the pudus out

241

ID: 98928109

242

ID: 98889180

A lot less dirty

243

ID: 98930930

Cut down on takeaways and drugged up people
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244

ID: 98930610

More places to eat

245

ID: 98939955

Proper cleaning

246

ID: 98942510

None

247

ID: 98944636

Take away some pubs and make it a more friendly environment.

248

ID: 98948440

Make sure No litter is left and make the shops look better because most of it is like dirty
and shops like are built but then nobody does anything with it

249

ID: 98948051

Make it cleaner
Have a place where you can do fun activities

250

ID: 98950625

⬇️⬇️

251

ID: 98954375

- library needs to improve such as providing study area for students
- more clothing shops
- more stalls in the markets such as a baking stall possibly
- there is only 1 stall opened in the market, so it is very boring and there is not much to
do
- more activities such as christmas fair's or cultural fair's to get the community involved

252

ID: 98957677

nothing

253

ID: 98960949

Cleanliness

254

ID: 98960900

More bins to help with the environment and more shops as it’s quite boring.

255

ID: 98961968

Clean it up

256

ID: 98967601

.

257

ID: 98967487

Better shops,parking facilities

258

ID: 98972916

I often hear people say it’s ‘scruffy’ due to litter and untidiness so maybe have
volunteers pick up rubbish and make sure things are tidy. Maybe add a few plants and
things like that. Also more clubs and activities could be added to bring the community
together.

259

ID: 98973930

Weekly litter pick

260

ID: 98975742

a small garden to sit and to be kept clean and tidy mainly for the elderly
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261

ID: 98976069

Nicer buildings, no dodgy shops

262

ID: 98977455

I don't go often enough to be able to suggest improvements

263

ID: 98979798

More prope shops. No grocery shop anymore parents have to go to Rawtenstall for fruit
and veg.

264

ID: 98981229

More events

265

ID: 98993095

Make it more attractive

266

ID: 98996518

More bins, interesting shops and more events

267

ID: 98996500

I don’t know

268

ID: 98996396

More places to go.

269

ID: 99036577

Use a frequent cleaner

270

ID: 99057894

Clean it up
Update the shops and get some nicer ones

271

ID: 99059722

more varied shops, not just takeaways

272

ID: 99065423

Buildings in the area could be improved

273

ID: 99093179

Place more bins on the pavements allowing the rubbish to be put away and place more
police around the streets

274

ID: 99106808

Don't live there

275

ID: 99106847

I don’t know

276

ID: 99106827

None

277

ID: 99106817

Make it look more welcoming

278

ID: 99107084

Clean it up

279

ID: 99106805

Nothing

280

ID: 99106832

Instead of having pubs have clothes shops
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281

ID: 99107129

Make it less scruffy and keep control of people’s behaviour

282

ID: 99106819

None

283

ID: 99106886

Make it more cleaner and nicer

284

ID: 99106811

Less litter

285

ID: 99106788

Nice buildings

286

ID: 99106982

Make less dodgey looking, add more events to do and places to visit. Nicer houses.

287

ID: 99106807

Benches, more flowers and grass, decorations, mainly aesthetics

288

ID: 99106890

More popular clothing shops

289

ID: 99107229

Clean the whole town and add more shops

290

ID: 99127012

clean it up so there is no litter and buildings look more new

291

ID: 99144153

tidy it up

292

ID: 99144354

improve shopfronts

293

ID: 99162438

Refurbish, modernise, and add more appealing shops, try changing the target market of
the area to be a little bit higher. I understand the socioeconomic area surrounding it to
the north-east is a little lacking, which is why the area has developed the way it has, but
improving the centre would be a good chance to improve upon the area.

294

ID: 99212684

Clean it.

295

ID: 99213266

Cleaner streets

296

ID: 99260168

Make it more teenager friendly. Improve by adding more things for teenagers to do.

297

ID: 99274491

none

298

ID: 99301139

Have less takeaways because theres to many and they could be used for other shops

299

ID: 99302548

None

300

ID: 99315098

More events and less takeaways
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301

ID: 99344477

More food options

302

ID: 99465759

Provide more varied shops

303

ID: 99480409

I think it should be a bit cleaner on the streets and stop the amount of smoking and
dropping cigarettes on the floor.

304

ID: 99489848

Clean it

305

ID: 99489843

More varied shops

306

ID: 99489836

Clean up the streets and stop certain "activities" from taking place

307

ID: 99489825

Have none

308

ID: 99489827

Clean up all the litter

309

ID: 99489900

More shops

310

ID: 99489914

Have more things to do

311

ID: 99489917

How much litter there is and how little place there is to eat or sit down and chill.

312

ID: 99490139

Less litter

313

ID: 99490112

New buildings and New pavmenst

314

ID: 99490100

To make it look better by picking up litter

315

ID: 99489833

More bins
Police looking out

316

ID: 99489901

Could make it cleaner.

317

ID: 99489925

Put more shops and take down some of the takeaways

318

ID: 99490011

More shops / more choice , be more vibrant and attractive , having a nice place to sit
and relax

319

ID: 99489942

They could put more events on

320

ID: 99490557

N/A
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321

ID: 99489943

A wider variety of shops.

322

ID: 99490455

Modernised, focus on local produce, smarten up shop fronts, huge reduction in fast food
takeaways,

323

ID: 99490498

They could have more shops.

324

ID: 99490753

Make it more modern, less scruffy, better shops, more cafes

325

ID: 99489815

we could make the taxes and rent and things for shop owners less expensive so that
they are more motivated to move into town and start more butchers ,bakeries and all the
kind of town based companies ,also we could maybe make less big companies come
into town so that we as a town are more reliant on smaller companies ,I think that once
we have more townbased companies then we could put the taxes back and that would
be ok beacause tourism will have improved and more people will be spending money in
haslingden

326

ID: 99490609

None

327

ID: 99491088

Try and get more people to use bins so add more bins around.

328

ID: 99491413

I’m not sure

329

ID: 99490871

More range of shops

330

ID: 99491419

More appealing shops and the areas around the shop to be more clean.

331

ID: 99491538

Make less litter

332

ID: 99491808

No ideas

333

ID: 99492217

Reduce amount of bars and create a more welcoming environment

334

ID: 99492581

More parking

335

ID: 99492827

more vaired shops

336

ID: 99490850

Make it cleaner and try and get more green space in

337

ID: 99493342

Improve the shops located there, improve the appearance of the town centre could be
more like rawtenstall, less takeaways

338

ID: 99494224

Not sure
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7. What ideas do you have to improve the Town Centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
339

ID: 99494940

Make it more spacious and bigger

340

ID: 99494883

I don’t know.

341

ID: 99495009

Make it more modern/new

342

ID: 99495468

None

343

ID: 99494598

More parking spaces, more cafes and more traffic lights and pelican crossings to make
it safer for cars and pedestrians

344

ID: 99495527

Don’t waste time and money with events like turning lights on for Christmas

345

ID: 99495086

Making it safe for people you could put receptor questions at the library in Haslingden

346

ID: 99497214

Demolish all the people
More shops

347

ID: 99497023

Make more variety of shops eg cinema

348

ID: 99497627

We could do more community events

349

ID: 99498231

Add a Victoria secret and a Starbucks store

350

ID: 99498956

Make it spacious.
Change the cobbles to smooth road.
Clean it more.

351

ID: 99499504

I don’t know

352

ID: 99500289

more shops

353

ID: 99501027

Advertise itself more to make it more recognised

354

ID: 99501558

Not much keep as is

355

ID: 99501609

More welcoming.

356

ID: 99503020

Less pound shops

357

ID: 99503496

No drugs

358

ID: 99503789

A swimming pool
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7. What ideas do you have to improve the Town Centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
359

ID: 99503862

Demolish it completely and replace it with a PK foods

360

ID: 99504559

More plants

361

ID: 99505117

make it more bright

362

ID: 99505235

Have a more variety of clothe shops and safer for school students

363

ID: 99506896

Add a range of shops in the town centrr

364

ID: 99506843

More clothing stores

365

ID: 99508265

Safer Roads

366

ID: 99508231

Better parking and improved cafes/food

367

ID: 99508580

Better clothes shops

368

ID: 99509352

To make it look more friendly

369

ID: 99504115

Making it more open, less chavvy, more patrol, some modern/recent high street shops

370

ID: 99510340

?

371

ID: 99510566

Shut down all the shops that are scruffy

372

ID: 99512096

Make it look nicer

373

ID: 99512230

A place for teenagers that is cheap but fun, better shops ( more food places )

374

ID: 99513646

Make it more safe less takeaway places that have 1 star food rating

375

ID: 99523637

Maybe more parks and centres for kids

376

ID: 99523732

None

377

ID: 99524817

?

378

ID: 99528546

Put more greenery

379

ID: 99528480

Really don’t know.
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7. What ideas do you have to improve the Town Centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
380

ID: 99528449

I don't know what it looks like

381

ID: 99528522

Remove fast food cheap takeaways which make it seem disgusting and unvistable

382

ID: 99528623

Nothing

383

ID: 99528872

Cleaner streets.

384

ID: 99528808

385

ID: 99528886

Free town wifi

386

ID: 99528957

More cafes shops boutiques.

387

ID: 99528878

Less litter

388

ID: 99528815

Make it more up market

389

ID: 99528992

Clean it up and build new modern facility’s

390

ID: 99528856

Different shops

391

ID: 99528783

They are lots of the same types of shops, and not really any shops that stand out, they
are all similar. Places to relax and more events.

392

ID: 99528904

Ugly shop fronts

393

ID: 99528906

I don’t go.

394

ID: 99528793

More shops to interest younger people

395

ID: 99528786

Get rid of ugly shop fronts.

396

ID: 99528788

Have less litter on the streets

397

ID: 99528794

Less litter

398

ID: 99528818

A couple more shops.

399

ID: 99528792

New christmas lights

400

ID: 99528933

No
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7. What ideas do you have to improve the Town Centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
401

ID: 99528820

More virility of shops

402

ID: 99528833

Add places that school students would like to go like an ice cream parlour or a desert
place.

403

ID: 99529023

Clean it

404

ID: 99528942

Keep it cleaner and the people need to have a bit of decorum

405

ID: 99529018

Make it look better

406

ID: 99528920

I’ve never been

407

ID: 99528979

Clean

408

ID: 99529080

More events

409

ID: 99529107

?

410

ID: 99529036

?

411

ID: 99529058

I have never been so I do not know how to improve so probably recycling

412

ID: 99529022

Less litter and more friendly environments

413

ID: 99528953

None

414

ID: 99529197

-

415

ID: 99528936

I don’t know because I don’t go often

416

ID: 99528861

Add some game shops where they buy or sell games instead of going accrington or
Blackburn

417

ID: 99528784

Maybe clean up the litter

418

ID: 99528759

Less litter,
Crime management e.g.

419

ID: 99529344

Make it look less grim

420

ID: 99529361

More things to do
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7. What ideas do you have to improve the Town Centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
421

ID: 99528766

Clean the litter up

422

ID: 99528952

Less litter and more library’s

423

ID: 99529038

To make it cleaner and more appealing to family’s

424

ID: 99529311

Clean it

425

ID: 99528805

By maybe putting some rubbish bins around

426

ID: 99528802

Hygiene of the town could be improved.

427

ID: 99529019

428

ID: 99528935

Correct the timing of the traffic
Lights to allow you to close the road easier

429

ID: 99529202

.a place to relax

430

ID: 99529156

To have a rubbish picker and there is lots of dead flowers and weeds behind the
building so hire a gardener

431

ID: 99529186

Get rid of the library cos its full of chavs like kian and others u could also improve the
shops because they are crap.also greggs need to be cheaper.

432

ID: 99529052

Never been

433

ID: 99528785

Make sure there are less litter spread on the floor

434

ID: 99529068

Fix the traffic lights and add more recycling bins and have less takeaways because my
family have been food poisoned multiple times

435

ID: 99529322

Clean it

436

ID: 99529319

Less crime

437

ID: 99530687

Offer a wide variety of things that will attract the people and more shops that allow
people to shop at their local area rather than having to go somewhere else to get a
certain item.

438

ID: 99531094

Turn the library into a jd because no one needs a library but everyone needs a jd

439

ID: 99533756

Make better parks
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7. What ideas do you have to improve the Town Centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
440

ID: 99535323

None

441

ID: 99536370

Make it cleaner

442

ID: 99536557

Desert Places, Restaurants, more pop up shops such as like a mini arndale, more
modernised - up to date with people of ALL ages and genders and ethnicity's, so far it
just pleases the elderly and not the youth. Modern shops, making it vibrant with dessert
places etc.

443

ID: 99537410

More variety shops: dessert places, restaurants, mini shopping arndale,
More cleaner
More vivid

444

ID: 99538553

Clean up abit more

445

ID: 99539083

get rid of the 'gangster' and make some better shops innit g star.

446

ID: 99541254

Better shops and cleaner

447

ID: 99541271

Better shops
Reopen the swimming pool

448

ID: 99541224

Make the place cleaner

449

ID: 99541252

Maybe introduce some better shops, reopen the swimming pool, give things for teens to
do.

450

ID: 99542816

Don’t have any

451

ID: 99545372

Cleaner place and more money spent on high quality shops

452

ID: 99529674

Add more activities

453

ID: 99547313

Nothing

454

ID: 99547640

.

455

ID: 99553928

More big shops and maybe a shopping mall

456

ID: 99558512

More shops

457

ID: 99566942

I don’t know because I don’t go
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7. What ideas do you have to improve the Town Centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
458

ID: 99576520

I don’t know

459

ID: 99577597

Better roads

460

ID: 99578812

Les rubbish on the roads

461

ID: 99579020

Better shops

462

ID: 99579636

Make it more cleaner

463

ID: 99581803

cleaner more for kids

464

ID: 99582048

Get rid of scroats and have a big clothes store instead of the library.

465

ID: 99590454

Leisure attractions/facilities
Better parking

466

ID: 99593126

Re-do it

467

ID: 99598605

More areas for children and wider pavements

468

ID: 99600968

Maybe more bins on the street so there is less litter on the floor.

469

ID: 99607941

None I’ve never really been

470

ID: 99613723

Safer crossings

471

ID: 99615292

.

472

ID: 99628868

CCTV cameras, tarmac roads and street lights

473

ID: 99629275

Litter

474

ID: 99630609

.

475

ID: 99630702

Making it cleaner

476

ID: 99630310

Put better shops in.

477

ID: 99631090

more shops

478

ID: 99630571

Cleaner
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7. What ideas do you have to improve the Town Centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
479

ID: 99631179

Add some shops

480

ID: 99641835

Get rid of all the takeaways
Make it look more presentable, shop signs etc

481

ID: 99658685

Is there were more shops and cafes

482

ID: 99659315

There should be more bins

483

ID: 99663632

Dunno

484

ID: 99663655

More shops and more obstrictions.

485

ID: 99568834

Clean it up a bit

486

ID: 99717583

More shops

487

ID: 99720683

They could have a festival

488

ID: 99722405

Easier to get to

489

ID: 99731722

None I don’t even know what hassi town centre is I generally didn’t know hassi had a
town centre

490

ID: 99746245

More events or activities

491

ID: 99746244

Make it cleaner

492

ID: 99746207

Have a massive screen with a PlayStation connected. Then, even if I leave the house, I
can play Fortnite:Battle Royale on the big screen😎

493

ID: 99746900

More shops

494

ID: 99746671

Have more things to do there

495

ID: 99746745

Build the buildings again to make it look nice.

496

ID: 99767541

I dont know

497

ID: 99787677

More events

498

ID: 99787601

Make more bigger shops like more name brands and make it more friendly
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7. What ideas do you have to improve the Town Centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
499

ID: 99787716

To clean it up

500

ID: 99787712

More modern buildings less traffic

501

ID: 99787740

None

502

ID: 99787661

Put more ash trays around the center

503

ID: 99787858

Better shops

504

ID: 99787718

Make it cleaner

505

ID: 99787745

Less litter

506

ID: 99788116

Pick up litter

507

ID: 99787714

Put a park there

508

ID: 99788233

I’ve never been

509

ID: 99787845

I’ve never been

510

ID: 99788078

Shopping cafes

511

ID: 99787973

Zebra crossings because there is usaully loads of cars

512

ID: 99787633

I do not have any

513

ID: 99787890

None

514

ID: 99788284

More food shops please.

515

ID: 99788376

Remove Most of the pubs

516

ID: 99788204

They could be more hygeinic by having bins and have litter pickers

517

ID: 99787978

Because the children need to have some fun in town.

518

ID: 99790374

Everything u can think of

519

ID: 99815558

Get rid of people smoking weed
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7. What ideas do you have to improve the Town Centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
520

ID: 99823686

Youth friendly

521

ID: 99746744

Nothing

522

ID: 99833235

There could be more facilities

523

ID: 99861972

Rejuvenate it eg. clear up the appearance of some older buildings and if a one has
closed down, renovate it.

524

ID: 99900362

More shops to go to have snacks and drinks like a sit in

525

ID: 99914279

more to do for teenagers

526

ID: 99915829

Less litter

527 ID: 100096251 A recreational area, places for oaps and a bike track of some kind
528 ID: 100146826 add more colour
529 ID: 100246098 No fast food shops
530 ID: 100322555 Less takeaways and more shops
IE clothing shops
531 ID: 100323637 Less takeaways and more attractive shops
532 ID: 100345755 Cleaner , more things for teenagers to do to get the off the streets ,
533 ID: 100388418 make a mcdonalds
534 ID: 100493725 We need a covered shopping area a bit like the Rock in Bury
535 ID: 100525791 Add more shops and add some things that everyone likes just like Blackburn shopping
centre
536 ID: 101189031 More shops
537 ID: 101276283 its to far gone mate
538 ID: 101653740 Don’t really know

answered
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538

7. What ideas do you have to improve the Town Centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
skipped

0

8. What would make you spend more time in Haslingden Town Centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

More varied shops

58.36%

314

2

Events

29.37%

158

3

Things to do

39.78%

214

4

Having somewhere to sit and relax

24.16%

130

5

Activities

31.60%

170

6

Less litter

38.48%

207

answered

538

skipped

0

Analysis Mean:

7.22

Std. Deviation: 6.5

Variance: 42.29 Std. Error:

Satisfaction Rate: 100.04

0.28

Other (60)
1

ID: 98806272 A safer environment

2

ID: 98807987 Cheaper bud

3

ID: 98810119 More security

4

ID: 98810336 Having more friends that live there.

5

ID: 98813399 SHOPSSSSSSS

6

ID: 98814128 KFC

7

ID: 98814671 Theme Park and KFC and annual 10 km run

8

ID: 98814858 Yes no maybe
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8. What would make you spend more time in Haslingden Town Centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
9

ID: 98821720 A swimming pool

10 ID: 98846366 If we lived near there
11 ID: 98856134 More inviting less boarded up and dodgy.
12 ID: 98860875 Anime conventions, anime shops, anime merch
13 ID: 98862977 Probably having friends to be honest
14 ID: 98863943 If there’s this place where you get to play on games for FREE on the BEASTLY gaming
PCS. Security free.
15 ID: 98866833 A musiem or a garden (not a garden centre).
16 ID: 98869566 Living locally
17 ID: 98888259 people weren't outside the pubs drunk from morning to night.
18 ID: 98888242 Anime and Japanese related activities, events and shops.
19 ID: 98888754 And potholes
20 ID: 98888445 Swimming pool
21 ID: 98888985 Be closer
22 ID: 98888812 A jamaican run weed farm
23 ID: 98889113 Nothing i don’t go
24 ID: 98889412 Christmas lights
25 ID: 98888998 if it smelt better
26 ID: 98888997 I've already got rawtenstall town centre so I don't really want to go out of my way
27 ID: 98890176 Nothing else
28 ID: 98889469 I would make it so there are more Christmas lights
29 ID: 98911537 if it had a park
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8. What would make you spend more time in Haslingden Town Centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
30 ID: 98928692 tanning a cig
31 ID: 98928109 if it wasn't scary
32 ID: 98930610 More places to eat
33 ID: 98996500 Nothing really
34 ID: 99107084 More excitement
35 ID: 99106982 More clothing shops
36 ID: 99490011 Have more picnic benches
37 ID: 99490557 Shops to buy clothes
38 ID: 99492581 Live closer
39 ID: 99495468 Nothing
40 ID: 99495086
41 ID: 99503862 Less people
42 ID: 99508231 Better parking and improved cafes/food
43 ID: 99510566 It being a nice environment because it’s not
44 ID: 99512096 If it wasn't just takeaways
45 ID: 99528992 Make it clean.
46 ID: 99528920 Living closer
47 ID: 99528861 I would have a walk with my mates go to a shop and me and that person will buy whatever
we want to eat and start walking
48 ID: 99529311 Nothing.
49 ID: 99529186 Less road men that smoke weed
50 ID: 99529052 A bouncy castle
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8. What would make you spend more time in Haslingden Town Centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
51 ID: 99533756 Skatepark
52 ID: 99539083 if they were some fit birds there.
53 ID: 99547640 .
54 ID: 99598605 A centre for kids
55 ID: 99607941 Spare time
56 ID: 99630609 .
57 ID: 99731722 Literally nothing. I meet with my friends in Rawtenstall of at snig. We aren’t going to meet
at hassi wether you change it our not
58 ID: 99746207 If Ali a visited Haslingden, I would go! It would be SOOOOO much fun meeting the Ali
aster he’s soooooo lit and he is my favourite YouTuber and he even makes Fortnite Battle
Royale videos!!!!k
59 ID: 99787740 Nothing
60 ID: 99815558 Less road men smoking weed

Page 3

9. If you could spend a large amount of money in Haslingden Town Centre, what would
you spend it on?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Market

19.33%

104

2

Community Events

23.61%

127

3

Attractive Shops

58.74%

316

4

More plants and hanging baskets

17.29%

93

5

Community Art Work

15.43%

83
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9. If you could spend a large amount of money in Haslingden Town Centre, what would
you spend it on?
Response Response
Percent
Total
6

Town Centre shopping App

12.45%

67

7

Places to Sit

20.26%

109

8

Demolition of derelict buildings

20.63%

111

9

Other (please specify):

15.80%

85

answered

538

skipped

0

Analysis Mean:

9.13 Std. Deviation:

Variance: 56.4 Std. Error:

7.51 Satisfaction Rate:

88.66

0.32

Other (please specify): (85)
1

ID: 98806272

Sexual health / drug clinic

2

ID: 98806845

Game store

3

ID: 98807478

4

ID: 98808062

Swimming baths

5

ID: 98807987

Bud

6

ID: 98809832

Cafe

7

ID: 98810209

Clothes shopping

8

ID: 98811551

cinema

9

ID: 98812994

bud

10

ID: 98813968

11

ID: 98814671

Dominoes and KFC when it gets built

12

ID: 98814858

Yes no maybe

13

ID: 98818809

Games

14

ID: 98819275

Carnivals
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9. If you could spend a large amount of money in Haslingden Town Centre, what would
you spend it on?
Response Response
Percent
Total
15

ID: 98815523

16

ID: 98819623

Games (especially Fortnite)

17

ID: 98821720

New swimming pool

18

ID: 98829990

kpop lol

19

ID: 98837181

Activities For Teens

20

ID: 98843441

A cinema or arcade

21

ID: 98843946

Cleaning the rubbish

22

ID: 98851261

23

ID: 98860875

Anime shops

24

ID: 98863943

Myself, im a humble alien and I would save up my money by putting it in my savings
account.

25

ID: 98866548

The library

26

ID: 98888242

Anime and Japanese Shops

27

ID: 98888739

Maps

28

ID: 98888754

Litter picking

29

ID: 98888445

Rebuild the swimming pool

30

ID: 98888414

Also I would improve the public footpath and sort the parking out for the road so it's more
clear and organised.

31

ID: 98888623

Rebuild the swimming pool!

32

ID: 98888944

Take away

33

ID: 98889113

PS4 gift card

34

ID: 98889101

Swimming pool
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9. If you could spend a large amount of money in Haslingden Town Centre, what would
you spend it on?
Response Response
Percent
Total
35

ID: 98898468

Mersh

36

ID: 98889469

I would buy Christmas lights

37

ID: 98910242

Beauty salons

38

ID: 98910220

Probably to go to a nice/expensive cafe

39

ID: 98910640

Make the town bit more attractive because it’s got litter and the buildings are destroyed
not literally

40

ID: 98911537

food

41

ID: 98911445

And bins

42

ID: 98912183

Get rid of the commercial

43

ID: 98926568

Paint

44

ID: 98928692

spend it in millon

45

ID: 98939955

New buildings, renovation of existing ones and less housing

46

ID: 98960900

More bins as it’s dirty

47

ID: 98967601

Charity events

48

ID: 98973930

Less litter or helping homeless people

49

ID: 98996518

Bins

50

ID: 99106817

Clothing shops

51

ID: 99260168

Theatre

52

ID: 99490850

Rebuilding derelict buildings for apartments and try and get better business interested to
replace many ugly takeaways and help improve infrastructure like to encourage biking by
adding cycling lanes, invest in electric buses or biofuel buses or hydrogen buses and add
a train station to the National Rail/make Rawtenstall station and the entire East
Lancashire Rail Way (ELR) to metro link/ tram network from Bery Via 3rd rail and have
the ELR work as a heritage line at the weekend like it does normal today and the
trams/Metrolink can still run with the Heritage Locomotives
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9. If you could spend a large amount of money in Haslingden Town Centre, what would
you spend it on?
Response Response
Percent
Total
53

ID: 99494883

Art supplies

54

ID: 99495468

Nothing

55

ID: 99495527

To clean it up and make it look neater and also not have it as a road

56

ID: 99497214

Save it for myself

57

ID: 99503862

Keep it for myself

58

ID: 99508231

Supporting smaller businesses/restaurants

59

ID: 99523637

A play area

60

ID: 99528480

Don’t know

61

ID: 99528623

Nothing

62

ID: 99529023

Nothing, everything is bad there

63

ID: 99528979

Cafe

64

ID: 99528784

More varied shops

65

ID: 99529311

Myself

66

ID: 99529052

Never been

67

ID: 99531094

Jd

68

ID: 99535323

Rebuild the swimming pool

69

ID: 99539083

a btec library with no chavs and no books

70

ID: 99547640

.

71

ID: 99566942

Shopping of things

72

ID: 99577597

Charity

73

ID: 99578812

Les litter
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9. If you could spend a large amount of money in Haslingden Town Centre, what would
you spend it on?
Response Response
Percent
Total
74

ID: 99630609

.

75

ID: 99630571

Takeaway

76

ID: 99631179

I’ll keep the money to myself

77

ID: 99731722

A team 10 house for my friends and me

78

ID: 99746244

79

ID: 99746207

A Fortnite gaming area would be so lit and epic.

80

ID: 99787740

Nothing

81

ID: 99787745

A place to vote

82

ID: 99787890

Getting my hair done at the hairdressers and buying food

83

ID: 99815558

Weed

84 ID: 100096251 A bike track
85 ID: 101276283 its borin

Why have you chosen this? (353)
1

ID: 98806250

.

2

ID: 98806563

its nice to see

3

ID: 98806272

Haslingden town centre isn’t attractive and holds a bad reputation for drugs and fights

4

ID: 98806889

It would encourage more people as first impressions count and the fronts of shops is
what people base an initial opinion on.

5

ID: 98806856

They need improvement

6

ID: 98806517

Because most of the shops seem very bland and not appealing for me to go to. I believe
if this were to change people would feel like revisiting the town centre to see what’s new
about it and give it a chance.

7

ID: 98807519

I want to enjoy being in my town
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9. If you could spend a large amount of money in Haslingden Town Centre, what would
you spend it on?
Response Response
Percent
Total
8

ID: 98806467

These are areas which are extremely lacking or put offs

9

ID: 98807478

Improving everything will fully improve the town, not just partially improving it in one
area.

10

ID: 98808230

If there is something good like food

11

ID: 98807669

opens up space to the younger audience and keeps the town busy

12

ID: 98808529

Because I think it would make things better

13

ID: 98808631

Cleanliness

14

ID: 98806883

These are places that need to be improved

15

ID: 98809335

It’s most popular

16

ID: 98809462

So. There can be more shops

17

ID: 98809499

Because the community need more of this

18

ID: 98809832

So I can sit, eat and talk to my friends

19

ID: 98810119

Make it look better

20

ID: 98810074

So you got more things to buy

21

ID: 98810335

There are interesting shops

22

ID: 98810502

Because we need better quality shops

23

ID: 98810209

Because I like doing this.

24

ID: 98810593

This will make it more pleasant.

25

ID: 98811551

something to do

26

ID: 98810317

Get more people to come look better

27

ID: 98810336

I chose this because there is many things you can buy from a market.

28

ID: 98812994

funny
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9. If you could spend a large amount of money in Haslingden Town Centre, what would
you spend it on?
Response Response
Percent
Total
29

ID: 98813399

Old derelict houses look scruffy

30

ID: 98812128

It would make the town centre more appealing to visit, therefore more people would
want to go and the town centre would have more purpose.

31

ID: 98814671

Because I did

32

ID: 98814858

Yes no maybe

33

ID: 98815800

I like shopping and things that look nice

34

ID: 98817140

Because it’s better for other people too

35

ID: 98817551

The market is a bit dull

36

ID: 98818809

Because there’s nothing good

37

ID: 98819232

I think Haslingden could be a stronger community

38

ID: 98819618

To make the place more attractive

39

ID: 98816344

Because the community is good

40

ID: 98815523

Why not

41

ID: 98819623

I just love the game and I like playing others on my Xbox (particularly forza and call of
duty).

42

ID: 98821720

I think the town centre could do with more greenery and possibly some community
artwork.

43

ID: 98824552

we need a market

44

ID: 98825652

lack nice places in haslingden

45

ID: 98826251

lacks nice shops

46

ID: 98826893

As we aredy have the market we just need people to run it

47

ID: 98826906

Because iam more likely to go shopping there

48

ID: 98828651

because having old buildings makes it look very dated and dirty
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9. If you could spend a large amount of money in Haslingden Town Centre, what would
you spend it on?
Response Response
Percent
Total
49

ID: 98828567

So I looks more interesting like a motorbike shop

50

ID: 98829990

because i love it

51

ID: 98830407

I like to eat food

52

ID: 98830639

I like shopping

53

ID: 98831561

The market at Christmas should be improved and attractive shops I will definitely spend
money.

54

ID: 98831969

To make it more inviting

55

ID: 98832230

its inviting and welcoming so makes you want to go in and explore.

56

ID: 98821337

Because, as said in the improve box, We could try to make it bigger and add more
useful shops.

57

ID: 98832417

Because I am a environmentally friendly

58

ID: 98836675

As it will make the town centre look nice

59

ID: 98837122

It would make me and others want to go there

60

ID: 98837181

There Is Nothing For Teenagers To Do And The Derelict Buildings Make The Town
Unappealing To The Eye

61

ID: 98838791

So everyone can enjoy it

62

ID: 98840097

Making the town center more aesthetically pleasing

63

ID: 98843441

Because this caters to teenagers and young adults as there are many of that age in
Haslingden and many of them don’t have anything to do in Haslingden therefore have to
travel to other cities

64

ID: 98843946

Because the town is dirty

65

ID: 98844709

Shops have interesting things in them

66

ID: 98846366

Because it brings the community together

67

ID: 98845661

I feel as though they would draw more interest to the town visually and activity-wise
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9. If you could spend a large amount of money in Haslingden Town Centre, what would
you spend it on?
Response Response
Percent
Total
68

ID: 98845198

For more options.

69

ID: 98848876

Because I think would be good to have more fashion shops

70

ID: 98849603

Revitalise the town bringing more jobs

71

ID: 98851261

Don’t go to town centre

72

ID: 98856288

Gives people a reason to go there

73

ID: 98856205

Because there are no seats unless you go into a cafe and if you have been walking
around all the time you may want a rest

74

ID: 98857395

Because I like shopping

75

ID: 98857408

Because it’s what I would do

76

ID: 98859516

These are appropriate for all ages and is the kind of things everyone could get involved
in.

77

ID: 98860875

Cause I love anime, it will help spread a new culture to the area and allow people to
have something to talk about and give them a new reason to visit haslingden

78

ID: 98861524

Because I like shopping

79

ID: 98861774

It could be m9re l8vel6 with some more flowers and art work.

80

ID: 98863435

Makes the town more attractive and entertaining.

81

ID: 98862977

Because the idea of a 'town centre shopping app' sounds like an out of touch council
member needed to appeal to the youth and be cool.

82

ID: 98863943

Since the lists given isn’t really realistic if you were to give this to a teen.

83

ID: 98866823

To make it look tidier and nicer- it might attract more people.

84

ID: 98866548

Because these are some of the reasons why I would visit the town centre more

85

ID: 98866833

Because we need people to maby start going or enjoy going there.
We could re-use buildings that we don’t need.
A center shopping app will be to much
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9. If you could spend a large amount of money in Haslingden Town Centre, what would
you spend it on?
Response Response
Percent
Total
86

ID: 98869220

I have chosen this because it would bring people together and cause people to visit the
town more frequently.

87

ID: 98869369

So I wouldn’t spend longer in the area

88

ID: 98870318

There seems to be a large number of takeaways and pound shops and not enough high
street shops

89

ID: 98873255

It just needs a larger variety of shops to brighten up the place

90

ID: 98882438

Because the aren't appealing and most of the shops are closed down so destroy the
buildings and build new ones

91

ID: 98883848

Because it is great for familys

92

ID: 98887769

Good way to connect the community

93

ID: 98888068

Offer a variety of products.

94

ID: 98888233

Make it more pleasant

95

ID: 98888205

They are the most interesting things

96

ID: 98885954

Because all shops are just newsagents or a takeaway.

97

ID: 98888218

Because not every shop in the town centre is attractive

98

ID: 98888249

Clothes

99

ID: 98888479

Because it will make me go there more regularly

100

ID: 98888259

because the shops just look scruffy and not welcoming.

101

ID: 98888389

Because I like food

102

ID: 98888339

It makes the community more appealing in general and a more pleasant place to spend
a day out, which is really what Haslingden is missing

103

ID: 98888392

Because for clothes you would have to go Manchester or something which is too far

104

ID: 98888242

Because I love anime and Japan and I want to be able to shop related to my interests in
my local area. It will also help to spread a new culture to the area and give people a new
reason to visit Haslingden
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9. If you could spend a large amount of money in Haslingden Town Centre, what would
you spend it on?
Response Response
Percent
Total
105

ID: 98888264

Because I love art

106

ID: 98888841

To make it more lively

107

ID: 98888276

Because I like to do things

108

ID: 98888616

These thing should would make me more likely to go to the town centre

109

ID: 98888739

I love plants

110

ID: 98888754

Improve the community

111

ID: 98888605

It would make haslingden town centre better

112

ID: 98888889

Attracts me more

113

ID: 98888445

I used to swim there until it closed. It would be great if it was either rebuilt or refurbished

114

ID: 98888768

Because it may attract people from a younger age

115

ID: 98888341

Because there are no attractive shops

116

ID: 98888203

because there aren't many attractive shops

117

ID: 98889081

They are an eye sore, or do up buildings with things like smashed windows to make
them look more appealing

118

ID: 98888414

Because the road in town centre is packed with cars and during rush hour becomes a
tight squeeze for others to get through, so that's why I'd like to improve the parking also
improve the footpath as its uneven and becoming and worn out.

119

ID: 98888266

Because it’s interesting

120

ID: 98888623

Because it was the only interesting thing in Haslingden!

121

ID: 98888812

get high

122

ID: 98888944

Cos it’s peng

123

ID: 98889105

because haslingden is ugly
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9. If you could spend a large amount of money in Haslingden Town Centre, what would
you spend it on?
Response Response
Percent
Total
124

ID: 98888241

Because the building that don’t need to be there should be demolished and we could
make it it to another shop.

125

ID: 98889108

To make shopping quicker and easier

126

ID: 98889113

Cause why not

127

ID: 98888391

Because that is what I would like to do if I went into a town

128

ID: 98888860

There no plant and some buildings that don’t do anything

129

ID: 98889192

Yeet

130

ID: 98888795

To make it more off a nicer place to be

131

ID: 98888998

the area lacks detail and art work

132

ID: 98888997

Things that look nicer are generally more appealing

133

ID: 98890176

Because I like to shop

134

ID: 98890352

Because I love clothes

135

ID: 98908042

everything is just so shit honestly i cant wait till am 18 and imove out

136

ID: 98910212

Because it could show what the community do

137

ID: 98910630

It makes Haslingden a better place and makes it brighter

138

ID: 98910330

Because I find it interesting to look at the new clothes that are in the shops

139

ID: 98910242

I have chosen this because I feel like there needs to be more attractive shops instead of
newsagents.

140

ID: 98910243

To get more people together

141

ID: 98910727

Because That is all I normally spend on

142

ID: 98910709

Because they are family friendly.

143

ID: 98910220

Because I love places like this such as: deardengate
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9. If you could spend a large amount of money in Haslingden Town Centre, what would
you spend it on?
Response Response
Percent
Total
144

ID: 98911680

It would bring people together.

145

ID: 98910850

It is what I like to do

146

ID: 98911202

So people can come over and get something to eat

147

ID: 98910640

Because all the shops look like their about to collapse .

148

ID: 98910863

Lots of people like events

149

ID: 98911537

to eat

150

ID: 98911445

So little children will get involved moreand so it can be cleaner

151

ID: 98912183

It’s really dirty and gets people really drunk

152

ID: 98924013

because i like shopping

153

ID: 98926568

Looks nice

154

ID: 98928692

because the scran is banging out its back

155

ID: 98928109

not takeaways

156

ID: 98889180

I don’t think there is many good shops

157

ID: 98939955

-

158

ID: 98944636

It would attract more people to visit haslingden town centre.

159

ID: 98948440

Because this stuff they do not have

160

ID: 98950625

Because we need to attract people with things they would visit before we make it look
nice otherwise people won’t go there until everything has been done it (so put more
plants afterwards)

161

ID: 98957677

It would be really cool to see all the different types of shops in the Town Centre presnted
within an app

162

ID: 98960900

There aren’t many shops in Haslingden town center and the ones that are there don’t
look very nice
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9. If you could spend a large amount of money in Haslingden Town Centre, what would
you spend it on?
Response Response
Percent
Total
163

ID: 98961968

To make it look more attractive

164

ID: 98967601

I’m a charitable person

165

ID: 98967487

To improve the town and make it better

166

ID: 98972916

I feel these options would make Haslingden look nicer and also community events
would help bring people together as a community.

167

ID: 98973930

As I think this is a big problem in greater Manchester and the surrounding areas like
Haslingden

168

ID: 98975742

to make it look more attractive

169

ID: 98977455

Derelict buildings make towns seem unwelcoming and dangerous

170

ID: 98979798

Suits the majority

171

ID: 98981229

To sit in peace

172

ID: 98993095

To make Haslingden more attractive

173

ID: 98996500

Because it would be more fun

174

ID: 98996396

So people have other places to shop

175

ID: 99036577

Varied selection

176

ID: 99057894

It would be more ideal to shop locally

177

ID: 99093179

As I feel we need to make Haslingden more welcoming and I feel as though these things
would lighten up the community and would get people involved.

178

ID: 99106827

I want good clothes

179

ID: 99106817

I love to go clothes shopping

180

ID: 99107084

So you don't have to go into bury

181

ID: 99106805

Because it allows the community to get involved

182

ID: 99107129

To make the community better
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9. If you could spend a large amount of money in Haslingden Town Centre, what would
you spend it on?
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Total
183

ID: 99106819

It would make the place more fun and more people could hang out there

184

ID: 99106886

So it will look nicer

185

ID: 99106811

New buliding look better

186

ID: 99106982

There might be some nice things

187

ID: 99106807

There aren’t really any places to relax and appreciate the area around. There are rarely
any events in Haslingden

188

ID: 99106890

Because the derelict buildings make it look worse than it should

189

ID: 99107229

More shops that are not the same as each other, a app so then I don’t have to move for
things and it would make it so much easier, and there are so many shops that are not
even used so they could get rid of them

190

ID: 99127012

would be more interesting things to buy and do in the area.

191

ID: 99144153

because all the shops are takeaways

192

ID: 99162438

Modernise the location itself. A standalone app may be a little isolate, may not get much
use. As a computer science enthusiast I would not advise the app, suggesting
incorporation into existing apps instead. The derelict buildings ruin the atmosphere, and
improving the appeal of the shops themselves could go a long way to improving the
atmosphere of the area.

193

ID: 99212684

So it’s not boring.

194

ID: 99213266

Because I like shopping and want it to be a better town centre

195

ID: 99260168

It's something for people to do, plus the artwork would make the community better and
would look nice.

196

ID: 99301139

Because there need to be more things to do because we hardly have anything to do nor
sit

197

ID: 99315098

I like that idea

198

ID: 99465759

I feel we need more shops and more space within the centre

199

ID: 99480409

Because I love art and I think it can really brighten up some places
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9. If you could spend a large amount of money in Haslingden Town Centre, what would
you spend it on?
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200

ID: 99489848

I like the market

201

ID: 99489825

To buy some fun stuff

202

ID: 99489827

Because when I think of the town centre these are the things that I imagined would
make it better

203

ID: 99489900

I like markets

204

ID: 99489914

It gives Haslingden an identity

205

ID: 99489917

Because they would help the environment and give us something to do.

206

ID: 99490139

Makes the place fun again

207

ID: 99490100

I chose this because that’s what will probably make it look better

208

ID: 99489833

Because thei isn’t much in haslingden

209

ID: 99489901

With more plants, the amount of pollution would decrease, and with community artwork,
the area is made more interesting and the community will feel involved (increasing
morale).

210

ID: 99489925

The market is really bad and it’s not very big and there isn’t really a wide variety of
shops it’s just really takeaways.

211

ID: 99489942

Because I like to go shopping at places with brands

212

ID: 99489943

Son it will be more interesting.

213

ID: 99490455

Haslingden needs a boost, needs a new look. More modern, stylish to attract extra
visitors.

214

ID: 99490498

I like to go shopping, not just for myself, I like to shop for other people and I think they
could have more varied shops.

215

ID: 99489815

Because it would make it more like one of those cute little towns in the lakes or
Yorkshire

216

ID: 99490609

Because I like art

217

ID: 99491413

If there was more interesting options I would probably visit more
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9. If you could spend a large amount of money in Haslingden Town Centre, what would
you spend it on?
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218

ID: 99490871

I think people would like this and Mir poodle would visit

219

ID: 99491419

I think that they will make the town more busy- because they will make it look more nice
and approachable to people that pass by.

220

ID: 99491808

Because it will attract the most people

221

ID: 99492217

I love to buy local pieces

222

ID: 99492581

I like shopping

223

ID: 99492827

because its worth my money

224

ID: 99490850

We could help new low higher-end business to move in and we could have the Housing
capacity to support this.

225

ID: 99494224

To make it look prettier

226

ID: 99494883

As I like art.

227

ID: 99495009

Makes it a nicer area

228

ID: 99495468

Because I have never been and all my other awnsers were because I had to put
something down

229

ID: 99495086

Be nice to have some hanging baskets and art work and It will be nice if we have so
benches or some picnic benches are both

230

ID: 99497214

Dunno

231

ID: 99497023

I think that Haslingden is all about community and it would be great seeing a smile on
people’s faces

232

ID: 99497627

Because in haslingden the events happen quite frequently and I would really want to be
known in the events by setting up a stall and doing some games and shows. I’m would
invest the money in the events

233

ID: 99498231

They all look ugly

234

ID: 99498956

I chose it because it is my type of thing.

235

ID: 99499504

Because I feel I would visit there more if more things were going on there
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9. If you could spend a large amount of money in Haslingden Town Centre, what would
you spend it on?
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236

ID: 99500289

not many shops around to look in

237

ID: 99501609

So people can get to know each other.

238

ID: 99503496

Because it would make the area seem much nicer

239

ID: 99503789

Because it will attracted more people

240

ID: 99503862

Coz I’m broke as

241

ID: 99505117

because it will make it more busy and lively and will attract more people

242

ID: 99505235

So the shoppers could have a better variety of shops

243

ID: 99506896

If the shops were eye catching then more people may visit the area.

244

ID: 99508265

There is not much to do

245

ID: 99508580

I like looking around clothes shops

246

ID: 99509352

Because it is in trend and people will want to shop there and you will earn more money
for the council and popularity

247

ID: 99510566

Because by it looking more appealing then people will go

248

ID: 99512230

Derelict buildings could be knocked down to create room for nicer more modern shops
or homes

249

ID: 99523637

So little children can play with the other little children

250

ID: 99528546

I like shopping

251

ID: 99528449

I think this could make it look nice

252

ID: 99528886

It is a necessity

253

ID: 99528878

Don’t know

254

ID: 99528783

Because attractive shops attract people.

255

ID: 99528906

Because I like collecting thing.
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9. If you could spend a large amount of money in Haslingden Town Centre, what would
you spend it on?
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256

ID: 99528786

Because it would make the town look nice and you could sit down.

257

ID: 99528788

So more people would get involved

258

ID: 99528818

I like shopping and love to get involved in community activities.

259

ID: 99528792

To make it look nicer

260

ID: 99528833

Because I like to buy things?

261

ID: 99528942

To make the town more exciting and give me more reason to go there

262

ID: 99528920

So there’s more places to shop

263

ID: 99529080

I like the market

264

ID: 99529036

?

265

ID: 99529058

These will make the place more attractive to the eyes and give room for homeless

266

ID: 99529022

Ti makes a more friendly atmosphere so more people can go

267

ID: 99528861

Nothing to buy here every one goes Blackburn
For getting clothes

268

ID: 99528784

Because there isn’t much to do there

269

ID: 99528759

not sure

270

ID: 99529344

Make it look better

271

ID: 99528766

Because you could get some useful things for presents

272

ID: 99528952

Because I find spending money on other people is the right thing to do and somewhere
were you can have a girly day or a little shopping.

273

ID: 99529038

Because it would attract more familys

274

ID: 99529311

It's better for me

275

ID: 99528805

Because i they can attract people and get them to socialise
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9. If you could spend a large amount of money in Haslingden Town Centre, what would
you spend it on?
Response Response
Percent
Total
276

ID: 99528802

Because it would make the town more nice to be in.

277

ID: 99528935

It will make people want to come

278

ID: 99529202

.

279

ID: 99529156

The town could be improved allot

280

ID: 99529186

Getting rid of the chavs that are bad for our environment (get more police maaan)

281

ID: 99529052

Because I haven’t visited

282

ID: 99528785

As it is something to do whilst in haslingden

283

ID: 99529068

These would make haslingden more homely

284

ID: 99530687

Because there are very few shops that people can shop at.

285

ID: 99531094

It will bring tourism

286

ID: 99536370

Because i dont have many games

287

ID: 99536557

Because if we have more modern shops, this means we won't have to travel certain
lengths to go to a specific shop. There is no appealing shops to shop in and nothing to
do.

288

ID: 99539083

because im a chiller

289

ID: 99541254

To make it look more appealing

290

ID: 99541224

To make the place look more appealing

291

ID: 99541252

To make the place look better to where I would like to go.

292

ID: 99542816

So it is more nature friendly

293

ID: 99545372

Would be happy to spend a lot of money on quality items and products

294

ID: 99529674

It would be a good activity and would be a nice place to meet friends at the weekend.

295

ID: 99547640

.
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9. If you could spend a large amount of money in Haslingden Town Centre, what would
you spend it on?
Response Response
Percent
Total
296

ID: 99553928

Because maybe they’re good and cheap

297

ID: 99576520

Because it helps the locals

298

ID: 99577597

Because it helps people

299

ID: 99578812

I chose this because I think it is very important to do so.

300

ID: 99579020

To brighten it up

301

ID: 99582048

Because there are no good shops

302

ID: 99590454

To have more variety and lMake the town look nice

303

ID: 99598605

It looks very rough with horrible buildings

304

ID: 99600968

Because I like fun things so instead of just walking around I would like to see more
activities there.

305

ID: 99607941

So I could just sit and read a good book

306

ID: 99613723

We need to make the community look nice

307

ID: 99628868

Because the enclosed streets look ugly

308

ID: 99630609

.

309

ID: 99630310

It would be nice to visit with friends

310

ID: 99631090

To make more people come

311

ID: 99630571

I would give them to my grandma

312

ID: 99659315

I have chose this because not all of the shops look appealing

313

ID: 99663632

Bc I like shopping

314

ID: 99663655

Beacause i like shopping and getting a cake and sitting down with my mates.

315

ID: 99568834

Because it'll bring a sense of community to Haslingden

316

ID: 99717583

Because there is lots of things at the market
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9. If you could spend a large amount of money in Haslingden Town Centre, what would
you spend it on?
Response Response
Percent
Total
317

ID: 99731722

I don’t care about hassi and wouldn’t spend my money there if I had a lot, which I don’t

318

ID: 99746244

More things to do there

319

ID: 99746207

Because it would be lit and epic

320

ID: 99746671

Because more people would come here

321

ID: 99746745

Cause it can make haslingden popular

322

ID: 99767541

It would be better

323

ID: 99787677

I would buy something I’d enjoy of food

324

ID: 99787601

Having a shopping app will give us updates on what’s happening

325

ID: 99787716

Because it looks nice so it can have nice stuff in it

326

ID: 99787712

Makes it more interesting

327

ID: 99787740

Î dont live in haslingden

328

ID: 99787718

These are problems which if fixed would improve the town centre

329

ID: 99787745

This could be a go to place to vote

330

ID: 99788116

Because there is nothing really to do

331

ID: 99787714

Because it is Inportent

332

ID: 99788233

Beacause they’re interesting

333

ID: 99787845
Because I like shopping

334

ID: 99788078

So you can rest

335

ID: 99787973

Because there could be anything I want and everything else I don’t like

336

ID: 99787633

I would like to improve the market and make more attractive shops because they could
look a little nicer to make more people visit
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9. If you could spend a large amount of money in Haslingden Town Centre, what would
you spend it on?
Response Response
Percent
Total
337

ID: 99787890

Because this is what I usually do

338

ID: 99788284

Because it will help people to go out more often.

339

ID: 99788376

Because most the shops are unattractive so people won’t want to go in them

340

ID: 99788204

It is really crowded sometimes and more attractive shops would welcome more people
and when you would want something new you dont have to travel somewhere far

341

ID: 99787978

Because I like art.

342

ID: 99815558

Coz weed is nice

343

ID: 99746744

Because I wouldn’t by anything else

344

ID: 99861972

It could make it more aesthetic, for example like having an area with flowers to sit at.

345

ID: 99914279

because it will get more people out in Haslingden centre

346 ID: 100096251 Because there is not enough of them around here and it is a good place for kids to go
and make new friends whilst keeping fit
347 ID: 100146826 Cause more people will visit
348 ID: 100246098 Hyby
349 ID: 100322555 Because there is a lack of shops
350 ID: 100323637 Because there’s a lack of variety of shops
351 ID: 100345755 It will make the town look nicer and more welcoming to others .
352 ID: 100525791 Cause some shops we don’t actually have like
Gucci louis viton and games or anything
That every likes
353 ID: 101276283 coz
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10. Have you ever been to any events held in Haslingden Town centre before like the
Xmas lights switch on, street fair, Victorian market etc?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Yes

45.91%

247

2

No

55.39%

298

answered

538

skipped

0

Analysis Mean:

1.57 Std. Deviation: 0.5

Variance: 0.25 Std. Error:

Satisfaction Rate:

55.39

0.02

11. What events do you think would make you visit the town centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Open-Ended Question

100.00%

1

ID: 98806250

None.

2

ID: 98806563

christmas markets

3

ID: 98806272

Car boot sales, improved markets

4

ID: 98806889

None.

5

ID: 98806496

Seasonal fairs, such as one for Christmas, Halloween, New Year, Easter etc

6

ID: 98806928

Don’t know

7

ID: 98806856

Christmas events

8

ID: 98807040

Nothing

9

ID: 98806517

Maybe a market event

10

ID: 98806844

More shops

11

ID: 98806845

.

12

ID: 98807519

Christmas light switch on
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538

11. What events do you think would make you visit the town centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
13

ID: 98806467

Fairs, charity events

14

ID: 98807478

I'm not sure, anything that would gather my attention.

15

ID: 98807788

Better street fairs like thet used to do years ago, rather than just have stalls.

16

ID: 98808230

None

17

ID: 98808062

Christmas stuff

18

ID: 98807987

None

19

ID: 98807874

More open bars and resteraunts

20

ID: 98807669

i enjoy the street fair due to the variety of food so maybe a fair where multiple food stalls
and come together? indian, chinese, thai, ? or an activity based one for the kids, or a
mix of the both! not everyone wants to buy bits and toys from small stalls, and there’s so
much advertisment to join the army and navy and stuff lol

21

ID: 98808529

I don’t know

22

ID: 98808631

Xmas markets Easter egg making who can tell the scariest story who can where the
most green things on st Patrick day

23

ID: 98808551

Christmas party

24

ID: 98806883

Sporting

25

ID: 98809335

Nothing

26

ID: 98809347

Open days or fairs

27

ID: 98809462

Bonfire night

28

ID: 98809775

No idea

29

ID: 98809800

Christmas markets

30

ID: 98809499

Charity events festival events religion events etc

31

ID: 98809832

Firework festival

32

ID: 98810119

Parties for under 18s
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11. What events do you think would make you visit the town centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
33

ID: 98810074

Swimming asault course in the pool

34

ID: 98810335

The Xmas lights

35

ID: 98810555

None

36

ID: 98810801

camera exibition

37

ID: 98810502

Christmas events,children in need stalls

38

ID: 98810209

Religious events

39

ID: 98810913

Well marketed events, I have never heard of the events above

40

ID: 98810593

Christmas markets

41

ID: 98811217

no

42

ID: 98811319

not many as i don't enjoy going to the town centre

43

ID: 98811551

bonfire

44

ID: 98810317

Chocolate festival

45

ID: 98810336

Festivals

46

ID: 98813005

Less scruffs

47

ID: 98812994

seshes

48

ID: 98813540

football

49

ID: 98813399

Sneakercon, twitchcon, Glastonbury

50

ID: 98813968

Non

51

ID: 98814128

GET THE LIGHTS BETTER

52

ID: 98812128

If markets were more lively and there were more activities to participate in, I would come
to any events.

53

ID: 98814671

10 km run
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11. What events do you think would make you visit the town centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
54

ID: 98814858

Yes no maybe

55

ID: 98815800

No idea

56

ID: 98817140

More shops and better things

57

ID: 98817551

The street fair

58

ID: 98817660

Free Chinese take aways aswell as free Indian food

59

ID: 98818198

Christmas lights switch on and the memorial

60

ID: 98818809

You tuber meet ups

61

ID: 98819232

A carnival

62

ID: 98819275

Family fun days

63

ID: 98819618

Fire works themed events for the time of year

64

ID: 98816344

Anything that’s interesting

65

ID: 98815523

Everything

66

ID: 98819623

Fun fairs amd stuff relating to that.

67

ID: 98821752

Xmas light switch on

68

ID: 98821720

Swimming competition.
Community arts event.

69

ID: 98824552

events

70

ID: 98824947

fairs

71

ID: 98825652

non

72

ID: 98826251

non

73

ID: 98826893

More events like the markets

74

ID: 98826906

A big Christmas tree Been out up or turning the lights on it
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11. What events do you think would make you visit the town centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
75

ID: 98828651

charity events or street fairs

76

ID: 98828567

Rides

77

ID: 98829571

-

78

ID: 98829990

fun fairs, music

79

ID: 98830965

More interactive events.

80

ID: 98830407

Clubs

81

ID: 98830639

Clubs

82

ID: 98831561

Any big event to be honest.

83

ID: 98831969

Christmas plays

84

ID: 98832145

More entertainment

85

ID: 98832230

the light switch on
big events that benefit people in need

86

ID: 98831862

Festival

87

ID: 98835112

Something creative and fun.

88

ID: 98821337

More funfairs and events related to holidays (we could have an Easter hunt during
Easter)

89

ID: 98832417

Book events and interesting things

90

ID: 98836675

Food events

91

ID: 98837122

Lights switch on
Street markets
Festivals

92

ID: 98837181

Street Fair

93

ID: 98838791

Kids

94

ID: 98840097

Charity events
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11. What events do you think would make you visit the town centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
95

ID: 98843441

Something appealing to the teenage generation

96

ID: 98843946

Markets

97

ID: 98844709

Celebrity visits or light switch ons

98

ID: 98846210

-

99

ID: 98846366

Concerts

100

ID: 98845661

Perhaps a Christmas market, or a music event

101

ID: 98845198

A chocolate festival/ sales around all of the shops.

102

ID: 98848876

Ice cream day

103

ID: 98849603

Scarecrow trail
Christmas/ Easter events

104

ID: 98851261

Music

105

ID: 98851561

None

106

ID: 98856288

Festivals

107

ID: 98856205

Celebrating events with decorations for Halloween, Christmas and Valentine’s Day

108

ID: 98856134

Don’t know

109

ID: 98853963

Street fair

110

ID: 98857395

More branded shops

111

ID: 98857408

Competitions

112

ID: 98858735

festivals

113

ID: 98859516

Music events, markets

114

ID: 98860078

Maybe something related to different cultures or religions. Like an Asian Market or an
Eastern European Market.
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11. What events do you think would make you visit the town centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
115

ID: 98860875

Anime conventions

116

ID: 98861524

The war memorial

117

ID: 98861774

Christmas fairs, Easter egg hunts and more events like that.

118

ID: 98862461

Anime conventions

119

ID: 98863056

Like a Christmas event or Halloween event for everyone

120

ID: 98863435

Festivals, parades, street markets etc

121

ID: 98862977

a re-enactment of the time I blew up Megaton in Fallout 3, with a real working atomic
bomb prop.

122

ID: 98863943

Discount sale. If they built a new hotel. Nothing much really.

123

ID: 98866823

I wouldn’t really go to any events at the town centre

124

ID: 98866548

Maybe a woolly Xmas jumper event for Christmas

125

ID: 98866833

A computing, science or Wood work dt place

126

ID: 98869220

A car boot sale and/or a charity run to bring people together.

127

ID: 98869369

More community street events

128

ID: 98869566

I’m not sure

129

ID: 98870318

Carnival

130

ID: 98871372

Street parties and fairs

131

ID: 98873255

Holiday events, for like Christmas and Easter etc

132

ID: 98882438

A parade

133

ID: 98883848

Christmas lights

134

ID: 98887769

Better Christmas lights, markets and street fair

135

ID: 98887731

Not much
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11. What events do you think would make you visit the town centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
136

ID: 98888068

Christmas markets

137

ID: 98888233

Markets

138

ID: 98888379

Bonfire

139

ID: 98888205

A festival or something

140

ID: 98885954

Opening of a games shop.

141

ID: 98888326

Shopping

142

ID: 98888218

Youth club for younger children

143

ID: 98888249

None

144

ID: 98888511

Christmas events

145

ID: 98888479

Christmas events

146

ID: 98888259

More upmarket markets

147

ID: 98888298

Chocolate festival

148

ID: 98888236

I have never been there

149

ID: 98888389

Parades or something

150

ID: 98888385

The Xmas light switch on

151

ID: 98888501

Activities

152

ID: 98888423

Nothing in particular

153

ID: 98888339

Some kind of technology or food event

154

ID: 98888392

Regular street fairs

155

ID: 98888242

Anime conventions in the town would attract large numbers of people to visit the town

156

ID: 98888307

Not sure
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11. What events do you think would make you visit the town centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
157

ID: 98888415

Christmas markets

158

ID: 98888264

Christmas lights

159

ID: 98888417

Community bonfire night.

160

ID: 98888841

art events

161

ID: 98888276

Arts and crafts

162

ID: 98888395

Christmas markets

163

ID: 98888801

None

164

ID: 98888616

I’m not sure

165

ID: 98888739

Feel good festival or a nature event

166

ID: 98888548

not a right lot

167

ID: 98888754

Xmas lights

168

ID: 98888605

Don't know

169

ID: 98888849

idk bro

170

ID: 98888889

Appointments

171

ID: 98888817

Christmas lights and others

172

ID: 98888692

Community events

173

ID: 98888445

Something at the swimming pool if it was rebuilt

174

ID: 98888768

Festivels
Fairs

175

ID: 98888341

Fair, Christmas markets

176

ID: 98888199

Not sure.

177

ID: 98888203

Christmas markets, fair
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11. What events do you think would make you visit the town centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
178

ID: 98889081

Beer festival

179

ID: 98888414

Something new / something different

180

ID: 98888266

Activities and competitions

181

ID: 98888623

Swimming pool event.

182

ID: 98888985

Christmas lights

183

ID: 98888812

all night bender with the lads

184

ID: 98888944

Eating

185

ID: 98889105

not sure

186

ID: 98888241

Football events

187

ID: 98889140

Nothing - Maybe a big christmas event

188

ID: 98889108

Nothing

189

ID: 98888487

Nothing really

190

ID: 98889113

Twitch con

191

ID: 98889191

I don’t now

192

ID: 98888391

Fair and something fun

193

ID: 98888860

None

194

ID: 98889192

Cycling

195

ID: 98888795

Fun ones

196

ID: 98889001

A literal miracle.
The question below asks how I find out about events - I don't, but there's no option for
that, is there? Design a better damn survey in future.

197

ID: 98889412
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11. What events do you think would make you visit the town centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
198

ID: 98888998

~markets
~ street parties

199

ID: 98889234

Not sure

200

ID: 98889093

The lights at Christmas.

201

ID: 98888137

family friendly events, food events

202

ID: 98889356

unsure

203

ID: 98889101

Swimming pool party

204

ID: 98888997

None really

205

ID: 98890176

A firework display

206

ID: 98890673

ethnic groups festival days

207

ID: 98889014

Festive events

208

ID: 98890352

More children friendly activities

209

ID: 98895998

Christmas lights switch on

210

ID: 98898468

Not sure

211

ID: 98889626

The grinch

212

ID: 98889469

Christmas lights

213

ID: 98907180

Xxxx

214

ID: 98908087

In the day

215

ID: 98908042

cheep food like zorba

216

ID: 98910212

Food festival

217

ID: 98910630

Christmas lights

218

ID: 98910330

Maybe the Christmas lights switch on. I just don’t know when it is.
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11. What events do you think would make you visit the town centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
219

ID: 98910242

I don’t know

220

ID: 98910243

Arts and crafts

221

ID: 98910846

I don’t know

222

ID: 98910801

arts and crafts

223

ID: 98910727

More street fairs

224

ID: 98910709

festivals.

225

ID: 98911102

Nothing

226

ID: 98910220

A football event/ mini area with a pro freestyler

227

ID: 98911680

A car boot sale.

228

ID: 98911170

more market events

229

ID: 98910850

where you could give people free things

230

ID: 98911202

more cafes

231

ID: 98910640

A parade or a fair something like that, not really interested in some lights.

232

ID: 98910863

christmas or halloween

233

ID: 98911537

i dont know

234

ID: 98912073

football team

235

ID: 98911445

Maybe a making club

236

ID: 98912183

Fair

237

ID: 98923724

xmas events

238

ID: 98924013

horse events

239

ID: 98926568

If the queen went to Greggs
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11. What events do you think would make you visit the town centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
240

ID: 98928692

241

ID: 98928109

242

ID: 98889180

I don’t really go to any if the events

243

ID: 98930930

Raves

244

ID: 98930610

Running clubs more things to do with family

245

ID: 98939955

-

246

ID: 98942510

More events

247

ID: 98944636

Parades and fairs

248

ID: 98948440

Nothing really

249

ID: 98948051

Exciting and fun events with activities to do

250

ID: 98950625

Funfair, sales (like car boot sales but more upmarket)

251

ID: 98954375

- cultural events such as Eid festivals or Christmas markets offering a variety of different
foods and activities
- more shops

252

ID: 98957677

firework displays

253

ID: 98960949

Like a Christmas party or eid party

254

ID: 98960900

Fireworks or community fundraisers

255

ID: 98961968

?

256

ID: 98967601

Big events that are sponsored and planned and advertised around the area

257

ID: 98967487

I’m not sure

258

ID: 98972916

Street fair

259

ID: 98973930

Maybe a new market
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11. What events do you think would make you visit the town centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
260

ID: 98975742

small parades or a charity fair to help raise money for the local community

261

ID: 98976069

Xmas lights

262

ID: 98977455

Christmas markets? I don't see enough advertisements to know about events

263

ID: 98979798

More for young people to go and meet up. Stop the no go area at night. It's not safe.

264

ID: 98981229

Fair

265

ID: 98993095

Christmas lights

266

ID: 98996518

Fireworks or fundraisers

267

ID: 98996500

I don’t know

268

ID: 98996396

Shows

269

ID: 99036577

Christmas tree

270

ID: 99057894

not sure

271

ID: 99059722

parties

272

ID: 99065423

Family fairs

273

ID: 99093179

I’m not sure

274

ID: 99106808

Don't no

275

ID: 99106847

I don’t know

276

ID: 99106827

Nothing

277

ID: 99106817

Xmas light switch on

278

ID: 99107084

I don't know

279

ID: 99106805

Don’t know

280

ID: 99106832

I don’t know
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11. What events do you think would make you visit the town centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
281

ID: 99107129

Christmas markets

282

ID: 99106819

Market being on more often

283

ID: 99106886

More Christmas stalls and stuff like that

284

ID: 99106811

Don’t know

285

ID: 99106788

I don’t know

286

ID: 99106982

Light switch on

287

ID: 99106807

Seasonal events where shops sell new things like the World Cup, Halloween,
Christmas, new year etc. Because most of these things it is just easier to go to Tesco
for.

288

ID: 99106890

Light switch on

289

ID: 99107229

Street fairs every month

290

ID: 99127012

a Christmas market or activities such as inflatable slides for kids and like a comedy
show for the the adults.

291

ID: 99144153

new shops

292

ID: 99144354

293

ID: 99162438

A parade, perhaps?

294

ID: 99212684

Not much more I go anyway.

295

ID: 99213266

Same things , hassy street fair , xmas lights switch on

296

ID: 99260168

-Christmas light switch on
-music events
-theatre events

297

ID: 99274491

christmas markets

298

ID: 99301139

Chritmas market

299

ID: 99302548

Fair
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11. What events do you think would make you visit the town centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
300

ID: 99315098

Fairs

301

ID: 99344477

Seshes

302

ID: 99465759

More diverse events, eg eid events

303

ID: 99480409

Maybe something to do with art, music or history that isn’t just for younger kids and has
more variation on activities

304

ID: 99489848

A comic store representing Stan lee opening

305

ID: 99489843

Markets

306

ID: 99489836

More activities that take place throughput the year

307

ID: 99489825

Don’t know

308

ID: 99489827

Halloween, fairs, bonfire, Christmas markets

309

ID: 99489900

?

310

ID: 99489914

The street fairs

311

ID: 99489917

Street fair and market stalls.

312

ID: 99490139

Music

313

ID: 99490112

Events
Festivals

314

ID: 99490100

To make more activities

315

ID: 99489833

Sport events

316

ID: 99489901

Star Wars parade.

317

ID: 99489925

I don’t know because I wouldn’t really attend the events even if there were any.

318

ID: 99490011

Fun fairs , activities,

319

ID: 99489942

I don’t really know
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11. What events do you think would make you visit the town centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
320

ID: 99490557

Christmas lights on

321

ID: 99489943

Christmas market.

322

ID: 99490455

Food events

323

ID: 99490498

They could have a parade or a special event each month.

324

ID: 99490753

food events

325

ID: 99489815

Special events on in haslingden markets
More fairs eg summer fairs, Christmas fairs , autumn fairs

326

ID: 99490609

Loads of activities or fairs

327

ID: 99491088

More fairs around and markets

328

ID: 99491413

Themed markets. Aka Christmas or Easter

329

ID: 99490871

Charity events (fairs etc.)

330

ID: 99491419

I don’t really like to go to many events

331

ID: 99491538

Don’t know

332

ID: 99491808

?

333

ID: 99492217

Christmas events

334

ID: 99492581

Music concerts

335

ID: 99492827

chirtmas markets, market every week etc

336

ID: 99490850

Main Christmas tree and green space

337

ID: 99493342

338

ID: 99494224

Family events

339

ID: 99494940

Christmas fair

340

ID: 99494883

Maybe Halloween.
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11. What events do you think would make you visit the town centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
341

ID: 99495009

Carnivals

342

ID: 99495468

Nothing

343

ID: 99494598

Easter, new year, Christmas, world war rememberance etc

344

ID: 99495527

None

345

ID: 99495086

How to build best Lego tower
Ability grouping library
Art club on a Friday night

346

ID: 99497214

Riots

347

ID: 99497023

Well I think that you can make more events by adding everyone in it someone might like
cars and someone might like craft they are both different in there own ways

348

ID: 99497627

Street fair

349

ID: 99498231

The opening of Victoria secret

350

ID: 99498956

I’m not sure but something interesting would make me come.

351

ID: 99499504

Music events

352

ID: 99500289

markets and more things to do

353

ID: 99501027

Christmas is a big one for me

354

ID: 99501558

Twitch-con

355

ID: 99501609

Eco-friendly events.

356

ID: 99503020

?

357

ID: 99503496

Better and bigger xmas light switch on

358

ID: 99503789

Street festivals

359

ID: 99503862

Eid namaz outside
More tableeks
Tableek community centre
Invite appa from Blackburn
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11. What events do you think would make you visit the town centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
360

ID: 99504559

Shopping

361

ID: 99505117

none because i don’t live close.

362

ID: 99505235

Sales

363

ID: 99506896

Fun runs
Scarecrow festival/ trail

364

ID: 99506843

Somewhere to relax

365

ID: 99508265

Big party’s on the roads with parades

366

ID: 99508231

10k run or park run

367

ID: 99508580

Winter fairs

368

ID: 99509352

Festivals Christmas light switch on

369

ID: 99504115

Can’t think of any, maybe more charity events

370

ID: 99510340

?

371

ID: 99510566

Nothing

372

ID: 99512096

Not sure

373

ID: 99512230

Small concerts / festival

374

ID: 99513646

Family events

375

ID: 99523637

Fire works

376

ID: 99523732

New year celebration

377

ID: 99524817

Si-fi

378

ID: 99528546

Music events

379

ID: 99528480

Nothing

380

ID: 99528449

I don't want to go I don't live in the area
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11. What events do you think would make you visit the town centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
381

ID: 99528522

Shopping events such as store openings

382

ID: 99528623

Xmas lights

383

ID: 99528872

Parades.

384

ID: 99528808

385

ID: 99528886

Charity run or walk

386

ID: 99528957

Victorian market

387

ID: 99528878

Don’t know

388

ID: 99528815

More shops opening

389

ID: 99528992

None

390

ID: 99528856

Xmas lights

391

ID: 99528783

I think the events they have are already good. Maybe a Christmas marker

392

ID: 99528904

Don’t really know

393

ID: 99528906

Cleaner

394

ID: 99528793

Christmas markets

395

ID: 99528786

Annual snow ball fight.

396

ID: 99528788

I think that the events should just get bigger

397

ID: 99528794

No events to be honest.

398

ID: 99528818

Community and litter events, possibly some sport event.

399

ID: 99528792

. Idk

400

ID: 99528933

Christmas

401

ID: 99528820

Xmas lights
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11. What events do you think would make you visit the town centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
402

ID: 99528833

Don’t know

403

ID: 99529023

Spice girls concert

404

ID: 99528942

None

405

ID: 99529018

Good ones

406

ID: 99528920

Christmas market

407

ID: 99528979

Markets

408

ID: 99529080

Christmas

409

ID: 99529107

?

410

ID: 99529036

?

411

ID: 99529058

I do not know about any so the light switch on if they have one

412

ID: 99529022

The Christmas lights switching on
.

413

ID: 99528953

?

414

ID: 99529197

More food events

415

ID: 99528936

Street fair

416

ID: 99528861

I live in haslingden

417

ID: 99528784

Family fares

418

ID: 99528759

Family fares

419

ID: 99529344

Nothing

420

ID: 99529361

Chocolate festivals

421

ID: 99528766

A Christmas parade

422

ID: 99528952

Charity events and parade.
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11. What events do you think would make you visit the town centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
423

ID: 99529038

I am not sure

424

ID: 99529311

None

425

ID: 99528805

Markes on The first of every month

426

ID: 99528802

A remembrance march.

427

ID: 99529019

428

ID: 99528935

Art work and gallery openings

429

ID: 99529202

Christmas

430

ID: 99529156

I when the to the Christmas lights and the street fair

431

ID: 99529186

Fights

432

ID: 99529052

A funfair

433

ID: 99528785

A Christmas event

434

ID: 99529068

Better Christmas lights and New Years festivals

435

ID: 99529322

Nice ones

436

ID: 99529319

Safe Christmas events

437

ID: 99530687

fun fairs

438

ID: 99531094

The queen visiting

439

ID: 99533756

Markets

440

ID: 99535323

Don’t know

441

ID: 99536370

Easter

442

ID: 99536557

Job /apprentice seeking opportunities, more diverse events - with all cultures

443

ID: 99537410

more diverse- catering to all cultures
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11. What events do you think would make you visit the town centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
444

ID: 99538553

Family fairs

445

ID: 99539083

food stalls

446

ID: 99541254

Festivals and better markets

447

ID: 99541271

Better markets

448

ID: 99541224

Festivals and better markets

449

ID: 99541252

Festivals and better market

450

ID: 99542816

Don’t know

451

ID: 99545372

Don't know

452

ID: 99529674

Sales and markets

453

ID: 99547313

WW2 events

454

ID: 99547640

.

455

ID: 99553928

An World Cup event

456

ID: 99558512

Don't know

457

ID: 99566942

Not sure

458

ID: 99576520

I don’t know

459

ID: 99577597

Sport events

460

ID: 99578812

Halloween

461

ID: 99579020

Don’t know

462

ID: 99579636

Christmas events

463

ID: 99581803

not sure

464

ID: 99582048

Burnley playing at Haslingden st Mary’s
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11. What events do you think would make you visit the town centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
465

ID: 99590454

Leisure and fundraising events

466

ID: 99593126

Eid festival

467

ID: 99598605

Markets

468

ID: 99600968

Maybe dancing, football or gymnastics acts in the town centre.

469

ID: 99607941

None

470

ID: 99613723

Funfairs

471

ID: 99615292

Music festivals

472

ID: 99628868

Music

473

ID: 99629275

Music events

474

ID: 99630609

.

475

ID: 99630702

The market

476

ID: 99630310

Primark and other shops opening

477

ID: 99631090

Fun events

478

ID: 99630571

Xmas lights

479

ID: 99631179

None

480

ID: 99641835

N/a

481

ID: 99658685

Fun fair

482

ID: 99659315

Christmas lights

483

ID: 99663632

Dunno

484

ID: 99663655

Concerts

485

ID: 99568834

Xmas lights switch on and the street fair
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11. What events do you think would make you visit the town centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
486

ID: 99717583

Not quit sure

487

ID: 99720683

If it was not as busy

488

ID: 99722405

Christmas market,

489

ID: 99731722

None I don’t want to go to hassi

490

ID: 99746245

Charity evens or fairs

491

ID: 99746244

Christmas markets

492

ID: 99746207

A Fortnite Battle Royale meet and greet with the Ali a himself or a Fortnite Battle Royale
tournament with lit prizes, like a LLAMA!!!!

493

ID: 99746900

Food

494

ID: 99746671

Market stalls and a fair

495

ID: 99746745

Xmas event

496

ID: 99767541

I dont know

497

ID: 99787677

Christmas lights

498

ID: 99787601

Fireworks

499

ID: 99787716

Fire works

500

ID: 99787712

Better shops

501

ID: 99787740

Dont know

502

ID: 99787661

Street shows

503

ID: 99787858

A sale

504

ID: 99787718

Chinese new year

505

ID: 99787745

Charity events

506

ID: 99788116

Fireworks on bonfire
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11. What events do you think would make you visit the town centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
507

ID: 99787714

Bonfire night

508

ID: 99788233

Football activities

509

ID: 99787845

Football activities

510

ID: 99788078

Fo fun

511

ID: 99787973

Fireworks

512

ID: 99787633

More fairs

513

ID: 99787890

I do not really know

514

ID: 99788284

Seasonal events.

515

ID: 99788376

Sales

516

ID: 99788204

Shopping and activities

517

ID: 99787978

Fire works on bonfire night.

518

ID: 99790374

Fire works

519

ID: 99815558

A drugs event

520

ID: 99823686

Shops for younger people, meeting places to meet friends

521

ID: 99746744

Festival

522

ID: 99833235

Social events that are very popular to do with every type of holiday e.g
Easter,Christmas,Halloween .

523

ID: 99861972

Charity events

524

ID: 99900362

Exiting fundraising, shows

525

ID: 99914279

fairs/ fairground rides, charity events to raise money for different charities

526

ID: 99915829

Christmas lights

527 ID: 100096251 Bike rides
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11. What events do you think would make you visit the town centre?
Response Response
Percent
Total
528 ID: 100146826 Fun events
529 ID: 100246098 No fast food
530 ID: 100322555 Farmers markets
531 ID: 100323637 Farmers market
532 ID: 100345755
533 ID: 100388418 free food
534 ID: 100493725 Turning on the Christmas lights
535 ID: 100525791 Sales events nothing that takes more money away like 1 sweet 20p. Prices that don’t rip
of
Customers
536 ID: 101189031 Do not know
537 ID: 101276283 free scran
538 ID: 101653740 Christmas

answered

538

skipped

0

12. How do you usually find out about events?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Word of Mouth

51.12%

275

2

Banners / Posters

34.94%

188

3

Newspapers

9.67%

52

4

Online

42.01%

226
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12. How do you usually find out about events?
Response Response
Percent
Total
5

Leaflets

Analysis Mean:

4.06 Std. Deviation:

Variance: 6.55 Std. Error:

2.56 Satisfaction Rate:

62.73

17.66%

95

answered

538

skipped

0

0.11

13. What suggestions do you have to make Haslingden more digitally interactive?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Social Media Geofilter

30.11%

162

2

Town Centre Phone App

29.37%

158

3

Instagram Account

43.12%

232

4

Backdrop for photos

15.06%

81

5

Town Centre website

44.61%

240

6

Other (all ideas welcome):

11.71%

63

answered

538

skipped

0

Analysis Mean:

5.72

Std. Deviation: 3.82 Satisfaction Rate: 79.55

Variance: 14.63 Std. Error:

0.16

Other (all ideas welcome): (63)
1

ID: 98808230

2

ID: 98807669

the geofilter would be so cool! i’m not sure an app would be an efficient investment but
everyone can access a website so that’s good. maybe have people sign to receive emails
on events?? have a mailing list?

3

ID: 98806883

Haslingden Snapchat Filter!!!!!!

4

ID: 98810074

Meeting places

5

ID: 98811217
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13. What suggestions do you have to make Haslingden more digitally interactive?
Response Response
Percent
Total
6

ID: 98811319

its a town its not meant to be interactive

7

ID: 98812994

buy bud as you g

8

ID: 98814858

Guns

9

ID: 98818809

More game areas

10

ID: 98815523

11

ID: 98819623

12

ID: 98832417

13

ID: 98845661

14

ID: 98851261

15

ID: 98858735

photgraphy

16

ID: 98860875

AI anime girls

17

ID: 98862977

the 'backdrop for photos' is actually a reasonable suggestion but just wait until someone
draws phallic objects all over it

18

ID: 98863943

Advertise it in haslingden high school website. And add a place where people ONLY
PEOPLE living in that’s area can interact with others innit fam.

19

ID: 98866833

A club for computers, centralise every on a website and allow people to make
appointments, passport or bus pas ext and upcoming events. Account will be needed

20

ID: 98888379

21

ID: 98888242

AI Anime Girls

22

ID: 98888341

Town centre wifi

23

ID: 98888203

free wifi everywhere

24

ID: 98888812

keys on tap

25

ID: 98889192
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13. What suggestions do you have to make Haslingden more digitally interactive?
Response Response
Percent
Total
26

ID: 98889001

No clue - why does it have to be? Improve standard of living in the town, tear down
derelict buildings, encourage new businesses via subsidies and grants and so on, and let
word of mouth handle itself. Right now, there's nothing in Haslingden that makes it worth
a town centre app.

27

ID: 98888137

Facebook page like 'this is helmshore'

28

ID: 98889101

Facebook

29

ID: 98888997

Promote new shops and takeaways

30

ID: 98889469

Show pictures of the Christmas lights on social media

31

ID: 98908042

32

ID: 98910330

Emails from the town councillor telling us when the next survey is on

33

ID: 98928692

notifs about a sesh

34

ID: 98954375

local Facebook page

35

ID: 98975742

a small magazine of what events may be happening in the centre and some news of what
has happened in the centre over the past month such as X was lights, bands playing in
the local church etc

36

ID: 99106807

It doesn’t really require too much digitally. Investing too much in didgital improvements
might backfire

37

ID: 99212684

38

ID: 99260168

39

ID: 99489836

40

ID: 99490850

Twitter and free SAFE wifi (with council rules/regulations

41

ID: 99495468

Haslingden please don’t go online it ruins it for everyone

42

ID: 99497023

A big website that everyone can put on for there charity or business

43

ID: 99503862

Zeeshan photography and tinder

44

ID: 99524817

Interest for kids
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13. What suggestions do you have to make Haslingden more digitally interactive?
Response Response
Percent
Total
45

ID: 99529107

Free chargers

46

ID: 99528784

Social media’s like facebook

47

ID: 99529311

48

ID: 99529186

Better advertising

49

ID: 99529052

What does digitally mean

50

ID: 99531094

Get sponsored

51

ID: 99539083

stop living under a rock

52

ID: 99541252

53

ID: 99547640

.

54

ID: 99630609

.

55

ID: 99731722

None just leave hassi as it is. It’s fine and doesn’t need changing

56

ID: 99746207

Ali A meet and greet. Fortnite Battle Royale tournament!,!::m

57

ID: 99787745

I don’t think it needs to be digitally interactive

58

ID: 99788116

No litter

59

ID: 99788376

By houses, (Closeness by living)

60

ID: 99815558

A website that sells weed

61 ID: 100345755 Leaflets, billboards etc
62 ID: 100388418
63 ID: 101276283 takeaways
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